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By thee, the perfect Teacher, taught,
Our wills to thine submissive brought,
Who doest all things well.
:

With thee, our loving vigils keep,

»

Watching with those who sweetly sleep,
Departed, but not lost.

Thy paths,O Christ, are perfect peace,
: Thy thoughts are (ull of love,
From bonds of sin our souls release,
And bid the power of passion cease,

a: period of declinein religion.

was an era of infidelity.
Rousseau
and Voltaire,

It

It

produced

Bolingbroke, |
Hume, Gibbon, and Thomas Paine.
The
present century has been ove of general
religious revival, and has witnessed great:
changes in the religious world.
The three great forms in which Christianity presents itself to the world to-day
are the Romish church, the Greek church,

and Protestantism..
To-day, the chasm
between the Romish and the Greek church
The

latter is un-

doubtedly nearer to communion with
Protestantism than with Romanism. When
Pius IX, sent letters to the bishops of Con-

stantinople and Alexandria inviting them
to attend the Ecumenical Council of 186970, they both declined to be present.

The

it is said,
as

lift

refrom

the table where the papal delegates had
placed it, the elegant case in which the invitation was enclosed,”
;
Near the close of the eighteenth century
the Romish church bad been.‘ brought so
low as to be an object of derision to infidels, and of pity rather than of hatred to
Protestants ;” but, during the first half of
the present century, it was seen to be rising with renewed strength and increasing
In 1823, Robert Hall,

in Eng-

land, wrote as follows: ‘* Whether popery will ever be permitted, in the inscrutable counsels of heaven, again to darken:

and overspread the land, is an inquiry in
it is foreign from our purpose to
a period

it is there never

when the members of the

papal community

it would

be

no

difficult

the

strength of the greatest of republics will
be equal to the conflict.”
Since the middle of the century, various revolutions have obscured the brilliant
prospects of the church.of Rome, and
given to Protestantism, particularly on
the continent of ‘Europe, such opportunities as she has hot seen since the ¢lose of
the sixteenth century. ' In 1866, five years

sis.

The eighteenth century was, in gener-

was

permit,

Did

on the bloody field of Sadowa, lay

conquered: at the feet of Protestant Prus-

Ba

engage,” but ‘certain

space

down

/BY REV. C. A. BICKFORD.

whieh

of the agricultural districts.

of Italy, Catholic Austria, as the sun went

ROMANTSM IN THIS OENTURY.

influence.

many

the coronation of Vietor Emanuel, king

— Advance.

of Constantinople,

also in

after the papacy was effectually defied by

And all our guilt remove,

fused * to open, or as much

but

kings ; it remains to be seen whether

With thee, O Christ, we walk the deep:
Afllicted, tempest’

bishop

centers,

thing to mention recent occurrences in

In us, O Christ, thy mind be wrought,
Thy Spirit in us dwell ;

seems as wide as ever.

manufacturing

the East and West that go far towurds
justifying these words of Dr. Dale, in his
*t Impressions of America”: ¢ In the Middle Ages, the struggle with the papacy
tasked the strength of the greatest of

YEARNING,

"al,

past forty years. Last spring, Joseph
Cook stated, among other things equally
significant, that in the city of New York
and some of the cities of the West, Roman Catholics fill nearly every municipal
office. In New England, the: Catholics
form about a fourth part of the population, and they appear to be fast obtuining
a strong hold, not only in commercial

were 80 active and so

enterprising, or Protestants so torpid and
indifferent. Innumerable symptoms ap-

pear of a prevailing disposition to contemplate the doctrines of popery with less

In the following year, Austria was

freed from the papil yoke by the abrogation cf the
and,

by

tyrannous concordat of 1855,

this

made

reckless, hating and

of the century, at which time the

Italy, Austria, France, and Belgium. Wit-

ness, too, the establishment by law, large-

ly within the compass of the last decade,
of religious liberty in Spain and Portugal,
throughout South America (Peru and Ecnador alone excepted), and in the States
of Central America. Mexico began her
great struggle for religious liberty in 1821.

To-day Protestantism is firmly established
there.

;

As to England

and

the

United States,

while it is true that Romanism

has

been

rapidly growing in both countries, there
are those who ‘clain: that the pendulum
has nearly or quite spent the force ofits
upward swing.
Touching England, it is
said that while there ave many going from

scarcely

one clergyman, of intellectual

latter power was dominant in Spain and ‘distinction sufficient to produce so much
Portugal, Italy, Austria, Belgium, France,
South America (save the small territories

of British and Dutch Guiana),

Central

America, Mexico, and the West Indies.
Moreover, Canada and Ireland were, as
to population, four-fifth
man Catholic. Protestantism prev.
in Sweden

ind Norway, Denmark and Holland ; but
its strongholds were Prussia, England,
Scotland, and the United

States.

Thirty

years ago, however, it appeared that two
of these great Protestant strongholds were
gradually giving way before the encroach-

as a passing ripple on the surface of
church life by his secession, has quitted

the communion
Rome.”

of England for that of

Mr. Gladstone says,

‘¢ The frac-

tion of the Roman Catholics in the population of this country, which approached
five per cent. in 1854, now rises a little
above four.”
He expresses his belief
that *‘the general enterprise of Roman
propagandism [is] to be hopeless throughout’ Great Britain.”

Touching the United States, many seem

disposed to lay great stress on the
admitted

by

points

the Romish priest who, last

ments of Rome.
One of the remarkable
things of this century is the growth of Thanksgiving, preached the sermon at
Romanism in England and the United the laying of the corner stone of the new
States.

The repeal of the old Test and Corporation Acts, in 1828, and the subsequent
passdge of the Catholic Relief Bill, secured, in 1830, political emancipation to
the Catholics in England. In 1883 began

the famous Oxford Tructarian movement,
whose unforeseen issues have

helpful ‘to ‘the “Romish church.

proved so

In 1851

was restored in England the Romish hier:
archy, with Cardinal Wiseman at its head.

At this time in the course of fifty years,
the Catholics had increased from less than
two to fully five per cent. of the popula.

>

AD.
>
*o

JOTTINGS FROM BOSTON. |
ins

their posterity driven, changed,

TEMPERANCE,

|: To one who, looks at inner forces and

contemplates their growth, and the future influence they are to have, Boston
saw a most important

early

gathering

November days.

The

women of Massachusetts

of about two

hundred,

i

in the

Christian

to

the

prs

one hundred and sixty Uhions of the
State and city met in their annual Convention to discuss plans and measures for
the prosecution of the war upon intemperance in the old Bay State.
To look
upon the faces of these women and listen

to their earnest burning words would
quickly convince one that this was no
ordinary gathering. In the chair sat Mrs.
Mary A. Livermore, the Queen of the
American Platform, a woman of great
heart,

and moderated this large assembly in a
way that might bring the quick rush of
envy to many a President's brain. As
committee after committee reported, and
lady after lady spoke to the reports, one
became further impressed that all power
of transacting business, and doing ‘practical business was not vested exclusively in
male hands. Here ‘were’ women. whom
suffering had ‘marked with long lines ‘of
care, and who coming out of the deep
waters were permeated with a: wonderful

earnestuess in checking the evil and

cathedral now building in Providence.
Among other things, he said, “I do not

think that the glowing expectations
concerning the future of the Catholic church
in this country, which have been enter-

fo

ranks of the progressives.

One evening

saw them all and a goodly

audience 'be-

sides assembled in old Park St. Church.
On the platform was an array of thoughtful speaking talent which probably could
not be surpassed in America.
Joseph
Cook the Christian thinker, Mrs. Livermore the woman orator, and John B.
Gough the eloquent saved one and the el- |
oquent saving-one. The thought came
strongly to us that a cause which could
gain to it such representative persons was
already lighted by the rays of the coming
noonday. Joseph Cook called the Woman’s Unions the intensest ray of that inner

radiance. which

illuminated the broad

light zone of the American continent
stretching from Boston and Philadelphia
away across towards sunset. He stood
square for Home protection and launched
the new movement with a vigorous push

from his brawny logic.

John B. Gough

spoke of his labors in England, of the intense earnestness of the people born out
of their appalling danger, of the brutalizing effect of beer in England and its insidious approach among ourselves. The old
fire gleamed from his earnest soul and the
old power shows still in much of its pristine fervor. Fifty years ago and now!
How woman is creeping up—taking to
herself right after right, and responsibility after responsibility, and we must say

Court and failing
there to obtain such
legislation as shal enable the Indian to

have equal rights with the white or the
negro. Of all black chapters in the history of white oppression, none shall be
more revolting on this continent when

of enthusiastic devotion to her race.

Sad

my

wife

and children.”

mission,
and it is not too mueh

to

hope

that a brighter day may be in store for
them,

2

JOSEPH COOK.

Joseph Cook has. commenced
lectureship

in

Boston,

and

his fifth

in

the

old

South at that. His audiences are as
large as ever, and he seems to do enough
feeding and digesting mentally to enable
himto give of his substance to the

'listen-

ers. Born in 1838, with two years at
Yale, a graduation at Harvard after two

years of study there, a three years’ Theological course in Andover, two years of
study and travel in Europe and the East,
he commenced his lectures in 1875 in the
Meionaon and is to-day more widely listened to than any man in America on the
absorbing

theme

of

Christian

Science.

His great braway form towers in its 'size
and awkwardness before one'on the platform, fit casement for the equally brawny
thought power which we ever see moving
‘within. He gives the idea of’ a’ working

force when he speaks, and one almost sees

ry do not seem to trouble

‘him

much,

as

indeed he is best seen in his ruggedness.
He forces out his: long and sometimes
over-loaded periods as if from «passage
that was

too narrow

for them,

and

his

rough voice often husky is not suggestive
of the silver-tongued ancients.- His preludes on every day topics are interesting
and helpful, as the’ utterances of a
thoughtful mind and a light cast from the
quiet study upon the seething boiling
commotions of the busy erowded present.
He

believes

in

universal

suffrage,

but

sees and emphasizes
. the ‘danger of an
unaroused suffrage. ' He stands up for

party, but pounds with: heavy hand’ on
the demoralizing machine in parties, and
voices the discontent of the best minds of
to-day with too frequent elections and the
corrupting spoils system. He favors independent voting and takes the: hand of
Curtis in his push for the rights of the individual voter. ' His lecture proper when
I heard him had a restatement of the argument of design and grouped ‘about the
central thought of the distinction: between forces and the corvelation of force.

Besides his Monday

Lectures he is in

constant demand for Lyceum courses.
Just now he is considerable of a Lion and
comes in for a share of the world’s heroworship. ‘And indeed it would have been
well if all the world’s heroes had been ‘as
worthy as this one.
:

immediate conversion of those outside her
fold. ' From five to seven per cent. of
those who are annually confirmed by our

bishops throughout the country are con-

The Old South saw a strange scene, almost a tragedy—enacted within its venerable walls on the third of Nov.—the Representatives of a vanishing race pleading

for human rights in the very center of the

country.

And this increase is more than

counterbalanced by the loss which she
suffers, The number of her children

ha girl—Bright Eyes—sat upon the platform with Joseph Cook, and made their
appeal for citizenship to the

American

prentices

from the

ships

ef-

in the harbor.

Qnce a week from forty to sixty of these
young English lads come to his house for
religious instruction, and he spares no

pains in his efforts

for their spiritual wel-

a regular service, followed

by

dn® after—

meeting much like those held by evangelists at home. ‘Will it not be a brighter
day for the church and the world when our
lay brethren more generally address themselves to direct Christian work of this
sort? There is precious fruit to be gatheredinit,
ih
Sido
This month it was my privilege to attend the Balasore Q. M., held with the
small,

was

attendance

the
church;

but there seemed to be a cheerful and hopeBro.
ful spirit pervading the meeting.
Kamala Naika reported concerning the
interesting inquirers in the villages south
of Balasore, of whom the readers of the
He represents
Star have been hearing.

that they are now kept back from making
a public professionof Christianity by the
fear of the land owners, or the Zemindars,

them

vex

to

who have it in their power

exceedingly. He told us that these people were reallyin earnest, and would in

moreover

He

timé prove their sincerity.

be-

requested the prayers of Christians in

half of these

inquirers.

Will, the

friends: pray for them, too?
At Santipore apd Dantoon

moving on well.

‘the

home
work

is

It is very ‘little that “a

missionary forty miles away cando for these

central stations.

How long shall we have

to walt for the new man from home? There
is a promising field awaiting

him

in. the

INDIA LETTER.
* MIDNAPORE,
In a recent letter
voted labors of our
burn, in Calcutta. ©
can likewise, of

INDIA, Sept. 27, 1879.
I referred ‘to the decountryman, Dr. ThoThere is another Chris-

whom

ouv | boldly
and defy = all : obstacles.
Others’ shudder so long onthe
banks
of ‘the Rubicon, that they are worth very

little even when across.
lapse

into

a state

Still ‘others re-

worse than that from

which ; they sought

deliverance.

friends at home have, often been

asked

power of

fearfully

crippled.

We gigh for the reign of peace.’
0-0-0
40

J
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MISSION ‘WORK.
NO END.

Of course not.

Why

should there

be?

There will be none until‘ death makes an
end of all things.

It matters not whether

it is Myrtle Hall, or the Bible School in
India, or the College Debt, or the outfit

for a new missionary, or our own

strug-

gling church, there is always something
Lo give for; something special, something
in addition to all the regular givings, and
something, too, which can not be ignored,

something which must be attended to at
once, or important interests will suffer.
Let us thank the Lord that it is so; that
we are not allowed to settle down into: an
easy indifference and grow apathetic,
sleepy, forgetful of his claims upon us.

pray for these Hindu inquirers.

Did

know just the

position

we

may

well be

most devout and active Christian men that
it was ever my good fortune to, know. All
American travelers have just cause for

President Hayes.
I have heard nothing
but praise for the consul in the mouths ef
American visitors, residents,seamen, indeed
all who

in any way come

into business or

And

hands. The whole work to bé done for
God and the church’ and humanicy Will
nev
be completel
er y finished while time
lasts. ‘We need not expect it. The field
grows broadas
erwe advance. Do what
we can, there will always be a. little unoccupied ground in front of us, to be taken
possession of; a little repairing of ‘the
walls here; a little strengthening of ‘the
defenses yonder to be attended to, and so
we shall be kept ever active. All this in
addition -to the regular, steady-going,
every-day work, which must not be ailowed to languish, but must be kept up
with vigor and: enthusiasm ‘all the time.
So,

dear

friends,

don't

get

impatient.

Some of you feel ithe strain of all these
appeals, but many do not; many are
reached by only one now

and

then,

and

most of us need a fresh pull at our pursestrings about as often as we get it. There
will be no end of giving while we live;
no end of special appeals for worthy and
important objects ; no end of new fields

opening
for Christian activity ‘and
benevolence; no end of deing good

while
the
world
stands,
and
no
end
of satisfaction
when,
after it
all; we shall hear the Master say, ‘ Well
done, good and faithful servant; enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord.”

DENOMINATIONAL DEBT-PAYING.
Probably we should all be astonished if

we knew the total amount of indebtedness now resting upon our charches for
meeting houses unpaid for; if to this we
could add the debts: of..our schools, we:

should agree, probably, that the time had:
come for us:to go ‘at the work: of‘ debipaying, with a vigorous determination "to
annihilate the last dollar of debt clinging
to any of our local or general enterprises.
These debts have long been: mill-stones
around our necks. Not a few churches

'of

this class, they would feel the force and
heed the burden of such requests. In ev-

ery missionary concert,or prayer-meeting,
let these Hindu inquirers be faithfully
and some: schools: have been dragged
remembered.
On their course very much
down to death by them. = Others are still
is depending .
struggling and many are in great danger
Mr. Barkholder and I have visited BhimThey
pore this month.’ The little band of San- of being carried under’by them.
have
constitut
one
great
hindranc
to
ed
e
tal Christians there is holding bravely on
its way. The Bengali convert, baptized the spiritual prosperity and religious
early in August, has been feeling the edge growth of the members of many of our
They have caused some ' to
of Hindu persecution, but seems firm. He churches.
came into our honse and told me of his ef- leave us and have prevented others from
forts to get possession of his daughter, joining us, who ought to have been with
who, a child of seven, with her mother is us, and who would have been but for the
with her Hindu relatives. = He bought a oppressive burden of these debts. No celnew cloth for the child, procured presents ebration of our denominational centennial
also for his wife,

and went

to

the village

where they are; to the house of the

father.

wife's

All the presents were disdainfully

discarded; and he was very cartly told that

neither he nor his presents were welcome,
because he had disgraced the whole connec-

tion by hecoming a Christian.

, We hope

this man may not only hold . out: faithful
himself, but that his wife and child will
follow him soon.
they will have heard of the terrible massacre at Cabul, and
the reopening of the
Affghan war, ‘Men of the most experience
with the Affighans have all along been warning the Indian government against sending
‘an embassy to Cabul. Lord Lawrence and

others long ago predicted

come to pass,

just

what has

Sheer All Khan himself

told the English, years ago, that he

could

not guarantee the . safety: :of «an English

resident at his Capital.

But notwithstand-

ing all this, Lord Lytton and Major Cavapleasure and pride in this trne,industrious gnari trusted Amir Yakoob Khan, and sent
The
and most obliging servant of the govern- ‘an English’ embassy to his Capital.
dreadful sequel to this’ foolhardy policy
ment, whose appointment. reflects great was the butchery in cold bloodof the ‘encredit on President Grant, and whose re- tire’ British force'in’ Cabul.
Who knows

tention in office reflects equal credit on |

peal reaches new men and:women.

so it will ever be. ' New enterprises: will
rise and ask, perhaps even: compel, our
attention, before the old are fairly off’ our

to

they

‘and ‘perplexity

the army of givers, and every fresh ‘ap-

Our

Weeks before this reaches your readers

-o-B-b

proud. A. C. Litchfield ‘Esq;,n Ameriean
Consul General for India, is one of the

, . . .. THE INDIAN.

Christian

of

been

I
the genesis; the birth and the delivery of .very heart of this mission. At. Dantoon
found inquirers “who seemed to be not
each thought which comes forth. "He is
far from the
kingdom of Heaven. I
not an easy speaker to follow either as
have learned to speak with reserve and
regards his style of delivery, or the flow
caution of such. We can. not tell which
of his proposiiions. ' The graces of orato- way they are going, sometimes they come

to this country has already come nearly to

It is a mistake to expect any
an end.
‘very great additions to the church by the

called into every branch

Patna

tained by some, will be speedily realized.

that shall relieve the misery and increuse
the happiness of humanity.

himself to

and has

been

fare. Already it has pleased God to grant Stagnati is death, and whatever saves
the impartial pen writes it, than the
on
him seals to his faithfal ministry in behalf
treatment of the Indian by the dominant of these young men in the conversion of us from spiritual death is a boon to be rerace. And the hardest part of it is that several. As the ships come and go, these ceived with thankfulness. We may not
the heart of ‘Best America” beats for youths. are likewise coming and going, so always: feel like acknowledging this but the Indian ; the rascally greed and sav- the good seed of the kingdom is carried it is so, none the less. We! may wince
age cruelty of officials have drawn the far and wide. With the help of several under the discipline, but it is wholesome.
Different interests appeal ‘to different
blood, and caused the ruthless. following | kind young ladies, the General provides
of the Red men. Bright Eyes is very tea for the young men every Wednesday persons. Some: are reachedby calls from
well educated and singularly sweet and evening, which gives ample opportunity one source and some by those from anothwomanly in action and thought and full for social intercourse, after which there is er. Recruits are continually coming into

always with credit to herself and with |,
benefit to society. So towards the ground
of equal available labor with man in all | tian gentleman in the ‘Capitol, an 'Ameri-

That great movement of the Irish’ people

Northwest

[\

fort by well nigh every church in the Cappital. While in Calcutta, several weeks
ago, I attended his meeting for the ap-

Great interest is being evinced in their

shut up the dramshops. So by an almost
unanimous voice these women in conven:
tion assembled voted to petition the Legislature the coming winter for the power
to ballot upon all questions connected
with the sale of strong drink.
So the
great movement of Home protection goes
on, and the old Bay State has joined the

the

in

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN,

peal for protection and claim to citizenship to the arbitrament of the Supreme

will murder

tations of the dramshop, and they will

ft

his own people here, he has worked everywhere irrespectively of sect,

Lord

out.of all this ter—

have perished, and the carrying

of

eral has identified himself with the Christian ‘workers ‘of the city, and: certainly none ' of them have
excelled him in
fervor and faithfulness.
Himself ‘a very

interprets his’ liberal Baptist, and attaching

‘Well may the

= May the

mercy bring some

words to the listening people. The object is
to interest prominent persons, and collect
money enough to carry the Indian's ap-

bravely to

work doneby the women of Massachu-.

readers ask, for what?

civiliza-

My chief objéct in speaking of him is to’

from suffering fellow mortals and come

culture and wealth of the conquering
tion. Ata meeting of the Roman Catho- verts to the Catholic faith; but it’ is not
dynasty.
A dignified Ponca Chief—
lic clergy and laity held in Liverpool, in any such increaseas will enlarge to any
Standing Bear,—a sweet womanly Omagreat
extent
the
Catholic
church
of
this
Qct,, 1878, Cardinal Manning declared
that since the restoration of the hierarchy
in 1851, the Catholic church in England
“had sprung forth with an exuberance

hunted

the news was broken to him that his
brother had been shot for daring to leave
the plantation: ¢ Let me go home :—they

The

our high

such a man as Gen. Litchfield.

sible pain to ‘others; here 'were women
who themselves had never felt the sting of
Drink's sorrow but who had heard the ery
rescue.

rible trouble, Ind
gs again
with the
cry “To Arms.” "Already 61,000 camels

legal protection. The chief speaks .in his
native tongue and Miss Bright Eyes, in

beautiful English,

thousands

country, and a blot on

and shot, and no appeal possible to the lay special emphasis upon the importance
protection of a flag,or the sacred rights of | and usefulness of lay effort in the Lord’s
citizenship. And so Standing Bear and vineyard. From his entrance upon ‘the
Bright Eyes have come on a pilgrimage to duties of his office at Calcutta, the Geén-

crisp

possibly

of lives must be sacrificed.

appreciate the character and services

were the words of Standing Bear when

the

laid waste ; hundreds,

tion in the presence of the heathen. I
have known such, and all who have will

pos-

work for

We have had

Americans in.office in these Eastern ports
who were a standing disgraceto their

the Mecca of the white conquerors and to
make their appeal for fair treatment and

number

power of mind, and tenderness of

friendly relations with him,

sessors of the Continent look down. from
the ‘happy hunting grounds” and see

’ BY PROF. G. E. FOSTER.

dreading the supremacy of a Protestant
setts is the most active and efficient which
power in the politics of the continent of
Europe, the Jesuits forced France into a is at present being carried on in the
State. One hundred and sixty Unions
desperate attempt to prevent it.
The
the
commonwealth
Franco-Prussian war was virtually a Ro- scattered through
man Catholic effort to break in pieces a with their large memberships forming inProtestant confederation.
It signally fluential factors in the social economy of
failed.
Tn the words of a competent ob- thousands of homes, with the teaching
server, ‘‘One of the greatest political power of mother and sister, the drawing
events of recent times is the renewal of {power of wife and loved one as instru
the German Empire with ‘a Protestant ments in their hand—who can estimate
king at its head. The effort of the Papa- the work they are doing, or the forces
cy, ia combination with the political am- they are preparing for future and ever
bition of France, to subvert the North expanding influence? These ladies took
German Confederation, providentially re- advanced ground.™ They are no longer
sultedin an extraordinary increase of the content with praying and pleading and
prestige and physical might of Protestant- weeping and suffering. They do this and
will do ‘more. They are studying the
ism on the continent of Europe.” And
nature of alcoholi¢ drinks and teaching the
80, in the providence of God, it has come
to pass that while Romanism has, for: childeen in the home and in the Sabbathsome time, been rapidly oly
the school and in‘the juvenile organizations.
two great Protestant stronghold;
Eog- But they will do still more.’ They see that
land and the United States, Prote¥tantism, just over from their own doors bad men
on the other hand,is making rapid progress build temptations, and every hour their
in many of the ancient papal strongholds. boys and brothers go out from the home
Witness the recent march of events in kept safe, they are exposed to the temp-

disgust, and to witness their progress with
less alarm, than has ever heen known Protestantism to the Romish church, there
since the Reformation.” This apathy of are many others going the other way. An
Protestants, and this vigorous advance of eminent Church of England clergyman
since 1857
Romanism, continued until beyond the has recently asserted that
middle

are brought in

47

oy

people. The negro is a citizen, the Irishman is a citizen,
the German and the
Pole are citizens, and all these the winds
have wafted in restless adventure to
American soil,—but, the once sole pos-

from outside.”

every hundred of the population ; to-day
they number one in every six or eight. It

whom all letters on business, remittances oi
Tho &o., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H. | is asserted that Rome has about doubled
All communications designed for publication
her strength here every decade during the
Dover,

er by far than those who

EPC

NO.

L

now when ‘the war willclose?
To us ‘it
seems but just begun. The English will
of course revenge this deed of inhumanity
and cowardiceon the part of the treacherous Parthans.
Streams
of blood must
flow afresh; peaceful settlements must be

could be’ more

fitting

liquidation of all

than

debts

a general

against our

churches, schools and denominational enterprises. Leta debt-paying mania take
take full possession of 4p hearts, personal and collective, and let us

begin

at

once. Business is reviving; prosperity
is returning ; let the first fruitsof this return be consecrated to the Lord, and let
that be followed by frequent and generous
offerings at his altars until every ehurch
debt and every school debt and every mis-

sion debt is paid and we be able to ‘stand

up with hands free and hearts eager’ for
work, crying to the Master, ‘* Here am I,

send me ;” and we may be sure God will
bless us, will honor us by giving us something do for him.
And, once free, let us forever stay frée,

that we. may be able to work without
weariness, and be ever ready to hear and
heed every fresh call from the Master for
willing servants to enter his vineyard.
OBO

We know of a fimister who, when he
sits down to the composition of a sermon,
takes so many sheets of paper—no matter what the subject and no matter what

the er
til he has filled
them out. "Then his
in is done.
Nothing could be mere fatal to the best
preaching

-than

any

such

mechanical

ways of sermon-measuring. -. Not the
yard-stick, nor the hour-glass, shouldbe

the preacher's guide, but commonsense.—

Christian Union,

:

|
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S. Bepartment.

t Ihave set before thee an open door.”
opportunity fer making men honor

An

the communion question does lead

Communications.

the gospel for usefulness.

* For thou hast a little strength.” Either
outward strength or inner moral strength.
The church probably was poor, small,
uninfluential, but, as the verse goes on to
show, was faithful in spirit.
:

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Nov. 30.
QUESTIONS
:

(For

AND

;

NOTES

BY

|
J. A, HOWE.

PROF.

*r

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

'

‘“ Hast

THE

MESSAGE

TO THE

DAILY READINGS.
To the church in Ephesus. Rev.2: 1-7.
In Smyrna and Pergamos. Rev.2: 8—17.
In Thyatira. Rev.2: 18—29,
InLaodicea.
Rev.3: 14-22.

¥.
8.

In Corinth.
In Corinth.

8.

The message to the churches.

wardly,” and so, not Jews.

his home.
“Smyrna.” Situated in Ionica, forty miles

Polyearp,

who died

a martyr in the 86th year of his age, A.
D. 168, lived in this city, and is thought
to have been ¢ the angel of the church.”
«t Pergames.” It was on the river Caicus,
in Mysia, north of Smyrna.
It was the

original home of the Alexavdrine library,
and contained the temple of Asculapius,
the god of healing.
;
; “ Thyatira” In Lydia, south of Pergamos ; noted for its purple dye. It was
the city of that seller of purple who was
converted by the preaching of Paul. Acts
16:14.

>

““ Sardis.” The ancient capital of Lydia,
and home of the wealthy Croesus, situated on the river Pactolus, about half

way

from Thyatirn to Philadelphia.
¢¢ Philadelphia.” Named after Attalus

“
ui

its

founder,

who

died

in

138 A. D..
The piace was destroyed by
an earthquake in the reign of Tiberius.
5 Laodicea.”
In the south west of
Phrygia, not far from: Colosse. It was
a wealthy place and had a large trade in
wool.
‘« Angel of the Church.” Probably the

|
Ej

chief of the elders

in the church.

John

would not be told to ‘¢ write” to a celestial angel. ¢¢ The seven spirits,” usually
thought to mean the Holy Spirit, considered as having seven different modes of
operation. It is evident that seven angels
are not meant. Rev. 1:4; 4:5; 5:6.
«¢ The seven stars.” Called the * seven
angels of the seven churches,” in Rev.
1:20.

¢ Art dead.”
love,

in faith,

Spiritually dead, dead in
in devotion, in service, in

practical righteousness.
¢¢ Things which remain.” Those spiritual graces not yet extinct, but which are
waning.
“ Thy works.”
Christian duties to the
community, to the membership and to
God.
*¢ Perfect before God.” ' The true reading here is, “'complete before my God.”
“ Remember how thow hast received.”
Received the knowledge of Christ ‘and of

-his holy will and laws.
¢
¢¢
tian
‘¢

liberty to animadvert upon what he was
pleased to call our animadversion. = With
no wish to provoke needless discussion
we beg leave to reply somewhat.
We
are glad the opposite view was given.
It will do good.
There is a difference
of neo small magnitude between the

Are
2:28,

shall observe it, and be led to admit

the brother, in both articles, mistakes

know

that

I have

We need to restate cur position,

it.

loved

thee.”

is the

literal

translation.
When men see that God
loves his church they are brought to bow
at her feet.
“« The word of my patience.” Hast cndured all the trials involved in obedience
to my word.
« From the temptation.” Some season

tecedent” to the Supper, in the

tations.

Afflictions are called temp-

A

man

munion, because we said, ** What if it
does? We are bound to accept plain
facts and with them their legitimate con-

thee of thy

edge that our position leads to close com-

of note,

love in heavenly circles, a man

clusions.”

on

it.

In

no argument

esteemed

chapter 14:1

we

s¢ Thou ‘hastia. few names.”

- A few

members, a type of the few who, in nearly all churches, are ever at ‘their posts,

in Rev.

19:12.

some

and

that

Christ

the faith.”

{SE

3

;

¢¢ Quvergometh,” .- Eaeh: of these seven

might differ.

has

new glory of character to reveal to

Sabbath-schools of our entire country, at

2.

the time it was adopted, than that a year

How blessed to be well spoken of
See Matt. 10:32.

. v#* He that hath an'ear to hear.”

He that

i8'mindedto heed ‘what’ the Spirit says.

universally acknowledged that we

‘not enumerate them.’

:

need

1111 i, Mark 4:28; Luke

ost «+ Philadelphig.’,

One or two publications were already in
existence which had been for some two or
three years following a. system of their

out baptism.

ed to leave it to the committee 10 make out

the

plan

and publish

the outline

"This Ee the comnmiittee ample time, and
the’ inevitable

ibly

discussion
and

irreconcilable - “disagréements

who iwould confine themselves to the
gospels or to the Psalms and gospels,

etec,, ete.?

+7)

srl

to a
Dawid.) This refers
of y.
, hKe
22 :20-25. ' The meanin fied. euy
-proph
whic | péttalng tp

In, bhp thors
LET

8
«Ch

RTE

A

pi st was,

so

professional,

it

natur-

We allow

such

commun-

ion just as denominations, all, and every
individual, as well, new and then allow
deviations from the ordinary and proper
arrangement of things.

Most denominations.

do hold firmly,

always have, to the professienal character
of baptism and its antecedence therefore
to the church relation, to the Supper, to
preaching, &e:
Nevertheless, most de-

of it

without 'refereuce back to that body.

prevented

Being

3. We regard taking the Supper with:
cout baptism just as we regard the practice of these other several duties with-

as far as practicable, different countries
and different sections of dur own country.

{

In short, the committee had before
theman undertaking requiring extraordi‘nary‘wisdom ‘and patience, and a double

nominations, praetice open communion,
and would not refuse the Supper to a
Christian'applicant, though not baptized.
Theydo soon the. ground of the sufficiency of the moral. qualification, in the justifiable absence of the merely eeremonial
anteeedent. At the same time they would
disdain: to renounce'their doctrine of the
proper antecedencg of baptism. We stand
with them on. this ground, and believe it
the only consistent ground to occupy.
4. We believe that (the natural and
proper order of things. is the best; the
most useful, the divinely appointed, and
should be sought after prayerfully, and
observed tothe utmost practicable. Such
is our creed.
If the question. be .asked, and it is,
‘“ Why, afteragreeing upon the practice
of open communion, discuss or care for

portionof divine grace. They were en- the different grounds or reasons to be asabledto /presenta plan which secured an | signed?”
we answer, because the ground,

fore us,

of

éourse’it

i easy to criticise the

work 6f the committee. - It seemsto be |

the; fashion «in; Some. quartersto do this.

y

See above,

Nothing is oftener said in

proper relation of such several duties.

Notice how distinctly this enumerates, the almost Balvetaal folionin in; His counand
which has can adopie to some |
freedom of men in. hearkening or not try
n in other countries. We believe
3 od
‘hearkening to the Bpiritof God." Christ
e were divinely guided. =
isles the sang expression to the” same ‘ef. i Now. wi ee
biciant ba.

gs 2 Mn

this is a serious
which good men

Is i wis 1A | WL fani-fnding: remedy,
uch

8 gh

wis

Kesa8 may,

Woutd not the evil of “a considegably appear?dif.
fused dissatisfaction be much greater than
any

that can come, of the use of this |

eme ?

It is clear tous that: we should |

matter

of church life be conducted,

in

full

+b

v

antagonism.

Star-of
July 23,

The mover of the resolution had no de-

Run church.

re-

That

|

time,

have

depominations,

over-

an

Association

should

exist for

es of the same faith and order, is astound-

ing.

What, I ask, has driven our Regu-

lar Baptist brethren to such extremes on
the communion question? Is the maintenance of a particular dogma of their
church, the end of their controversy?
They have ever contended that repentance, faith, regeneration, and baptism
were the essential prerequisites to the
Lord's Supper. Now, itis church membership, —localized and confined to the
church and place of membership. ‘The
fellowship or partnership of churches in
the great work of evangelizing the world
is evidently thus weakened. The churches will stand severed by one of the
strongest ties that unite Christians in
sympathy and love. What a loss it
would be to our Freewill Baptist breth-

prayed that his disciples might be one?

why,

What unity could there be in not allow-

ing them to obey his command one with
the other unless

they

belonged

to

same localized body of believers?

the

Since hearing the discussion and witnessing the spirit of our Regular Baptist
brethren on the communion question, I

and

text-books of theology so held and defended?
gi
have more devoutly thanked God that I
3. Why do F. W. Bs. tenaciously adhere was not restricted and localfzed in my
to exacting baptism: before: membership ? privilege to commune with the lovers of
We affirm, because they believe it ‘to be our common Saviour.
Scriptural. See our article referred to,
O06
0-44
of July 23.” But our writers, some of

UHAUTAUQUA AND THE

them, J. M. B. of this number;say ¢¢ No,”

and as proof against any such order iin
church building; deny that there wus any
church organization proper in: apostolic
times. They affirm’ that the ¥. W. B's.
practice of exacting baptism, is done. by
self-assumed authority, without Seripture
precept’ or example ; emphasize

baptism

and as a prudential measure for self-preservation as a Baptist church.
But why emphasize baptism if it has
no specific place in the church as antece-

dent''6r subsequent ' of anything P ‘Why
preserve a church as Baptist

if a ‘church

isno less valid and Scriptural without baptism than with it? If ‘ repentance and
faith, or Christian character are’ the only
prerequisites to a ‘gospel church, accord:

ing 'to ‘the Scriptures,” what authority

have F. W. Baptists to so exact baptism
as to shut out half of Christendoni ? Supposing there were no Pedobaptist oppo-

definite subject on hand,

up with the
The day dawns.

march
of education.
Let us arise and hail jt

with joy! Le
as t
many of our ministers
as can possibly do so, join the famous C.
L. 8. C., read in course one hour each
day, and be astonished at the amount you

can accomplish in one year. Write to
Dr. J. H. Vincent, Plainfield, N. J., and
he will tell you all about it.
PUP

PY

NEW SONGS.
BY

IDA

HAZELTON,

The latest announcement to the friend
s
of missions is, that the missionary con-

certs have come to be so prominent g
feature of church services, that a volume
of “ Mission Songs," appropriate for such
exercises, has been issued from the Con.

gregational

Society Press.

Those

two

old standard hymns, so familiar to the
church, “From Greenland's icy ‘mountains” and ** The morning light is breaking,” are not only especially appropriate
to the present hour, but they may now
also be varied by a whole volume of
fresh songs, equally inspiring,

How

long the

praying, struggling

churches haye been singing these two
hymns, with perhaps too little faith in the

sure promises of God!

How

long they

have tried, patiently, to keep awake over
dull missionary statistics and endeavored
to persuade themselves that they were interested in the heathen world! And now,
whaat
reward is theirs!
How wonder

fally the Fath
has er
wrought through his

children in spreading the Gospel everywhere!
It may well be a fitting forecast
to the Christian of * the things prepared,
which eye hath not seen nor ear heard.
neither

have

entered

into

the

heart

of

man."
:
Christians used to sing of ** India’s coral strand,” for that was as far as even an
inspired poet's eye could pierce into the
unknown of that distant country. They

sang of “‘Afric’s sunny fountains,” yet little

did they dare even to dream that God
could send such men as Livingstone and
Stanley clear ** Through the Dark Continent,” and thus open up to the mission.
ary eye of the church a continent equal
in area to Europe and North America,
with a population which has never heard

of Jesus, more than double

that

of both

Americas. Aye! they still sang on of
* The morning light,” when scarcely a
streak of the glorious dawn lay along
their Beulah mountain tops.
Wondering

if these

two,

stanch,

old

tunes of the church ure the only mission-

ren, when in our triennial gathering of ary hymns adapted to the service of song,
I turn to the ** Psalmody.” ' There I find

the representatives of our whole denomination, if we were deprived of our last
solemn gathering around our Father's table. What did Christ mean, when he

in all

creeds,

however,

that time call in question the propriety,
the reasonableness, and the Scriptural
liberty of inviting to the Lord's Supper
their brethren and sisters of sister church-

to be observed

but once in a lifetime ? and why,

The Association,

about one hundred years, and never in all

the name of Christ, nnd of the Father, Son

Why

but

present the heretical wing.

why was it coupled immediately with
faith in the commission ? ‘Why done in
and Holy Ghost ?

discussed,

whelming majority, thus silencing for the

Conference

any

question

voted against the resolution by an

our article in

in

the

wished the Association to state her disapproval of the charge made by the Shin's

that a society whose members have never

antecedent

some

and against the resolution,

sire to have

but one, a resolution was unanimously,
we believe, withdrawn, which under peculiar circumstances was carried on the
evening before by some majority,—to the
effect that, ‘‘ baptism
is not a door
into the church,” a resolution
understood, if notdesigned to deny the necessity of baptism to church membership—a
thing that could not liveina F. W. B.
atmosphere twenty-four hours.
Quickly
as the thing was
corrected,
it was
not in time to save its notice in a number
of secular papers even, as a novel action.
Under this head, we may ask a few
questions. Bear in mind that our writ
ers on free communion persist in saying
that baptism is no more antecedent to
church membership than to the Supper,—

sional; and not

with

subject, he begged his brethren to let the

We repeat, F.

General

a

questjon go, and lay it on the table forever,—staling that “ if they did investigate
and discuss the question at issue, the Association would feel the effects for twenty
years.”

Besides; it-is a notable
last

quite

to prevent further discussion a motion
prevailed to adjourn. On the convening
of the Association at the time designated,
the question before the Association was
called up. Prof. Willis, of Broadus College, adverted to the question as being of
minor importance; but as he launched
out into discussion and warmed with his

There is not a respectable

fact, that at the

Shin's

by

One clergyman,

arising for

text-book
in theology which
would
support them. But, we do claim hat
they are legitimate conclusions from the

quest the reader to re-read

from

positiveness, admitted himself a heretic, if
the thing denounced by the Shin's Run
letter constituted a heretic,
Another
offered a resolution appointing a committee of three to examine and report on the
letter from Shin's Run. But discussion

baptism at all, the F. W. Baptist not excepted, which would announce the foregoing six propositions upon baptism and

We

letter

has been advocated, of late,

dom, a denomination believing in water

exception.

The

want of some

number of pastors and prominent members of the Association. The charge,
** heresy,” brought out quite a feeling of

not be antecedent to church membership
and the Supper, and follow out the legitimate conclusions, and the correctness of
the foregoing several propositions will
appear.
We affirm that there is not, in Christen

W. Baptists are no

D. POWELL,
RN

MINISTERS.

BY REV. BE, CROWELL,

|

—

|.

Among the many good things
Chautauqua, last season, was the

done

at

organi-

zation of a plan for Ministerial reading,

One morning, after a plain and practical
lecture on *- Theological Education,” by
Dr. Strong, of the Drew Theo. Seminary,

there was a vote taken to ‘request the
Chautauqua board of instruction to arrange and publish a course of reading for
ministers after the plan of the famous
*“C.L. S. C.”

which now

numbers

some

10,000 members, = The course of reading

is te be arranged by a committee of all

denominations and so arranged that men
now in the ministry, without the discipline

of the schools,

may

acquire,

under the bead of ‘* missions,”

tion of roble hymns

and learned mien of all denominations and
be +| sition of sentiment, ‘and hence no need of the many schools
represented on. the
exacting
‘baptism
as
a
denominati
ondl dis
the ivital.question )in the (case. ' Leave
tinction,
would
gromnds
|
F.
W.
,
Bs.
then
receive
these out of: baptism and the Supper, for
This, I look upon, as a movement in
example, and we destroy ‘the rites. them. members without baptisri ? 4. Do'F.W.
the
right direction, which I have labored
Baptists
believe
it in order, Soriptur:
selves. One chief embarrassment of Chrisfor among our own people for a long
ally
consider
ed,
for
men
to
preach,
baptize,
tianity * tosduy, lie’ the fact ‘that, to
time. More than once has our General
multitudes who’ practice religious ‘rites | administer the Sapper, and to sérve' as
Confere
nce recommended our schools to
deacons,
elders, ‘leaders, &e., without
and ceremonies,
dnd to' multitudes more
publ
ish
« Jike course, but it hasall ended
baptized?’
first
themselve
being
s
io look on, those dicts ‘are’ mikaningless,
there;
one
senseless’ ceremioties, -tending ‘moreto ' Take hotice, ‘We are not asking what the mistake school refusing to do so, on
confuise
and disgust, tha to enlighten Hien mayor may not do under certain would take n idea that by so doing, many
and attract, It'isno marvel, the growing | circumstances,as the best possible, of al- the seminarythis course instead of going 10
for their training. A sad

a collec-

second to none in

the whole book. They commence very
appropriately with the ** Universal Reign
of Christ,” and then move on through
“Prayer for the Spirit” and for the
‘“ Spread of the Gospel,”
Appeals of the

Heathen World,” the sending and depart-

ure

of missionaries,

the

encouraging

prospects, to the final, glorious, Millennium hymn, and the coming of the Kingdom of Christ among men.
‘Surely the poet has not ‘failed to furnish proper material for this * the singing age of the church,” and the exceeding wonder is, that these

noble

and

pro-

phetic words have not before been set to
music and voiced in our concerts. Haw

much of inspiration we have lost by ths
negligence’ we may never know—and

how many dollars we ‘may have consequently failed to drop into the mission
boxes, perhaps it will be for the peace of
our mind that we also never know. 1

wish there was space, I should like to attach to this article that splendid Millenni-

um

hymn(879

in the

* Psalmody”),

show that missionary hymmology

to

need

not necessurily have an enervating effect
upon the social prayer-meeting. If the

tune should be caleulated in its enthusi-

asm to fit the stirring words, it would not
hurt anybody if it were sung in any service other than ‘a missionary concert.
Sob

at

least, a partial theological education while
carrying on their work as ministers. The
plan was heartily endorsed by educators

reason; significanee,of au action: may

shell.

lord-|

tion of W. Va.

dent,in order,at the same time thatit shall

proposition at the head,

REV.

HERESY."

Run church stated that they had kept free
from the ‘heresy of being restricted
from communing with their brethren of
other churches. The idea ef restricting
the communion service to local churches

proper order, without as with the observance of Christian baptism.
Is this putting the question too strongly?
But name any one of theseveral duties referred toto which baptism shall be antece-

its relations.

that we feel under obligation to read up
on. Here we shall have it, and not be
pushed back at every turn by the “ schoo]
men" because we do not read and keep

BY

and

tide for education in’ Bible subjects apg

I have had the privilege of attending
thé old Union, Regular Baptist, Associa-

gn
on ae I.

authority to serve a congregation as elder, deacon or leader. 5. Baptism is not,
in any special sense, professional, and
may, therefore,
with equal propriety,go before or follow after any other ordinance
or duty of Christian or church life.
6.
Baptism has no meaning or office, giving it relation to other religious acts, and
a church may be complete, and the Lord's
Supper, the ministry, each and every act

We must have the course laid out, the
time set to accomplish certain studies,
an examination held and credit given,
and the certificate of the school at the
end. Nothing less will meet the rising

‘ministerial work.
:
Brethren in the ministry, young and
old, let us wake up to this subject, Too
many of us spend much precious time in
an aimless and profitless manner, for

" THE

of

point demanded. She must go further or
fail in the object she su nobly aimed gat.

ask the

reader to carefully consider.

any way,the matter of Scriptural authority to preach, administer the ordinances,
or to perform any of the functions of the
ministry. 4. Baptism does not suppose,
the

be conof the
or reaand lea very

mischievous thing, as shown by the afore-

said six propositions. which. we

tism does not suppose, imply, effect, in

imply, effect, in any way,

Bul a neces-

not, at best, the rule, and is not to
founded, with it.
Losing sight
proper order, and of the grounds
sons for it, in an effort to magnify
galize an exception, may ‘prove

accept. Let us consider the matter briefly, and we invite special attention to the
following : The position is that * there is
no gospel order of things, making baptism
antecedent, in proper practice, to churchjoining and the Supper.”
It follows, 1. Baptism does not, in its
signification and office, suppose, imply,
effect, in any way the matter of Scriptural
church membership. 2. Baptism does not
suppose, imply, effect,in any way,the matter of partaking of the Supper. 3. Bap-

| make the best.of what we have, and that
| iif vany decided and unquestionable im, tendency to throw the whole upon the lowable exceptions, but what the rule,
Sait teat ER ERE
)
x 9
provements are evolved between this al
the order to be observed when practicathe period forthe next selection of ‘a lés- | i Assign
ing an erroneous ground or rea- | ble, A thing most positively ‘commandson outline, we should bring then forward |
at that time, ~ Suggestions are always in | #on for;an action may involve other. er- ed maybe omitted or suspended, under
ship of Christ. The true reading is, “‘ and order. Harsh criticisms are to be depre~ rors, and lead to disastrous results. We changeof circumstances, as the omission
cated.
—
Advance.
no man shall shut.”
claim that the position of our writers on of circumcision durivg the forty years

graphically sot bd

journey in the wilderness.

to sary and therefore allowable deviation, is

been baptized is no. less valid, no less
a Christian lite, such as church-joining, | Scripturally
constituted than as though
habitual public prayer and exhortation,
all had been baptized. Now, 1. Is bappreaching, service. as deacon, elders,
leaders, &c. That to make a continuous tism professional, by being a declaration
profession of Christianity, practicing all of faith ir, and commital to, the Son of
God ? If so, where does it belong in
the’various duties of Christian and church
practice, before or after the subjeet is. adlife, without having been baptized is out
of order,—is opposed to apostolic usage, mitted to the responsibilities and prerogatives of the church ?. 2. If not profesand inconsistent with. the natural and

ool

.in-the heavenlycorts!

furnish ‘¢ no Script-

ally precedes all other distinctive acts of

or two be allowed to slip away while” the
churches, conventions, or ‘newspapers
discassed what kind of a plan to follow.
The advantages of uniformity for «ll the
schools, and of a definite plan, well published beforehand, are so. many and so

will be blotted out. Hence not, all “wanted a historic .course, of those who
thought only the New Testament was
whom the Lord has once accepted will be adapted
to Sunday-sch
study, of those

ples.

pret-

that we are underopposed to it.

‘ponent had Scripture proof on his sides
Practical lessons:
d
L. In every church Christ takes an ac- would be an unwholesome admission.
tive interest.
Scripture proofs are ef different kinds.
IL. Christ knows and loves ‘ the faith- We claim that whatever texts show that
fal few” in every ehurch.
tees
rite, and
IIL.. To overcome has ‘great reward, baptism is a professional
in apostolic times it was so practiced,
both for the church and the individual.
1V. Christ has rebukes for one church support our position. We refer the readand reward for another.
er to our article of July 23.
V. Heaven is a reward for proved fidelWe stated in our aiticle that baptism
ity.
:
is a professional rite, and takes its place
VI. “‘Let no man take thy crown.”
SO
at the beginning of the Christian life.
ORITICISING THE LESSON SYSTEM. Our brother asks, *“ Is this so ? Is baptrue?” &c.
It is
There: are whisperings in the air of tismal regeneration
fault-finding with the Uniform Lesson enough to say, we make a difference beplan. Some of the religious newspapers tween placing baptism at the beginning
are giving expression to complaints and of Christian character, and placing it at
criticisms of the work of the International
. Committee.
We do not;sympathize with the beginning of a practical Christian
these complaints.
In any important’ life.
work it is generally more important to
We give now our creed: 1. Baptism
have a system and enter upon i at once,
is
a
professional rite in such sense and dethan to spend much time in experimenting or in stopping to consider which one gree as that it should follow immediateof many suggested is the best.
It was ly upon the exercise of §aving faith in
incalculably more desirable that a com- the Son of God,—follow as a declaration
mon lesson system be fixed upon for the of such faith.

which at that period might have /defeated
works.” Each has a promise ‘* to him -theentive scheme. «: (ii
if two vig
that overcometh,? and each ends: with, _. But, the. task, put: upon the committee
‘the. that hath an ear to hear.” This was one of exceeding. difficulty, , How
should they, in a limited series, present
word ** overéometh "recognizes ithe ‘evils parts of the entire Bible? How should
|
that beset the church, and the disciple, they bring forward the most" vital’ doctrines?
How should they avoid entungleand that holy living: is holy fighting.
+4¢ Clothed in white raiment.” In heaven ment in theodisputations' of the sects?
How should they meet the views of those
forever. Pure in holiness and happine
who believed in. a plan, presenting some
‘such shallibe.’ Rev.19:8, |
{ed moral or theological scheme and of those
¢« Not blot out his name.” Some names, who were opposed to this,of those who

“UOC Till vonfess ix name.” Christ will
declare his acceptance of such true disci-

that the ad-

religious discussion, and nothing is
more needful. To admit that an op-

him.

‘addresses begins with, I Khow thy

"then,

it is

fasten close communion upon us, is

read,

This. signifies Christ's

of him,

that

sions. ‘We hardly know how we could
have been misunderstood. The effort to

ever true to' Christ.
i
:
own.
ading men in the different
** Have not defiled their garments.” Their branches of the church
held very positive
Christian character. ©
i
opinionsas to what was wisest and best.
*t With me in white.” In, celestial pu- It was'a strong Position gained when a
rity. The saved in heaven are pictured as “cominittee of a le, representative men|
agreed upon.
It was’ still ‘better
clothed in white as a symbol of their po- was
when theInternational Convention consent- |
rity.
“¢ Areworthy.” 1. According to the ¢onditions of the gospel. They have ** kept

against facts,

‘having his Father's name written in ty conclusive evidence
their foreheads.”
See Rev. 22:4. This stood to be sensitively
signified God’s ownership.
!
:
"It is urged that we
*“Of the city.”
To denote: their ciiure proof.”
Well,
zenship there.
** My new name,” The one spoken of charge, but one on
ownership

still

acknowl-

mission of them leads to given conclu-

biog denominations mistbe represented, and

ut

We do not,of course,

munion, but we do claim

honor,

of God and his saints.
«“ No more out.” He shall abide with
God. Ps. 24:3.
<« Write upon him the name.” On him,
not

com-

referred to
‘One day
years and

virtues, and of their reward.”

“ Apillar.”

same

ting that our position leads to close

Deut. 4:34.

I come quickly.” Usually
the second advent of Christ.
is with the Lord as a thousand
a thousand years as one day.”
¢ Take thy crown.” ‘Rob

it,

sense as that in which these terms are
used by advocates of close communion,
terms we did not once use in our article,
and never use in stating our position.
We are represented as virtually admit-

of persecution about to come to believers

in all places.

since

in that he represents us as making baptism a ‘¢ prerequisite,” a ‘‘ necessary an-

Bat one of thé conditions of promptly
Heard.” In the sense of heeded.
entering’ upon a uniform system ‘at that
Hold fast.” Keep or retain the Chris- time, was a ready agreement ufon a comlaw of life which you once regarded. mitteeto prepare a lesson plan. There
The different
Repent.” . The church is to ‘repent of were many difficulties.

her neglect of heriwork. ':

“

two views, which should be understood.

¢“ Know that I loved thee,”

of the world, the temple of Diana. Here
John, towards the close of his life, made

.

before thy feet,” is the literal rendering.
The Lord here promises so to- show his
love for this church that all her enemies
“To

Notes and Hints.

Is

20 and 27,Brother J. M. B., o. p.,took the

«And worship before thy feet."*Bow down

Rev, 3: 1-13.

“The seven churches.” Ephesus was the
chief metropolis of Asia. It was situated
on the eastern coast of the JEgman sea,
and contained one of the seven wonders

Rom.

SUPPER.

BAKER.

In the" Star of July 23, we took the
liberty to question the correctness of an
editorial statement touching the relation of baptism to the Lord’s Supper, and
F. B. church polity. In the Star of August

Trial

29.

Rev. 3: 1-13.

:

Philadelphus,

name.”

\

not of the true Israel, but are Jews ‘“‘out-

GOLDEN TEXT: Hold fast that which thou
hast, that no man take thy crown.—Rev.

north of Ephesus.

my

Say they are Jews and arenot.”

1 Cor. 12: 1-13.
1 Cor. 12: 1-13.

3: 11.

denied

BY REV, 0. E.

was met by all the early churches, yet
often bravely endured for Christ's sake.
Synagogue of Satan.”
Those Jews
who opposed Christ and his church are
said to belong to the synagogue of Satan.

CHURCHES.

M,
XT.
W.
T.

mot

BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S

to re.

sults neither they nor we are willing

6-0

A THOUGHT OF OHEER.
Of what advantage shall it be to my
soul if my lifebe one of ease and selfish enjoyment? My body must soon lie

low in the i
great beyond,

I shall be in the

. Or what disadvantage

to me if my

lifebe one of toil, of hearing burdens. not
my own, or doing duties which others
neglect?

My rest in the better land shall

be as sweet as theirs, and my. joy intensified by doing in this life all I, can. in the
cause of right,
wily ir WeiHa Ge
FEREN

| _ Iam persuaded that many persons say
more about their sins being too great to

mistake this, to, withhold the words of be pardoned than they either believe or
knowledge from any one whe maybe un- feel, from a supposition that itis a token
able from any cause to attend the lect- of humility to talk thus. God can not be
ures of these wise men.
ge glorified nor Christ honored by doubting
Hillsdale has spoken her mind

on the

subject, but does not fully come up to the

of His ability or willingness to save.—
James.
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SOME OF THE GREAT MISSIONARIES
I0F MEDIEVAL EUROPE.
BY MRS, V. G. RAMSEY,

IX.
CYRIL,

METHODIUS,

AND MICHAEL.

If we examine the map of Europe, as
it existed at the commencement of the
eleventh century, we
shall see that

though a thousand years of the Christian
era had passed, the light’ of the gospel
‘had not extended over half that continent.

The great Sclavonian family of nations
that inhabited nearly all

the wide

terri-

tory which is now Austria, Turkey, Prussia, Poland and Russia were yet, with
some

small

exceptions,

barbarians

and

pagans. The Eastern empire had no
Charlemagne to plant the cross by the
force of arms, and the Greek church had
few missionaries ready to lay down their
lives for the glory of Christ, and the

souls of heathen men, so all this vast re-

gion lay for a

Christianity in these countries,and though

the methods of its advance were generally such as shock and pain us, yet,

and

error

and

the

ceaseless din of arms, there were ever
some who patiently and faithfully labored to advance the cause of Christ.
Bulgaria, the Christian province whose
suffering under Mohammedan rule was
one of the causes of the late war between
Turkey and Russia, was the first to re-

ceive the gospel.

missionary

came to the Russian court. We are told
that he reasoned long and earnestly with

About the middle of

the ninth century, a sister of Bogoris, the
king of Bulgaria,
was carried a captive to
Constantinople. There, under the influence and instruction of the empress,
Theodora, she was converted to the

professed himself a convert to Christianity, and declared his purpose

the old and abominable

to destroy

idolatry: of his

nation. He sent messéngers
stantinople to ask for Christian

to Conteachers,

was accompanied with

a miracle,

Vlad-

imir had been suffering from a disease of
the eyes, and when he arose from the
baptismal font cleansed of the leprosy of
heathenism, his sight was

restored,

he exclaimed, ‘* Now have
true God.” Thereupon many
high rank consented to follow
ple.
:
Vladimir proceeded at once
the

monuments

of

and

I seen the
persons of
his examto destroy

heathenism.

' The

huge idol, Peroun, to which human sacrifice had been offered, was dragged from

before us.

¥

A

TR

it is claimed is

:

ing the court, the king, her brother, sent to
Constantinople for a painter to adorn his
palace, and the emperor sent him a
monk nanied Methodius. The artist was

set to paint the hall, and there he depicted the scene of the ** Last Judgment.” So
vivid and awful was the representation
of the fate of the lost, that the king and
many of the court were moved with ter-

ror, and, being directed to Christ for salvation, they believed and were

baptized.

So averse was the great part of the nation

to a change in their religion, that the

They proceededat once

to

the

“They stood up

the

to ‘their

historian,

‘necks

the shores, and named whole
at once by the same name.

transported at the sight,

‘the

eastern chureh

in’ the

companies
Vladimir,

cried out,

great God, look down on thy
ple! Grant unto them to know
true God, as Thou art known
tian lands.’” Thus it came to
about the close of the tenth
while the western church was
in terror the coming of the day

‘O

new peoThee, the
in Chrispass that
century,
awaiting
of doom,

¢ silently,

and

al-

most unconsciously bore into the world
her mightiest offspring.”
The period of transition frown heathenism to Christianity, and from barbarism

Methodius had composed, was

complished they made a written translation of the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and the Psalms; meanwhile they
preached the Word of the Lord and

tuught the people, who heard them gladly. Their work went on for several
years with signal success, but when the

attention of the Catholic clergy in the
neighboring states was attracted towards
them, they found themselves involved in
serious difficulty.
Rome claimed this
territory, and now stretched out her hand
to control the infant chureh, which these
good men were nourishing: with the
Word of God. Their translation of the

which they and their successors pursued
with considerable success, though harassed and hindered by constant interference and persecution. In the tenth cen-

tury this country was overrun
desolated by the heathen

and jalMagyars

in whom terror-stricken Christendom believed they saw the Gog and Magog of
prophesy, the fore-runners

of the

disso-

lution of the world. This terrible wave
did not obliterate Christianity, but when
it bad been
beaten back, the feeble

churches lay helpless at the
turn

translation

of the

Scriptures,

which those missionaries had made in
Moravia more than a century before, was
put into their hands. It is impossible
for us to estimate the importance of
this
translation of the Word of God into the
Sclavonic tongue. To this we may perhaps ascribe the fact, that the Gregk
church has escaped many of the errors
into which the Romish church has fallen.
Through all the vicissitudes ‘which have
passed over that people, they have ever
had access to the fountain of Divine

truth, and we can

not doubt but many

have been made wise unto salvation.

Selections.
“GIVE

US THIS DAY
BREAD.”

OUR D

ALLY

A beggar boys tood at the rich man’s door-~
“ I’m houseless and
poor,”

friendless,

and

faint

and

Said the be ar boy as, the tear-drop rolled
Down his
in cheek, blanched with want and
cold.

“Oh!give me a crust from your board toay.

;

To help the beggar boy on his way!”

“ Not a crust, not a crust,” the rich man

said;

‘ Be off, and work for your daily bread.”

The rich man went to the parish church,
His face grew grave as he trod the porch,
And the thronging poor, and untaught mass,
Drew back to let the rich man pass. °
The service began, the choral hymn
Arose and swelled through the long aisles

m;

Then

the

:

rich man

knelt, and

:

the words

sai
Were, * Give us this day our daily bread!”

feet of the

eastward

for

their

work. - The people were taught to read,

Scriptures into the Sclavonic tongue, was

regarded as little better than heresy, and
the missionaries were summoned to appear before the Pope. They went to
Rome, and so successfully did they defend their course, that they obtained a
qualified approval of their work, to
which they were permitted to return, and

ready

their hands, and greatly tacilitated

When this was ac- ‘and the

Sclavonic language.

he

—Lxchange.

>
towards

those Scythian wilds, where the kingdom
of Russia was beginning to rise into

power. In the year 955, the princess
Olga made a journey from Kieff, the cap-

to Constantinople.
the Christian faith,
own country, she
soften the manners

God, thoughts and feelings of the future,
all the structure of veneration and superstition, all the tottering, yet imposing,
structure under which humanity has so
long been sheltering itself—burn the old

When an old house is taken’down, there
are always some parts which are deemed
worth saving.
There are bricks, timbers and foundation stones, which may
be made to do good service in the mew
structure. An old ship, which has crossed a thousand seas, and borne its count-

less freights of merchandise

ity, now that it is knocked to

and human-

pjeces, un-

covers many an oaken knee, and iron

from

it all

we

want—its morality.
Can the thing be done? Itnever yet
has been done, 1t has many times been

It has always failed.

Judged by

that, this new attempt must surely ‘come
to naught. There has never been a people who made any advance into civilization who did not believe in the supernatural. There has never been a people
who began to lose faith in that, who did
not-also begin to decline in every virtue of

citizenship, in every decency of socied.
in every
great quality of manliness. The

story of Greece and

Rome

proves that

though scholarship atid art survived for
a time the unbelief in gods, yet'the moral

corruption which followed that denial undermined all society, destroyed all power
of law, killed out patriotism, until

human relationship gave way,

ever

when uni-

yersal ruin came, a spectacle made the
more sad and terrible

to

the world,

be-

cause--of the splendid scholarship - and
the almost divine arts which ‘commingled in it.
These men see plainly enough that
thereis no possible civilization without
morality ; no stability, in State or society,
without public and private virtue. And
this morality they
propose to
preserve
from the wreck of Christianity. . But it is
impossible. There is no Christian code of
virtue which does not find its sustaining
source in faith in the unseen, but always
present, Christ.
There is no code of morality anywhere which does not. find all
its life and
power in a belief
in the supernataral,
It is this divine side, the religious side of morality, which gives to morality its entire support. Morality, even
as pure as that of Christianity, can have no
working power among men, without diyine sanctions to attend

it..

This

super-

natural element is the only basis of the
moral life. It furnishes hope and. incentive to the righteous. . It has its terror for
the wrongdour. As long as humanity is
as it is, it can be held to virtue, to

hones-

i. to civic loyalty, to domestic purity, to
© practice of these every-day qualities
30 essential to well being in this ‘world—
humanity can be held to these only as the
strongest forces in it; its fears and. its
hopes draw their life from the unseen
world. Bricks and timbers from the torndown building may be wrought into the
new house.

The strong knees and

bolts

of the dismantled ship may take their
places in the new vessel. But no morality begotten of an old faith, or even superstition, can be worked

into

a

‘social

& +006
0-4
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* UNSANOTIFIED SCOLDING.
Do not advocate a holy life in a scolding and unsanctified ‘tone.
Don’t press
men to seek perfect peace as if you were
driving reluctant animals before you. Don’t
talk in funereal tones about it, and urge it
as if the grave was yawning under your
feet. It is the high birthright of every
child of God to be like him. You are not
in the happiest condition to set it forth
unless the ‘ candle of the Lord” shines
brightly upon your own heart and face. It
is a Beulah land where heavenly gales fan
the earth and the fruits of Paradise invite
the taste. Encourage the people of God
to go up and possess it.
Tell them they
are well able to do so,

although

the

Ana-

kim may still remain in the land. Itis a
good thing to carry into the pulpit with
you one of the clusters of grapes native
to this ¢ enchanted ground.”
There is
nothing so impressive and subduing as a
real, loving, glowing, melting

heart-expe-

rience. Let this be seen, and the milk and
honey and the fruit of that region will be
greatly coveted.—Zion’s Herald.

\ 5]

Vladimir, commenced
his reign

by

put-

ting to death two Christians, one of whom
had angered him by refusing to give up
his son, who had been selected as a sacri-

fice to the god Peroun.

:

all the ages since, has been bearing the
earth up towards God, is now about to
collapse.

So these

men

say,

and

they

are viewing the catastrophe with all the
more Satisfaction, because they themselves have had a hand in it. Itis their

os RRA
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Winlin

ery woman in the land who has used Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription would vote
it to be an unfailing remedy for the dis-

eases peculiar to her sex.

Dr. Pierce

Dear Sir—For many

months

I

was

Its words—at once the simplest and sublimest of divine utterances—should.
‘the most
first familiar learned;and most beloved in the Janguage, Each letter
esl the highest
forme of bewuty. Sha art in the Sarvics 2f religion gan sreate.and 36is embel
whoje Musinated by the
;
5
ons of the old masters,
makin,
n
m
{
essible Junityand matchless beauty.”
?
£
iid
2 som ° Inexpre
All partsof this pieture were engraved on dies,by the best Bank Note
workmeand
n each

a

great sufferer. | Physicians could afford me
no relief. In my despair I commenced the
use of your Favorite Prescription. : It
speedily effected my entire and permanent
cure.
Yours thankfully,
MgRs. PAUL R. BAXTEK .

"Not a Drug.
The public have suffered long

Suarkey & Palen,
a.

112° Girard’
fy

die transferred to the printin

plate, making

not only
the. first, but the finest and la
is much finer than can be made in any other
(Way, every part being fully equal to the most £3 quisite Bank Note engraving.
oe
It required six

family picture ever made in

ig

this way, which

v
on, w
one hundred add fifteen heads.

u

=

YOU

WISH

TO

s
argest
pure line stee
e engr
A
fi
conoisseurs sdy, +] the Worlds ¥ jib
i
!
\ 4 .
Ji oy ug SVer tiade if Airerien, cin
It cost at least four times as much as any preyious engraving
ever made in the coun-

"It 1s the first picture ever sit on dies by Bank Note engravers,

en-

raving.

Phil,
Bit net

HELP.

. First-class high-toned

upon the

attention

of

agents wanted, male

their

friends, acquaintances and parishes to it,

ly less than such works.

and thus to put it into many families that
do not now have it.
This is not a gratuitous service that we

No. of Churches.

Philadelphia

Boston
Brooklyn

St, Louis

|

117
88
95
142
160
76
189

424

,160
230

Population.

100,000
92,000
100,000
191,000
216,000
117,000
267,000

674,000

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

the

i

many Divines, ‘Connoisseurs and Scholars, one of the finest works of the

parish, the better the results that appear

that agents make from 20 to 40 dollars. per day.

Outfit, very fine, heft about jone pound.

in respect to Christian activity, religious

class canvassers, no others wanted.

intelligence, attendance - at ' the = prayer

.

oem

By helping the Star, allof the bemevolent enterprises of the: denomination are
helped. Two new ‘subscribers have, with-

ina few weeks, sent generous contribu-|
tions to each of our Missionary Societies.
They did not know their wants until they
read the appeals in the Siar. Moreover,
the Printing Establishment has lately donated $1250 to the Edueation and the two
Missionary Societies. The greater its ‘in-

Full particulars sent free.

3061.

’

Address, :*

New York City.

TESTIMONIALS.

BOs
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New York; September 28,1878.
Mr. Delwin F. Brown’s pure line steel-plate engraving of the Lord’s Prayer is a work of marvelous power aud beauty, and is one of the Anat i
Mo
of its kind which have come from the
ver
8 century.
;
3
:
{
a
After twenty years of persistent labor, he has completed a masterpiece which can
not fail to
secure the interested attention and study of all who love the pure and beautiful in
tian Art.
No parent can purchase a more a’
riate household ornament, or one which can
exert a more refining influence upon
the minds of his children: Its subtile and wonderworking power will be an abiding source of pleasure to alk who shall take inte living companionship
such a:
but ever%
As an exampleof line engraving, it will command the admiration of the connoisseur, and hold a/
high rank smog
6 works of Morghen, Strange, Toschi, and others. The des!
is Mr. Brown’s.
He had produced
the well-known
Pen and Ink Drawing of the Lord’s Prayer
ch was so Justly
celebrated a few Fears ago, and which was exhibited in many of the largest American cities.
en
he came to consider the portance of
perpetuating his life-work by multiplying copies of it,
Mr.
Brown called to his aid and

come the larger can be these donations.
~ Furthermore, a better opportunity than | |

co-operation the most noted Bank Note Engravers,

who

are justly

and a ‘rewarding delight;

while over all there breathes such

the present was never offered for the increased circulation of the Star. Not only
Rev. GEO. H. HEPWORTH,.... i... New York
Hon. SM
ELY, Jr., Mayor,:. ....
“
‘can parties have it on trial three months Rev. THOMAS ARMITAGE, D.D....
* ~
¢ WM. R. WILLIAMS, D.D..ccoss
“
for twenty-five cents, but for Two dollars,
“ M.H. MALLORY, D: D.svvvoven
“CHAS H. HALL, D.D.c.vvears.
cash in hand, any person can have it a
« T.L.CUYLER, D, D.csssessns.,
“ H.M.SCUDDER, D.D....."....
year, and by subscribing at once, they ©“ JOSEPHT, DURYEA, D.D
HENRY VAN DYKE, D. D
can have it till Jan. 1, 1881, for the same
WAYLAND HOYT,..... ve
.
“ T, DE WITT TALMAGE........
sum ($2.00). There is actually no paper
¢“ HENRY WARD BEECHER,.,..
*“

a delicious harmony, such

1 to
1 to

1 to

1,852

1,666
1,721

166

800,000
900,000

1 to
1 to

1,916
2,613

Bisaop SCOTT,

exquisite

¢“
‘

of its grade offered at so low a figure.

JOSEPH COOK,.cec000ueseem...
"EDWARD E. HALE, D.D......

“, W.H.DE PUY, D. Diyiesacenre dae
Dr.R. NELSON, D.D., |
Agents Methodist

Rev. GEO. ¥, KETTELL, President Lafayette
College, Easton, Pa., and many others.
:

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

have ever made before:

\WARRANTED.

will contain, and to make it profitable

to

everybody for its correspondence, its articles on religious life. and doctrine, its
Sunday-school notes, its secular and. religious and educational news, its family

DIPHTHERIA!

Hella of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

chools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc.

Catalogue sent Free,

VANDUZEN

pensable to every Freewill Baptist for the

amount of denominational matter that it

JOHN M. PHILLIPS,
Book
Concern, N.Y.
Rev. E, G. ROBINSON,
President Brown University, Providence, R. I.

Boston.
at

It is the purpose of the Managers to
make a better paper next year than they
ta make it /indis- |
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Skilled operators
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date

Departmeng, New
New Hampton, N. H.

FULLY

Cincinnati, O.

ohnson’s
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from the Tele,

or-

der to be kept up to its present. standard.
We look to the brethren to respond to our
generous offer. It is not ‘made in order

1S

ph

X. 8S. JOHNSON

i

f

scriber might get another,

Take

%

2

p

riser-

lgona

b

Sora

not receive it; show the paper and the
present low terms—only $2.00—and' ask
for a subscription. It is both a denominational and a Christian work : let us all be
interested in it.
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paper to every Freewill Baptist who does
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EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE

arl

and thus en-

large its field of usefulness.

X
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money, but that every Freewill Baptist
family may be enabled to have. their denominational paper. Each present sub-

CO. Banger,

y
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Rar tey Windw®

that the Printing Establishment may make
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4 d for circulars.

UNACQUAINTED

Pintle

Linimentwill posi-

cure nine cases inten. Information thatwill save many
lives, sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment. Prevention is better than cure. ' Sold Everywhere.

|
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Anod.

tively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively
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BisHoP WILEY,

"“
SIMPSON,
y
¢
MERRILL,
“
AMES,
:
‘
ANDREWS,
4]
HARRIS;
ss:
"HAVAN,
“
FOSTER,
‘“
PECK,
Rev. C. H. FOWLER, D.D., LL. D., New York.
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THE

GREAT

CONNECTING LINK ‘BETWEEN

THE EAST AND THE WEST!

our Palace Cars is a SMOKING SALOON where
you can enjoy your “Havana at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges span the Mississippi and
Missouririvers at all points crossed Dyes line, and
transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs,
ven. worth and Atchison, connections being made fa

Liberty,
Grinnell,

ani

[l cup-shaped,
with SELF.
-ADJUST’NG

Union depots.

THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS OF
GREAT THROUGH LINE ARE AS FOLLOWS :
Ant ulcako, with all diverging lines for the East
th.
;

aol ENGLEwooD: with {he Lake Shore & Michigan

leal cure is certain.

and cheap.

Or g, H, EGGLESTON CO0., Chicago,iL
$111

A YEAR and expenses to agents,

:

Free. Address

Outfit

P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta,

;

Tiyle

special
Instructions
ven at the New Hampn Commercial College

“NvH. Send for circulars
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Yon getan entire meal,
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DO tating the Tach thata majority of the people
Pox separate apartments for different purposes,
this line
arrant
We are

Wabash, and

purposes, and its PALACE DINING CARS
ating purposes.
One other great feature of
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at your
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North-

as,

St. Louis, Keokuk © ROW."

At BEVERLY, with Kan. City, 8t. J. &
At ATCHISON, with Atchiso
Union
A shison & Neb. and Cen. Br.
At LEAVENWORTH, with K. P. and K.

ry Fun 10¢ PALACE SURBEING CARS Tor
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for

Ii.

nion 1. R. and

n
the Davenport

At WEST LIBERTY, with the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern R. R.
At GRINNELL, with Central R. R. of Iowa.
At DES MOINES, with D. M. & Ft. Dodgelt, R.
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, nih Union
c R. R.
At OMAHA, with B. &
Mo. R. R. R. (in'Neb.)
AtCOLUMBUS JUNCTION, with Burlington, Cedar
Rapies& Norte
EJs
rE Rost 1 5
Bt.
At OTTUMWA
th
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0
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Louis, Kan, City &N bite and C., B. & bi XX. Ras.
At KEOK
with Toledo, Peo:
an
arsaw;

It is easy, durable

Sent by mail, postage
paid.
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s ALLA SALLE, with lilinois Central R, R.
AtPEORIA, with P,P. &J.;: PL, L. &D.; 1. BD. & W.;
111. Midland; and T., ©, & W. Railroads.

INTESTINES
AS AA PERSON

"JUST
Lg
‘WOULD WITH
THE
EAR
FINGER. With light
pressure
the Hernia is
held securely day and night, and a rad

his omnipotence.— Pascal.

Truth is immortal; the sword can not
pierce it, fire can not consume it, prisons
can not incarcerate it, famine can’ not
starve it.

an

Rev. W.F. MALLALIEU, D. D.........Boston.
“
WM. WARREN, D.D,, LL. D.....
ss

SESE AE

)
896,000

dis-

tinguished at home and abroad for the delicacy and perfection of their work, and who are acknowledged to be without equals in this department of art.
In its composition Mr. Brown has availed himself of the works of Da Vinci, Raphael Correggin, and others. Da Vinci’s Last Supper furnished him with a coronal of expressive heads of ‘the
Apostles, while the Saviour’s occupies the central position in the picture. Correggio’s Nativity is
most feelingly produced by the artist and occupies the summit; Raphael’s pictorial
history of the
Saviour is introduced with @sthetic taste; and the lettering, which is Mr. Brown’s own, is a study

softness, and such a mellow distribution of light and shade, as to make it a gem of imexpressible purity
and matchless beaut
In conclusion, we feel a just Price in commending this work of unequaled perfection
from an American citizen who has shown such refined artistic feeling, and whose hand has wrought
- 80 obediently to the inspiration within, in the development of the divine in man.

THE

810,000

claiming

Superior inducements for first-

inter

pastors are directly repaid in better than
yi

,

DELWIN F. BROWN,

est in all benevolent work. Thus the
gold or greenbacks:

false statements to deceive,

iy

~ Post Office Box,

meetings, contributions for the support of |.

worship, and a broader and deeper

No

t

162

century.

Extra prints given agents to pay express charges. Sold absolutely only by agents.

Southern an
ttsburg,
ayne
At WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with

1 to

finest,

;

Proportion

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

sell

the more copies of the Star that go into a

as to whether Brooklyn was really entitled
to be called the ‘City of Churches.” The
church accommodation is not given.
Cities,

to

Territory given exclusively to agents,with a much larger commission than is usual.

It is the unvarymg testimony, ‘that

every State in the Union. We presume the
Doctor,in his analysis,had special reference

Washington
Cleveland
Louisville
New Orleans
Cincinnati
Buffalo
Baltimore

female,

Intelligent canvassers must see the difference in handling a picture that commands universal respect, compared with common ones, pronounced as this is, by

La

The Rev. Dr. Walbridge, of Brooklyn,
has made out the following list of churches
to population. It would be a desirable piece
of information if the actual facts were
gleaned aud put in like form with regard to

and

cheapest and most popular family picture ever sold. It will sell when no other
engraving will. This is owing to its being one of the most magnificent works of
artever made, receiving special attention from all people of culture and refine
ment,
Agents find no difficulty in exhibiting it, creating intense interest, when
chromos and common engravings are not even looked at, and the price is actual-

upon them. It will be comparatively easy

ask.

and

f
transfer press to a. large steel plate,as a family picture.
5
!
Wansfested by, the
It has cost, beyond a doubt, fifty times as much ax any
;
revious
Lord’
¢
ever made in the country, and it is the first and only one ma
ous Line
Lord's ‘Prayer
Picture
in Pure
Steel Plate

pastors, and the more active friends of the
Star, to circulate it. We still depend
to call the

rents, of Pi avionr’s life,
from the
f the
d
post
y
avigir sig is 2
de, n =f

portra

d

Agents.

We have hitherto depended

for’ them

Vinel’s

of the text are original in design and of ex uisite finish, " Sole
of the more
elaborate ones required each at least a month’s labor in
bi 4 the design, before engraving,
and the engraving ‘cost’over one hundred dollars each for the same
letters,
. he pig id the engraving is 23x jiehes to printed on supe} lor plate
paper.

NOT TO BE READ
UNLESS

:

years of close, labor to make the original picture Wefore engraving it, and
the cost of engraving was $15,174. 1t contains nine
groups, the originals of which are by the
Netti old Masters, i THustating {ne jRyontost
The letters

enough

St.,

on

has

received hundreds of grateful testimonials
of its curative power.
»
|
Iowa City, Iowa, March 4th,1878.
Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y. :

CHURCHES AND POPULATION.

Do little things as if they were great,
because of tke majesty of Jesus Christ,
who dwelleth in thee ; and do great things
as if they were little and ensy, because of

through

ll

og

Were the question admitted to the ballot, and women were allowed to vote, ev-

0-0-0
* +o

forts had little apparent effect for many

thousand years ago, and which,

ates

How Women Would Vote.

must have an increased circulation in

Chicago
New York

years. Her son,Swiatoslav, was insensible to her entreaties, and her grandson,

LR

system from which God has been expelled, where no thought nor principle of the
supernatural is found ar
B. Spalding ‘reading, and its literary merit.
tn Watch Tower.
Finally, at the reduced price, the paper

of her people, and to induce them to put bolt, which will find their places in the
away their abominable idolatry. Her ef - new and grander vessel.
It is.about in this way that the materialistic thinkers are thinking of Christianity. The old faith, born some two

AR

to

need.
Then burn the old wreck, faith in
the unseen, love and fear of the unknown

tried.

words = of ' Nestor,

faith,

see what is worth saving, indeed, what
must he saved. The morals of religion
they are sorting out. Patch itup some,
eliminate some of its weaknesses, it is
just what the new civilization will most

other idols and temples were destroyed.
A proclamation was issued ordering all
the people, on a certain day, to repair to
the river, and to be baptized. They
came in crowds to.the Dnieper, and, in

baptism of the king which was celebrated at midnight was for a considerable
time kept a secret, and the disclosure was to civilization covered many years, but
the signal for a formidable rebellion. from the early part of the eleventh cenWe can riot follow the long struggle which tury, Russia could no longer be called a
ended in the uprooting of idolatry, and pagan land. Viadimir, the king, exertthe establishment of Christianity in that ed himsell zealously in the establishment
country, and which paved the way for its of the new faith, The historian tells us
advance in other quarters.
that all were astonished at the great
In the year 863, Rostislav the ruler of change that had taken place in’ this
Moravia, sent. messengers to the Greek prince. He, who had been so cruel and
emperor, requesting him to send him haughty, became gentle and humahe, and
learned men - who could translate the he labored truly for the good of his peoHoly Scriptures into the Sclavonic lan- ple.
Michael, a Greek missionary, aided the
guage, and explain their meaning to his
people. This call was answered by Cy- king greatlyin the good work. He trayril and Methodius, the sons of Leon of eled from place to place, instructing and
Churches were
Thessalonica. < These brothers were fitted baptizing the people.
by their piety and learning for the great built, and schools were established. The
work which has made their names mem- Sclavonic . alphabet, ' which Cyril and
court of Rostislav, and commenced their
work by composing an alphabet of the

get on at all well without these.
:
So these men are now saying. «They
are beginning to be busy in looking over
the broken systemof Christian

ve

a”

It is just now being found out
that
there is a considerable deal of morality
in the old religion. Jesus had a code of
ethics, which it must be admitted has
been a
powerful factor in the working ‘of
the social system.
e are a great

religion, we have saved

water, holding their ‘young children in
their arms, while the priests prayed on

ital of her kingdom,
There she embraced
and returning to her
labored diligently to

TA)

PART

which

its temple, and cast into the Duieper,and

en her people. While the influence of this
Christian woman was silently permeat-

Reman pontiff.
Let us now

—™

i

bold assaults, their free spirit of inquiry,
that has brought the
great structure to

form of civilization

a 1879.

°
rd

from drug-polsonifig, and have become
afraid of pill and
potion. ‘¢ Compound
Oxygen” is not a drug, and does not cure
of the emperor,Basil. His requests were
many principles which’le
laid down for ‘by the substitution of one disease for
granted, and when the princess arrived, the
conduct of men and women in their avother, as when drugs are taken, but by
accompanied by a large body of clergy, civic, social, family relations, which are an orderly process of revitalization. ' See
the king demanded to be baptized. The | really quite excellent. Indeed, it is dif- what has been said. before in ‘this paper,

and also for the hand of Anne, the sister

the

most

——

god
ean

its present tottering condition. But we
notice one quite remarkable thing. Now
Vladimir, and when he spoke of the that Christianity is going to pieces, these
judgment to come, he showed him a pict- very nien, who plume themselves upon
ure of the Last Day. *‘ Happy are their part in its destruction, are becomthose on the right,” said the king, ** but ing very anxious as to how to preserve
the really valuable parts of the wreck.
woe to the sinners who are on the left.” ‘Very plainly in their eyes there are some
¢ If thou wishest to enter into happiness things which are worth saving. There
with those on the right,” replied the mis- are some things in the old exploded faith
sionary, ** believe on Christ, and be bap- which human society can ‘not get along
well without.
Here and there is’a printized.”
ciple in Christianity which it will be abAfter considerable hesitation, Vladimir: ‘solutely necessary to work into the new

Christian faith, and, returning to ber own
country, she labored diligently to enlight-

arable.

¥
oA

neglected and ap- Russian chronicle tells us that this rite ficult to see how the world is going to and send for our Treatise giving full information.
It will be mailed free.
Drs.

parently forgotten by the Christian world.
It is interesting to mark the progress of

amid the ddrkness

Not long after this a Greek
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The Worning Star.

| an artistic and emblematic reproduction

of the ‘sublime prayer that hg taught his
disciples. The center of the picture is
an engraving of da Vinci's celebrated

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1879.

* Last Supper,” which
G. ¥. MOSHER,
Aa

Editor.

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

Christ; and around

be

tine

with an outpouring of the Spirit in view.

of our membership a gathering near to
the throne for an especial blessing upon
the pastors and churches, and an uprising’
of the people, saying, By God's grace we
will be blessed, that many precious souls
may be saved?” The omen, iff we may |
promising

one.

por-

his

¢¢ Crucifixion,”

his

“ Resurrection”

and

‘* Ascension,”

Or-

tell’s ¢* Baptism

of

Christ,”

Sir Joshua

originals,

and

each

executed in the best style of the engraver’s art. The words of the Lord’s prayer
are wreathed about these smaller pictures,
with emblematical designs accompanying
them, the whole making a work of art inspiring to devotion, ministering to a love of
the beautiful and eminently fitted to adorn
and bless the home. A limited number

of-copies of this beautiful picture have

from the same plates, with
and the Last Supper as the

cious. * His'mercy is boundless, and so is

his forgiveness. If sinners call upon him,
they shall'be saved. If the churches deand

are

come. into our hands which we will sell
at $2.50 each, and pay the postage. We
also have a few copies 15x22 inches

Some of the most powerful works of grace
have begun in just such’ questioning as
that. = The Father is waiting to be gra-

sire to be revived, to be built up,

margin

Madonna,”

ies of world-known

in prayer for young men, and other special objects, shall there not be on the part

a

the

Reynolds's ‘‘Samuel in Prayer,” and other beautiful and famous things, all cop-

Already the work is beginning in the
hearts of some of the faithful. A correspondent writes: ¢* While there is union

is

walls

traits of the disciples, all reproduced
from da Vinci's master-piece.
In other
parts of the engraving appear copies of
Correggio®s ¢ Nativity,” Raphael's ¢ Sis-

We are glad 10 note ‘the preparations
for more work in the churches. Many
ot the Quarterly Meeting reports speak of
arrangements made for special services,

regard it as such,

the

of an old refectory in Milan.
Above
this portion of the work is a bust of

All communications designed for publication

on business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

adorns

the Saviour
center, and

the twelve apostles around it, each . portrait the usual size of steel plate likenesses used in books,which we will sell at 50
cents each.

to

see an ingathering of souls, the Lord is
waiting to give them just such ‘blessings.
« Ask, and it shall be given you.”
« This moving from place to place is a
hard, expensive and generally unprofitable business,” writes one of our clergymen, * and I shall do but little more of

THANKSGIVING,
1t does not help the matter much to say
that the actual observance of thanksgiying day is comparatively as appropriate

as the actual observance of the Sabbath;
that if we have balls, and raffles, and

dis-

it.” There is a phase of the question
that is ot always allowed its proper in-

sipation on this day for thank-offerings,
we also have pleasure-riding, and excur-

fluence with those who may be clamoring
for **a change.” It involves a practical
‘application of the Golden Rule. Discentented, uneasy, fault-finding parishioner,
make it ‘your own case. Suppose that
somebody's complaints against you were

sion-making, and not a little secular busi-

ness done on the holy Sabbath, The fact
is that these bad uses of either day are

going to result in breaking up your home,

their objections to you were founded ‘in
justice and reason before

they

circulated

them ? * Of course such considerations are
to be taken for only what they are worth,
but we do believe that, in not a few of

the cases where a‘aa change” is agitated,
_ if a portion, at least, of the church could
be packed off, and the pastor retained, it
would be a great gain.
In that

touching

address,

great apostle to the

which

Gentiles made

the

at

Miletus to the elders of the church in
~ Ephesus, we find this beautiful expres-

sion, ¢‘Serving the Lord with all humility

. of mind, and with many 'tedrs!”

It ‘was

‘apart of his own marvelous experience
to which-he referred, for Paul had served

Li
not this

yi
ay tears!” ‘And was
onvsgcrot { shi great success?

“The tears are evidence of Sincerity, and
sincerity
is an elemient of power. ° More-

‘over, a tender ‘spirit is altogether more
persuasive than any other.

When

we

plead with-our friefds tearfully; they. can
not withstand our pleadings; and when
we pour our petitions into the ears of the
Almighty, | * with,
strong cryings and

tears,” he will not failto hear and bless
us.

The dry light”of the intellect _sub-

serves its.own.purpose, and a very. high

oue too; butin
the work of bringing men
to Christ we need to be more fully posses-

sed of the “
weeping spirit.” And yet it is
well todistingnish between the sentimental
and conventional useof the handkerchief

and that strang, manly weeping of Paul,

when his stil
was saturated and surcharged with love for men,

and shaken

and

subduedby the spirit of God!

:

Tt was also'in this model episcopal address, that Paul, referring to his proposed
journey
to Jerusalem, said, * Behold, 1
£20 bound.in'the-spirit unto Jerusalem.” It

was a significant utterance,
been

‘“bought with

a price,”

thereafter in bondage.

He bad

and

was

In his exhorta-

tion to the despairing officers and crew
of the wrecked ship, on which he had
been borne towards Rome, he said, ¢ For
there steod by me this night, the angel of

God, whose I am, and whom I serve :”
again testifying to the fact that he was a
bondman. . To say nothing of the superi-

ority of such bondage to any kind of hu-

man servitude, what a ble<sed thing it is

to

go about our work

reference to God's dealing with it during
the year, with gratitude for all blessings,

Paul did not with calm resignation in view of whatever

professto be’ his own Master.

‘bound in the

spirit!” ‘We are thus assured of at least
two things: we shall make no mistakes
relative to our work ; and we shall attain
the highest possible “success; yes, three

things,—we shall be freed from all worry
and fretfaloess! Oh, for an influx of spiritnal power, till it shall become a joy to

us to bear the yoke of Christ! Oh, for a

try:

a

. The farmer has no

SOO

TWO OASES OF OLERICALISM.
The question whether, since Church
and State are independent of each other
in this country, ecclesiastical discipline
can be carried so far as to interfere with

a man’s civil rights, has lately been be-

fore a Massachusetts court, and

week decided
remembered
hackman ‘in
priest in that

was

last

in the negative. It will be
that about four years ago a
Holyoke sued the Catholic
town for $10,000 damages,

on the ground that the priest had used

his influence to break up the hackman's
business. The offense of the hackman

consisted in attending Father Chiniquy's
lectures, and listening to his

reasons

for

renouncing’ Catholicism and embracing
Protestantism. The priest heard of ‘the
act, and the hackman

was excommunicat-

home

!
market,

and

no choice of any. alternative occupation.
The Irish people are forced into competition with each other for.a piece of land,
for which they pay a rent lower than land
brings in England, but exorbitantly high
in relation to their capacity to pay. The
great multitudes who can not find employment on the farms are left in a
chronic idleness to live off the earnings
of the few who have work and wages.
All of which goes to show that a civilized community needs diversity of labor
to keep itself healthy, wealthy and wise;
and that there are other avocations as
essential to the peace and prosperity of a
people as that of tilling the soil.
——THE need of organized home mission
work on the part of Christian women is
being felt more positively every year.
Not only in the charities of the towns and
cities of the East and central ‘portion of
our country but also in the newly settled
communities of the frontier. The Congregationalist well points out that in the

There is'a bait to nibble at.

Who is

the first Freewill Baptist to be caught hy
it? How congenial it must be to a person
of a generous Christian nature to be idéntified with a denomination that has no
recognition for other Christian churches.
And that in the face of the declaration
that ¢ by one Spirit are we all baptized
into one body."
———ONE of our Baptist exchanges speak.
ing with knowledge of the Marcy Avenue
church history says:
Several of our exchanges have stated
that the Marcy Avenue Church in Brooklyn wag refused admission into the Long
Island Association five years ago. This
is incorrect. The church made application in the usual form, and presented
unexceptionable papers. The ‘* Articles”
adopted corresponded with those of most
Baptist churches, in points both of belief
and practice. But at that session of the
Association,

fellowship

was

withdrawn

from a church which had similar orthodox

articles, but whose

practice notoriously

was not in accordance with them. The
Association was not ready to receive the
church on documentary evidence alone,
and the delegates were questioned as to
the views and practice of the church.
They declined to answer, referring to
their papers as the only evidence they
would offer. Before any action had been

ed. But that was not sufficient. The
priest further said to his flock: ** I forbid
any person belonging to this church having or using any hacks belonging to that Mormon districts, the mining towns, and
hackman' that has beén to Chiniquy’s old Spanish settlements of New Mexico,
taken, and, we think, before any adverse
church, and if you do employ him, I Arizona, ete., the condition of women
calls
as
peculiarly
for
the
female
missionary
motion was offered, the application was
shall turn you out of the church.” This
withdrawn.
What
threat was repeated on different ocea- as Turkey or Japan. The Congregation- result of a vote, had would have been the
the matter come to a
alists
of
the
West
have
organized
a
sociesions, the priest at one time adding, * If
vote, is matter of conjecture. The church
you do hire that man, I shall not baptize ty, with headquarters at Chicago, to take ‘has now made the explanations that were
your ‘children, attend your funerals or this matter in hand and do their part in asked for at that time, and these proved
to be satisfactory,
marry you.” The plaintiff's declaration carrying on this good work. : The society which we all rejoice.leading to the result in
is named, ** A Christian Commission for
further stated that a certain fanerul party
went to the church with his carriages and the New West,” and is organized on a
national basis.
(=£" During the last two
the

priest

turned

them

away,

saying,

“ When you know better than to come in
those hacks I will do your work, and not
before.” In defense the priest had only
to say that if it should appear that he’ 'uttered the words alleged, such acts ** were

committed in the proper exercise of his

priestly duties and authority asa duly settled and installed pastor of the French Roman Catholic church of which the plaintiff
was a member ;” and he ‘denied that they

——THE

Independent having asked the

Watchman what might be the attitude of
the Baptists towards other churches, that
paper replies as follows :
.

The attitude of the Baptists towards

churchesof other names is that of practi-

cal non-recognition ; that is to say, having

weeks we have
received 130 permanent subscribers with
cash in hand, and 245 for three months.
We wish and hope that the most of these:
latter might become permanent sube
scribers, but of course we shall feel
obliged to discontinue their papers at the
end of the three months unless otherwise
notified.

are now offered,
let us all ‘work’ for the
increased circulation of the Star.
:
I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

Berominational Helos,
The Next Foreign Mission Remittance,
The Foreign Mission Treasury is serious.

ly threatened
with a large deficit in the
next remittance to India, which should be
made on the 25th inst.
“
More than a thousand
dollars must
come in within ten days to enable the
Treasurer to meet the regular bills of the

mission that will be dueat that time,

Brethren and Friends, what will you do

about it?

Shall the mission be sustained?

Shall our faithful missionaries receive
their honest hire when it is due, or shall

they wait?

Shall the

native

supported, or must they

schools

be

be suspended?

The churches
and the friends of the
mission must decide these questions, and

do it quickly. The Board adheres wisely
to its policy * No more debt.” The Treas.

urer has no authority to borrow a dollar.
He will send the money he has in hand on

the 25th of this month and nd more.

How

much shall he send? Let the respomse to
this statement be prompt,
liberal and
cheerful.
Every church and local Mission Saciety,
having funds on hand, is requested to
forward

the same

at once,

and

every

friend

of the cause is urged to remember it gen.
erously in this time of need.
Nov. 17.
E.N. FERNALD.
Ob
ro

Central Association Notes,

»

The board of Trustees upon the recommendation ofthe Association passed the
following resolution :
Resolved, That the
ndii

be
be

‘the general

rrespon

and church less
appointed from

nt toorresponding
Secretary
act as BS mediu
m of
ween pastor

pastors; and ‘a

? Shurches,

the fullest fellowship with Christiuns, as
wit
such, Baptist churches in their organic
state of society, although they may be
action recognize no other than
ist
A person need not be stubborn to show that
condemned and in a measure restrained,
churches.
But if the question means,
he *“ has a mind of his own.”
| were uttered unlawfully or maliciously to What is the mental attitude of Baptists
they can not be wholly prevented.
An account of the revival meetings under
. But this continued observance ofthe New injure the plaintiffs business, * but in the .toward other church organizations,—on Messrs. Moody and Sankey
in Cleveland, came
what:
theory
do
they
proceed?
we
can
England’ thanksgiving, in” spite of the lawful exercise of his authority aforesaid, give no definite answer. There is no too late for this issue of the Star. We shall
bad uses to-which many persons put it, in and for the proper regulation and disci- agreement.
try and make room for it next week.
spite of the many-public and social evils pline of his said church and the congrega- ~The Watchman explains that Northern ~The Titustrated Christian Weekly 1s per |
that could not naturally inspire the thank- tion worshiping therein, and by the author- Baptists generally reject the ¢ Land- suaded that “the church of Christ in our
ful feeling, is in harmony with the very ity and consent of his ecclesiastical superi- markism™ of Southern
Baptists,
and country would grow and prosper vastly more
It was stated
sentiment which prevailed at its origin. or and in the proper discharge of his du- promises to return to the subject at some than at present if the ministers at her altars that there were ministers in the
Associawere more generously supported.”
We are told that at a time of great despon- ties and functions.” The trial closed last future time. Our contemporary of course
Mr. Spurgeon, after announcing his text on ‘tion unemployed ; and it was known that
dency among the Colonists, in a public week Monday, and the jury, after being speaks only for the close-communion a recent Sabbath morning, said
many churches were in “weed of pasthat
assembly it was proposed that there be a out only an hour returned a verdict for portion of the Baptists in this country, course he w2s about’ to deliver would thebe disThis agency is simply to bring
the tors.
day of fasting appointed, with especial the hackman, giving him $3,433 damag- At the same time we could all agree with
1500th sermon which had been preached from
together
these churches and pastors.
prayer for relief from their hardships. es. The case now goes to the Supreme it in rejecting the ‘‘ Landmark” doctrine his pulpit and then printed week by week.
|The usefulness of this agency will
An old farmer arose, and in “homely "Court on exceptions.
There is not a more beautiful paper comes depend wholly upon
of church-recognition.
\
the
co-operato our table than the Illustrated Christian
phrase rebuked the spirit of complaining
Of
course
it
is
‘Meanwhile
here
is
a
paragraph
from
no
new
thing,
—the
tion of those in whose behalf it was
exer|
elegant
of
perfection
the
reaches
It
Weekly.
that was manifest, reviewed the year, cise of such priestly prerogatives over the the Lzaminer and Chronicle which, for
instituted.
Some of our churches are
printing both in its letter press and its {llustraenumerated the blessings that it had acts of parishioners. Thatis the co
sublime assumption, has hardly been tions. It is published by the American Tract employing ministers of other
denombrought, showed that the people had stone of Catholicism. Butit is somew
equaled’by the most radical champions of Society.
inatio
; some
n have been almost ruined
much more to be thankful for than to be novel for such acase to appear in court. Roman Catholicism :
Somebody remarks that fnstead of disput. by employing they knew not whom,
‘and
despondent ovér,and moved that a day of In this country no priest of any sect or ism
Of all Christians, the Baptist has the ing abdut the order in which faith and repent- all because they knew of
no
way
of
findmost
reason
to
be
proud
of
his
denominaance come in experience—whether faith comes
public thanksgiving be appointed instead. has any legal right to interfere in the secing the man they sought. It is hoped by
an * apostolic suc- before repentance, or repentance comes before
He had his way, the observance of such a ular affairs of any member of his flock, tion. Not through
cession” of more than dubious authentic- faith—it would be better to observe that, in this agency to give employment to every
day was repeated until it became a cus- except to expostulate with him, it may ity, but through a spiritual succession actual
minister willingto work and,by inducing
experience, no repentant soul continues
tom, and it has been observed ever since. be, with reference to the inoral bearing that can not be justly questioned, his in unbelief, and no believing
soul continues in others to come into the Association, to furLet us honor that sentiment next week. of his acts. The courts must recognzie chureh is the legitimate heir ‘to that prim- impenitence.
nish pastors of our own denomination to
itive body founded by the immediate
There are, it is true, sin and
jmisery in the principle of individual liberty, and “disciples
Itisa good thing to enforce good laws.
every
church. Our great need is men.
of the Lord. Above all, its conthe land. Idleness, intemperdnee, licen- protect every person in the exercise of 1t stant witness to the spiritual nature of The Boston police commissioners have pro- Men of energy and a spirit
of sacrifice :
tiousness, betrayal of trust, and political when hg is not violating a law.
Christ's kingdom, against the worldly hibited a repetition of the performance by the men loving Christ and his church and
juvenile ‘ Unele Tom’s Cabin” combination,
That'is one case.
The other is that of tendencies of State and infant-sprinkling
corruption abound; but amid it all we
willingto venture and wait.
To such
the ground for their action’ being that the law
are ai peace a$ a nation, the business ut- the Parish priest in Cambridgeport, Fa- churches, has leavened and’ uplifted the bad been violated
men
this Association offers inviting fields.
and set at defiance by permitentire
body
of
modern
Evangelical
delodkis
fighter, the autumn has yielded ther Scully, who has been flinging anathe- nominations.
Re ting one of the performers, who was less than The churches seem eager to avai! themfifteen years old, to sing and dance. We but selves of this agency.
a bountifid atvest, domestig fidelity and mas at some of his people for sending their
Five churches are
happiness abound,God’s wordis honored, children to the public schools instead of ——THE Chinese have a way of theirown faintly realize the hardship endured by ehil- now waiting for the agenc
y to send
dren
in
such
performances ax this;
his poor are provided for,benevolent caus- to his parochial school. He has with- in doing missionary work. The people
them men.
One whole Quarterly Meet.
If
we
had
the
editor of the Christian Adeo- ing will,
es are well helped, and throughout our drawn countenance from such members, of the Chinese province of Yunan are in
it is feared, in a few days be left
whole domain there is infinitely stronger refuses to administer. the sacraments to part Mohammeduns. ' An imperial decree cate and Exponent at hand, we should re- without a settled
pastor.
®rove him—that is, if he was not a_particularThose who
them, and tells his people to shua them. offers freedom from’ taxation to every
reason for gratitude than for complaint.
ly resolute-looking man—for using one of our stand idle in the market place to-day
Let us turn our atteution to the brighter This case is particularly important because Mohammedan who renounces his faith and editorials us his own without giving a hint as must do so not because there
is no opside, not forgetting the evil nor ceasing it emphasizes’ the policy of the Pope with swears by Confucius. Beautiful new idols “to where he got it. It wasn't the right thing portunity for work,
but because
they
.to oppose it. Let our observance of the reference to parochial schools, under are also to be given as rewards for: prose- to do, Brother Erponent, neither towsurds Dr. prefer
to select a field congenial to their
day be hearty and joyous, not sentimental whese sanction Father Scully’ claims to lytes. Some hardly more worthy mo- Schaff from whose Evangelical Alliance pam- fastid
ious tastes.
wholly but practical and generous. If ‘be acting. It is by direct order of the tives are sometimes presented among phlet we prepared the editorial, nor towards
Minutes of Central Association will be
ourself who had been to some pains to reprowe could plan the use of the day for each Pope, this; Cambridgeport priest claims, us for people to become Christians.
at the next session of the Chenango
duce his statements.
(N.
of our readers, it would be something
that such schools must be opened at variSo far as we understand Bro. Noyes we
Y.) Q. M., held at Sherburn.
like this: We would not omit a single ous points in and about Boston, and ——BANBURY, "England, has a kind- think exactly as hé does about the paragraph
A very gratifying report comes from
wholesome social feature. We
would throughout the Catholic domain in Ameri- hearted as well as a sensible mayor, if we which he quotes in his article on the next page. our church at Norwi
ch. Ifevery session
So
fur
as
it accords with Bible teaching of
have the proper amount and vatiety of ¢; to Weutralize 'the bad ‘effects of our may judge from the single fact made pubGod’s yearning love towards the children of of the Association could leave with the
licin
the
papers,
that
he
announces
that,
amusenient, We would have the public free school system!
men, we endorse it; but so far as it is contrary’ church with which it might convene, such
religious services
attended.
wherever |. Menwhile it will be .interesting to‘ ob- in view of the threatened hard winter, he to that téaching, or holds out hope
to the final- influences as now seem resting upon the
practicable. We would have. the devo- serve whether Father Scully’s parishion- shall give £100 to charities in the town, ly impenitent after death, we reject
Norwich church,we ought perhaps to have
it. We
| tion of each family conducted with special ers dare persist, against his orders,in send- instead of eatingit with the rest of the ‘see that the paragraph is capable of an unsafe our meetings
semi-yearly,or even quarter‘Tuterpreta

sinful and deplorable, but in the present

driving you to a strange locality, there to
form new acquaintances, and begin anew
the business of life, to say nothing of the
personal grief or material J¢xpense that
would attend the change: woild you not
wish that the complainants be sure that

terized by fidelity to right principles, the
more triumphant is its progress and the
greater its power if the earth. Let us
take at least an hour on thanksgiving day

X
—— THE poverty of the people in Ireland
is attributed, by the Penn Monthly, to
the absence of manufactures in that coun-

affliction may have come, anda

peaceful

and joyous acquiescence in‘ all God's
providences.
But aside from and above
would have each one retire

all this, we
for an hour

by one’s self, there to look fairly and
searchingly at one’s own spiritual and
bodily needs, at the moral and social con-

dition of the neigliborhood in which one

lives,at the actual condition of the church,
local and universal, at the condition of

politics, education and all similar interests ; in short,atthe actual wants of human’

society, as they may appear to one’s best
vision, and then to go out from the hour's
introspection with a fixed purpose to live
a brave,

active,

helpful

life,

for

Christ

and humanity, doing and being with

ref- -

erence to each of these great social and
moral interests as their actual needs may
seem to require, not omitting first of all

ing their children to’ the - city ‘schools.

corporation at dinner.

We

repeat that

of this is uniting good sense and, charity, a
Boston has written'a temperate letter on union! not. always found in those inelined
i
the subject, which concludes as ‘follows: to benevolence.
We admit that the education of the children ‘of the whole people in schools com- ——ALTHOUGH the General Missionary
mon to all, and frequented by all, has Committee of the Methodist Episcopal
many temporal advantages, but we can
church has reduced ifs total debt nearly
never reasonably-or- conscientiously con
sent to sacrifice or, seriously endanger two hundred thousand. dollars during the
our eternal interests for worldly advan- last three years, there is still a balance of
tage. The rapidly growing fairness of some sixty thousand dollars due. While
public opinion may, ere long, discover a the contributions from the Western Conway of making a system of common
school education aceeptable to Catholic ferences have increased fifteen odd thouminds, and safe for'Catholic ‘consciences. sand dollars, those from the Eastern Conferences have decreased about the same
amount. , The appropriations are as folOURRENT TOPICS.
The Vicar-General of the Arch-diocese

‘——ONE’ good

feature

in the

Boston

School of Art Needlework is the design
of its managers to keep out of the ranks

of its students that class of young wemen

lows:

For Liberia, $6,900;

Interior

‘Af-

rica, $2,000; South Africa, $8,500; Foo
Chow, China, $16,000; Central China,

$8,000; North China, $2,000; Germany

who take up with most apy kind of fancy and Switzerland, $25,000; and $3,000 for

work that comes along, if it is only. the church property in Germany, of which
fashion §0't6'do. < It is their purpose to $600 is to pay interest on church debts in
ai
:
‘make of the school 4 practical workshop. Berlin, |

tion, although iv may not necessarily
teach the doctrine of ** eternal hope,”

ly. Not only did the removal of the church
debt Inspire new hope . and confidence, ;
but also a spiritual blessing was left

upon
THE PLAN TAKES.
the church and community. © This has
When the price of the Morning Star been manif
est in an increasing congregawas reduced to $2.00, cash in hand, it tion, better attended
and more earnest
was with the expressed convietion that prayer and covenant meetings,and a deepthe subscription list would be and must er personal consecration.
Sunday, Nov. 2d, Rev. G. R. Foster,
be increased.
By Supplement in each
of Smyrna, preached a’ most excellent
Star every subscriber was addressed, and sermo
n on consecration; ‘after which
every pastor by a circular in addition. three candidates were buried with
Christ
An envelope addressed to’ the publisher, in baptism. In the evening, the pastor
with postage stamp, was sent to every welcomed these with two others, receivpastor, with a request that he would fur- ed by letter, to the fellowship of the
church. At the Thursday evening prayernish names of those who could, and permeeting following two young men rehaps would, take the Star. The returns quested
the prayers of God's people.
are now coming in, from eight to a dozen Thus iv seems that a refreshing is
awaitor fifteen every day, with the names of ing the brethren of Norwich.
May God
make it a plenteous shower,
fifty or a hundred

each day, to whom

send

sample

copies.

Pastors

say

we

they

A glorious revival is in progress within

the bounds

of

the

Owego

Quarterly

have called the attention of their congre- Meeting. . About
ninety have found peace
great host of men, in the pulpit; in the to make one's own home and’ heart the Comfortable quarters have been found for
gations
to the Morning .
and pro- in Christ. The last session of the
Q. M.
* Sunday-school, in the prayer-meeting,— abode of peace and righteousness, and dt in the Back Bay neighborhoodand, its ~——SOMEBODY asks the Watchman the posed subseriptions, some Star
of them readeverywhere, who shall be * bound in the

spirit”!

"A ‘Work!or Art.
Brown,

Mr. Delwin F.

rofessor of penmanship

in the

then seeking to extend those conditions as ‘vnfon with the Society of Decorative Art
| widely as the person's influence may reach. is ‘another assurdtice that an effort is. beDo we not need to give more attention
to the moral ethics of thanksgiving day?
It is but a poor conception of the inner

ing made to putik on a permanent basis.

JA letter to the New York Tribune relates

that this school ‘* made its beginning last

following question :

:

What is the duty of ‘8 Baptist

church,

‘ing freely from the circular

or the

Star

itself. Three hundred and seventy-five
in’ good standing, desire to unite with it, new subscribers the last two weeks is enshould a member of a Free Baptist church,

he still holding the views of Free Baptists ?
Our readers will doubtless

be

interest-

Adelphi. academy at Brooklyn, N. Y., significance of the day that limits iit to a year in a yery modest fashion, commend- ed to read the answer to this question,

couraging. Twenty come from a single
-church, and from three to six are repeatedly sent from one Sunday-school’ class.

feeling of thankfo]ness for a good potato “ing itself fo many pérsons who cared little and here it is"
HHL 958
1
Others are working up the subject and we
for its work by its uniostentatious mefhods.”
To admit him, provided he will promise shall hear from them in due time, If any
Brown);
28x29 inches ini size, and execut- Man can not live by bread. alone, . Break A'humble start does not hurt any person to walk according’ to” the order of the pastor has not received the circular,
- ed in a highly finished style. ' Itis a com- the bonds. of human ‘sympathy’ and or any undertaking, although it is much church, and will so far respect its faith as shall ‘be very glad to send him one on we
the
refrain from controverting it. A fanlty
bination
of pictures: and ‘Ietter-text, the brotherhood and the ‘whole social- fabric ‘more to human liking to blow lon
| | tain {totheology
in a minister is to be guarded receipt of a postal card. to that effect.
orn presenting the principal scenes in falls. The more the life of the individual bets, and announce! grew
shen against, but the members of a church are Several laymen and women are doing
the life of our Lord, aud the latter being and the nation and the church is charac- commencing a new enterprise.
disciples,—=learners, not graduates.
good service, and as special inducements
has

| a real work of art..

It is

avengraving from a pen’ drawing by Prof. erop or the success of business - ventures.

Fear

Rings

3

was euatirely given up to gospel meetings.

The only business transacted was the lo-

cation of the next session and the organization of a Woman's Missionary Society.
Thus the work of saving souls

and

rais-

ing money to help the weak and destitute-is going on in our churches. We
are on the eve of grand results.
Rev, W. H. Merriman, of Keenville,
N. Y., has offered his resignation to the
church of which he is pastor. Itis to be

hoped Bro. M. will withdraw this for’ the
present at least.
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

._

MRT

bt |

~ Denominational Association,

——

a

a

hi

a

FN

The Tioga Co. Q. M. at a recent

session

passed the following :
Resolved, That in the judgment of this
conference it. is highly important that a
more intimate acquaintance be kept up be-

tween members of our churches

Dec. next, at 3, P. M.
}
in Dover, which we did Oet. 80, with seven
DD, K, HELTERBRAN, Clerk.
members, all but one of whom were heads ' of
families. Many souls have been blessed, and | LISBON Q. M.—Held its last'session With the

two miles

of

conversions and greater efficiancy on the part
of God's people.
The churches must have

evening we closed, to meet

ment.

Nothing

in this State.

salvation of sinners.--GE0. DONNOCKER.
The Owego Q. M, Woman’s Mission Society

be

accomplished either
our

Y.

Meeting

rela-

od

still retaining

tions as at present.

as God may direct us trusting that our ardent desires may become a realization.
:
0. C. Hits.
Wellsboro, Penn., Nov. 10, 1879.

Let us move

Rome, Oct, 25, as follows:

forward

Mrs. Wm.

the

road in

cost-

=

ing about $2,000, and is dedicated substantially

Rev. W. Andrews is the pas-

tor of the Free Baptists owning it, and Rev.
Mr. Drew, of the Baptists, who worship pleasantly together, even uniting at’ the Lord's table.
:

Says the Lewiston Journal : Rév. W. DePuy,
engaged

to preach for the Hancock Free Baptist charch
for two months and leaves Friday for his field
of labor. Rev. A. T. Hillman has been re-

¥. B. church in Greene, has

been

kindly

really
in the work.

pledged their mites to help carry

re-

3

physicians,
throughout

firm, reliable and
Freewill
years has held

minister

Several, among whom are Dr. Mereness and

in the

his wife, have gone

ist denomination, and for several
the office of Clerk in the Maine

Western Yearly Meeting, and should

he not

The pastor of the. Northwood

church

hand

of fellowship

They have a good

beyond.

The

meeting-house

and

years.
parson-

age, and a good congregation and 8S. 8. To
us a special sacredness will ever be connected
with this place, for

Christmuns day,
daughter,
soil”?

had
Sun-

to five.

life

form, or help other churches, for many

fourteen

years

we buried

here

ago

our

next

darling

and her sacred dust yet lies
or

in

this

Rev. A. C. Brush has resigned the pastorate

day morning, Nov. 0th, and in the evening, of
giving the

the

literally the mother of churches, having been
sending members, in various directions, to

:
need of a

the pleasure of baptizing four ccaverts,

to

church at Ames has been ong of our strongest
and best churches in the State of N. Y. 'Tis

recover, will be greatly missed... We bespeak
for him the sympathies and prayers of his numerous friehds
if it can please God, he
may be
to us a little longer. He is
ful in mind, trusting his all to the Savr, and willing that
should direct.—
Biddeford Advance.
New Hampshire.
The church in Milton Mills is in
pastor,

to

blessed God. Of course many changes had occurred—time had been busy and faces had changed, and the almond tree was in fuller bloom.

Brother Witham ix
York County as a

successful

of the South Harmony church,

This

at Grant

addition greatly encourages the church.
The F. B. church at Gonic has engaged Bro.
Wallace W. Brown, as their minister. Bro.
Brown has been preachingat Gilmanton Iron
works, for two years.
The Alton church have called Rev. C. M.
Emery to the pastorate to be

number

(some

think two hundred in all) assembled

at his

vacant,

glad of his services much longer had he deem-

ed it duty. to remain.

The Lord has a good

supply

‘has many true friends

vicinity.

of minis.

Nov.

of November,

and

of his own money.

‘A note from Rev. W.

dollars
debt

the

paid, business is good
bless them.

is ready to
:

Massachusetts,

is

.

:

The Little Mission Helpers of the Mt. Vernon church, Lowell, held a very successful
festival last Thursday evening. = They furnished a very pleasing musical and literary enter-

tainment, and served their numerous friends
—more than two hundred were present—-with'
coffee, cake, ice cream, ete.

The festival

net-

ted between thirty and forty dollars, a part
which will be sent to Harper’s

Ferry,

of

and

a

part will be devoted to the support of the
children’s missionary, Miss Ida Phillips. The

* Mission

Helpers”

propose to be true

Thursday evening, Nov. 20, and a council has
been called to meet in the Somerset St. church,
Thursday, at 8 o'clock, ». M., to arrange therefor.
Vermont.

The churchat. North Tunbridge is enjoying
a. revival interest, as the result of devout
prayer and earnest labor for months past.
now

eight

who

bave

Saviour, and are rejoicing in

life.

found

hope

the

of eternal

Many more fare seriously inclined, and

the church is praying for a more powerful
work of grace, that‘ all may know tlhe Lord,
from the least, even unto the greatest.”

At the last session of the Corinth Q. M., it
was voted to have extra meetings with each of
her churches.

‘The first followed

the Q. M.

at

‘West Corinth, and continued through the fol:
lowing week with some omens of good. The
second; with the Williamstown church,

Nov. 4, and lasted five days,

began

The church was

revived and we trust much good was done.

them the

us

in

Attica.

of

P. Fisher,

dated

the

pastor of the people with whom he first united
in church relations—during

these

last

seven

years Lithink it is.—A. H. MORRELL.
Canada.

Rev. R. W. Collins of West Bolton, fP. Q,,
acknowledges a liberal donation of $54.00 on
the eve of the 6th, for which he would render

thanks

to the citizens

of West

Bolton

and

Shefford, P. Q.
PEP
0-0-4

WP.

‘Western.
Ohio.
Rev. D. Powell, of Flemington, West Virginia, and pastor of the church in Albany,
Ohio, is holding a protracted meeting ut the
Second Alexander church, a mile or two south

of Albany.

The congregations are

attentive, and the prospects

tering.

Brother

Powell

large and

for good

are

flat:

is an indefatigable

Rev. D. J. H. Ward,

of the class of ’78, at

ordained to the ministry at

;
Pierpont, Nov. 2.
Rev. C. J. Chase
writes
as
follows:
“ Oct, 25th, 1 reached my appointment at the
town of Bessemer, Athens Co. It is a furnace districtof from

four to five

hundred

Hill

mencing Dec.

26,

in

the

evening.

:

‘Hi: H. WITHINGTON,

inisters of four denominations participated
in the exercises.
‘Quite a number. of churches
in the Q. M. are feeble, and without pastors.
A committeeof laymen was appointed to aid

ence of Bro. 'C. M,

mittee.

these churches in any manner’

that

may

seem

Wolfborough, J. H.
lage, O. Richardson

N. Meserve

of Wakefield,

with

any

one

in-

sesWe

made choice of Rev. G. W. Colby, moderator.
Our busingss was done with dispatch and harmony.
We voted to hold three days’ meetings
with all the churches, and made choice of the
moderator and clerk as a committee to select
one minister and one lay member to hold those
meetings and labor for a revival of religion.
Our meetings of worship were very interesting and profitable.
Two persens arose in
meeting and requested the prayers of God's

dear people in their behalf, and this

couraging to us.
Next session with
Dee, 26—28.

‘was

en-

TUSCARORA Q. M.--Held its Sept. session
with the Cameron, (N. Y.) church. In the
business meetings the spirit of earnest Christian labor and union prevailed.
One new

church was admitted into theQ. M.,

viz., the

Gravel Run church, which was organized last
May, with ten members; and Rev. Wm. Peck,

pastor.

The

religious

services

were

indeed

spiritual and profitable, and attended by lige
and attentive congregations.
Rev.
G.
.
Knapp, from Genesee
Q. M., was present, and

by bis earnest labor added much to make the
meeting interesting.
Next session to be held with the Brookfield
(Pa.) church, Dec. 26—28.
A.V. WELLS,

Clerk.

CLEVELAND

Oct. 81=—=Nov. 2,

Q.

M.—Held

its

There was

last

session

not a large si-

tendance, and yet an excellent meeting was
had. This topic was under discussion: ** How
can we make our Q. Msetings more interests
ing and profitable?” ‘Though
not put just in
this form, yet this was its
port, ind after
some discussion, 1 Q. M. Mission Committee

was appointed, such as is contemplated in the

Preatise,spage 18, section 4, of the usages, for
the greater efficiency and usefulness of its ses
sions and the cause in general within its
bounds.
d
.
Next session with the Cleveland church,

DEARBORN Q.

M.—Met

with

Franklin: and

the

(JUMBERLAND 9% M.—Held its last session
at E. Raymond.
The churches were not as
fully represented as usual, on account of the
weather; but the house was well-filled from
the surrounding country, and the meetings we
trust were not without profit.
Next session will convene at Meehanic Falls,

preceding,

J. M. BAILEY,

interest was

manifested.

enough

for

any

liberal

as much

differ-

A curious questioning is aroused to know
whether the Doctor enjoys being ‘thus adver-

tised. |
1
:
‘“ The Eternal Love,”

y
;
discussed by Mr.

Beard,is a .sublime theme, but,
other good, is subject to abuses.

that love isto
is likewise to
The general
its admirable
buke error is
been

no

like every
To reject

' abuse ‘it. To misrepresent it
abuse it.
%
catholicity of the Star is' one of
features, . Its readiness to renot less admirable, Its light has

spectral

glimmer

to

its

readers.

Whether it has been the question of slavery or
temperance, eternal punishment, it has never
taken vefuge behind the clouds of popular
opinion, nor asked what men wanted to hear
before it gave utterance.
The paragraph referred to probably was not
quoted in view of approval, or else was quot-

ed without careful discrimination.
!
|

The

ses-

ice
was
manifested.
There was. a goodly
number of ministers present, Methodist,Christian, and Baptist. Miss Cilley was ‘present,
and gave us a description to some extent of
the customs and habits of the people in heathen India, and the need of more earnest work
on our purt to sustain the labors in_our for.

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.
PRESCRIPTION
For the speedy cure

FREE

of Seminal

Weakness,

Loss

of Manhood, and'all disorders brought on by indiscretion or excess. Any druggist has the ingredients. Address DAVIDSON & CO., 78 Nassau
St., New York.
1y28

AAz

LAME

75¢

WEAK

Benson’s

We have those in our Q. M. whose

hearts are in the mission work. Measures were
taken for greater work in this direction by the
organization of a Q. M. woman’s missionary
society, by Miss Cilley, whose whole soul appears to be in her work.

JAMES ROWE, Clerk.

JEFFERSON Co. (Neb.) Q. M.—Held its

last

services

were well uttended and enjoyed; but we hope
for a better atteadance in future on the part of
the churches.
Next session at the school-room five miles
north-east of Fairbury, Dee. 517.

M. J. ARNOLD, Clerk.

JACKSON & M.—Held its last session

with

Oct. 24—26.
Had
although but few

were favored by

Next session with Petrea church,
JOSEPH MASTERS, Clerk pro tem.

RAN

-

BOTH

M
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the PRICE of

ines to all who subscribe

BEFORE

JANUARY 81, as follows:

The ELITE,

1 year, post free,

$1.00

The BAZAAR, 1 year, post free,
65 cts,
Grand Premium to each subscriber.
All Subscriptions®at these Reduced
a
Prices must reach us before January 31,
:
not one day later.
Sample Copy 6 Cts. (or 2 stamps) for postage.
as Cas
taken
be
will
Stamps
Postage
PRIZES | We offer $780.00 in Prizes to 25
persons who send us the 25 largest
Clubs before January 31st.
Send your name
and P, O. address, and you will get full particulars.

A. Burdette Smith,

NEW YORK CITY.

16 E.14th 8t.,

Send one stamp for our Large Catalogue.

VERY LATEST
IN THE _
POLYAUTOGRAPHIC * BOOM!"
Take notice all who USE or SELL

BEST and CHEAPEST
APPARATUS.

MSS,

the

MULTIPLYING
.

"YIU POLTAUTOGRAPEIG TABLETS.
“Only

TCENT

a Syware

Shape desired |
quality known.

Inch for-any-Size-and—

And warranted the very

highest

“Vidi” Polyautographic Cabinet.
Matchless in Convenience and Elegance of Casing
and Equipment.
All Sizes in Duplicate for Safety.
Double Postal, $1; Double Letter, $2.50;
Cap, $4.00.
:

For Introduction, the FIRST ORDER

place, with
er cent.

Forwarded.
BY

JANUARY

We shall REDUCE

8 Griffiths—John Given—H W Goddard—R IL Howard

Books

BEFORE ——

$5

per
46

MAIL.

cash,

at

DEALERS

;

:

Double

from

any

DISCOUNT,

25

ViDI? POLYAUTOGRAPHIC CO,
47 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORK.
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lief, cures cases of long standing

in 1 week, ordi

.. Married
In Burke, Nov. 6, by Rev. W, L. Noyes, at the resi=
dence of the bride’s father, Sumner G. Prescott, of

Lynden, and Neliie M. Humphrey,of Burke.

n Washington, Vt.,
t. 20, by Rev. L, G. Clark,
Mr. Alvah E. Corliss and Miss Minnie F, Ciliey, both
of Topsham, Vt.
ov, 4, at the residence of H. A.
[| w hite, Esq., Mr, Eddie F. Brown and Miss Agnes S,
i LaBarron, toth of Washington.

on

bottle

or J. P. Miller's

4

i

pri

signature, Phila.

it by mail by.

$1

, Phila., Pa. Advice
tree.

8. W. cor. Tenth and Arch

Stam 6md5
Destaining
to
Persons,
laces
.and Things, with

“In Tamworth, Oct.11, by Rev. J. Runnells, Mr. jere-

minh C, Goodwin and

Miss EmmaF.

Langtey, both of

Key,

In Barrington, N. H, Oct. 6, at the bride’s home,
by Rev. R. McDonald, Mr. Nabum Tasker, of Mjltol1,
and Miss Mary Hanson, of Barrington.
In Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 8 by Rev. E. Owen, Mr.
% Frank Willey and Miss Flora A, Chamberlin, both of
‘In Bloomfield. by Rev. W, Parker, Mr. Perl Edson
and Miss Minuie
Cottrell, of Lincolnville, Crawford
‘
Co. Pa.

In West Stephentown. Nov. 5, by

Mr, Joseph F. Bursell and
of Stephentown, N. Y.

Miss

Rev. I. B. Coleman,

Carrie E, Rider, both

ty casessindays.

including

Black-board

De-

signs, Bible Studies, Concert Ex.
ercises,

Prayer...

Bi
ca

auction by J.
mails:

Immense

)

Yihesut D. D
opular.

% Yoo. copies.

Outlines..
pp

8

and

Meeting

Introa

e agent

Fans wanted.

has

?
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i
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R
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Porous

other

plasters.

a bold one, aud even the present large circulation does not warrant it, but the change

Plaster.

of their superiority
It

is everywhere

by Physicians,

Druggists

and

rec-

th

The manufacturersreceived a special award an

i given for

Centennial Exposition,

porous

1876,

plasters

at

at th

the Paris

Ex

osition, 1878.
Their great merit lies in the fact that they are)
plasters

which

relieve

pain

Every one suffering from
heumatism, Lame
Back,
or
ack, Cold

on the Chest,

Coughs,

-

is desirable for the ‘due extension of its ‘field, and the necessary increased circulation
is sure to come.
Lower prices do not mean a poorer paper, or less of it,—on the
contrary, it is purposed to make the paper better than ever before in all of its

BACK.

Capcine

puts that paper within the reach of every Sunday-school in the land, It now becomes,
unquestionably, the cheapest weekly paper of its size and character in the United
Stétes. It gives 832 large pages (11x16 inches) of reading matter a year, or over
eight pages for a cent at its lowest club rate. It costs less than two cents a week for
each member of a club of twenty or more persons. Schools that have been taking
other publications because the club rates of The Sunday School Times were higher
than they could afford, will not be slow to appreciate these new prices. The lowest
rate heretofore for a club of less than thirty copies has been $1.90 for each: paper.
Now the price for twenty copies, or over, is $1.00 for each paper. ' The reduction is

BACK.

Overwhelming evidence

he only

:

The reduction here anneunced in the price of The Sunday School Times

Business Hotrees.

the only me
7

whole

sion, and a desire to work in the Master’s serv-

:

Mace.

W. L. NOYES.

of unity prevailed throughout

5

to

énce’ of opinion as the infidel even would ask.”

which communion service was observed, and
nearly all participated in the same. A spirit

The

libersl

Christian, and would tolerate

ommended
Press.’

;

according

ng

—dJ B Hines -J Hoyi—' A M Howe—G 8 Hill-G W
Howe—G R Holt—J 8 Henderson—P M Hovson—H A
Hutehinson—dJ Hayward—O C Hills-J W Hoyl—G H
Howard—J Hutchinson—I
8 Jones—N Jones—A D
Jones—» Jaquith—G W Knapp—D C Knowles—G P
Linderman
-M C Miner—KE D Lewis—G
Lillie—E B
Lockwood—J M Langworthy—J Longee—J Masters—H
W Moors—S F Mathews—A H M—D D Mitchell-T.
Malvern—A H Milliken—J G Munsey—H Moore—G-W.
Moffatt—R Norton—8 8_Nickerson—J MM Nelson—W
A Nealy—L Maxham—E Owen (2) -F H Peckham—H
Perry—M M Patrick—C F Peony (2)—J Phinney—C W
Purington—J D Parsons—B W Quimby—A Read—W
C Stinson -Mrs E W Read—J Runnells—C RB Richardson—J N Rich—F Randall—8 N Royal—G W Rogers—
W A'Stone—I R Smith—Wm Simpson—W A Shaw—W
T Smith—E Sawyer—M N Stillwell—-P C Tolford—J
Tree—Mrs H P Talcott—J M True—Majcr W Turner
—J Tucker—W Walker—J T Ward—~A
Wheeler—8 B
Young—Mrs 8 8 Windsor—E Wigglas—3
Wight—R
Wilkins—O W Young.

by the love of God; Christ having died not to
reconcile the Fatlier to us, but us to the Fath-

over all

eign field.

world

i!

Syringleld,

The Leading Fashion Magazinecs

9925

H Atwood—Mrs M Berry—W Boardman~J A Ames
—M Atwood (2)=8 Aldrich—N Andrews— A Blount—
J M Bailey—M 2 Butlor.-2 E Brown—N W Bixby—C A
Bickford—Mrs 8 W Bunker—F H Burbar—C E
Brock
way—Mrs A 8 D Bates—N bliartlett—F C Bradeen—F C 3
BeLis= Concord, Me—8 O Cotton—8 A Comstock-C
J Chase—R W Collins—R A Coats—8 J Cloudman—G H
Briggse—A B Chanipion—E G Cilley—P W Ca;
ter—
—H G1
L
—8 H Chatterdon—L
G Clark--8 Cu.
3
Gorliss—G Donnocker—A J Davis -H F Dickey—E J
Doyle—C W Decring~F E Dayison—Mrs O E
Dickinson—Mrs M Denton+E O Dickinson—' V DesrbornC Dodge-G ‘W _Eaton—=W V Edwards—E G East:
man—C
Emery—E Dean—E J Doyle—v
A Field—E
L Farrington-H T French—B H Fish—M B Felt—

Express.
L.W. Gowen, Lewiston, Me.

church was filled to almost its greatest’ capacity through the covenant meeting, and hunTeds spoke of ther goodness of God, after
the

are

Clerk.

OTSEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the West
Oneonta church, Oct. 3=5.
The
churches were all represented (except Exeter),
and the meetings were all well attended and a

great spiritual

insufficiéht types

ps <&

fl

Send at once

:

W.J. HOLLAND,

Ed So
99.2%"

836.98

wicked shall all suffer eternally.
He thinks
that we are saved not so much by the blood as
is

«+

20 ecats, Ono year, post:peld, $1.50,
copy,gle
Sin

the Bible which are not in any way reconcilable with the truth.
He doubts whether the

He

2046

0,00

Thomas Jone s, Frankfort, Ill, *
Rev.C. B. Atwood, Box 83, Brunswick, Me.
Mrs. Jacob Hosner, Romeo, Mich.
Daniel Stillwell, Kilbourn City, Wis.

Franklin

Ministers’ Conf. Tuesday

|

a Darwinian, and believes in the nebular hypothesis, He thinks there may be errors in

Providence

ing by Rev. D. A. Tucker, after which the
Lord’s Supper was attended, Collection, $3.05.
Preaching Sunday evening by
Rev.
Wm.
Tucker.
’
Next session with the Providence church,
commencing on Saturday before 1st Sabbath
in Feb.,at 11,A. M.
C. C. RUBLE, Clerk.

at.8 o'clock, P. M.

faint and

put on record before the

churches reported by letter and delegates.
D. A. Tucker occupied the stand at 11 o’clock
on Saturday.
Business meeting at 2, P, M.
Preaching Saturday eve, by Rev. Wm. ‘T'ucker. Quitea profitable social meeting was en-

Jan. 28,"

Clerk.

Books from 25 cents to $5.

for samples.

Money Letters Received.

South

the above theology?
;
Dr. H. W. Thomas (Methodist) of Chicago,
has lately been thus advertised:
*‘ He is a
liberal man in every sense.
He fraternizes
with Unitarians and Universalists, and is even
on good terms with infidels.
He appears to be

G. H. DAMON, Clerk.

church, Nov. 1-2.

church,
;
:

How would the above paragraph look guoted approvingly by certain papers which need
not here be announced as to name or doctrine?
No discussion of this subject is proposed, but
merely to inquire whether we are ready to be

er.

woman.

Post-Office Addresses.

T.those [referringto parental love]of
that, long=
enduring, all-penetrating, all-embracing love
of God, which sees in. the drunkard and the
profligate and the harlot, some seed of better
things, which growing and ripening, if not
here, yet under brighter skies and in a happier
air, will restore the poor polluted soul to its
rightful
place in the one divine
family.—
Charles
Beard, in Morning Star.
.

oo
the Winnegance church,
E. ROBINSON, Clerk.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS!
WASTED
Men and women in every townto sell
Christmas Books. Send for list and prices.
$50 can easily be made by any energetic man or

Rev. C. L. Pinkham, Northwood Ridge, N. H.
}
Rev. Daalel Clay, Laramie City,
Wyoming Terri=
tory.
Kav. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributions
from the churches for our hiencyoien Societies should
| be sent) Lewiston, Me.

Gib-

WILL IT BE QUOTED?
¢ What

Boston Office; 43 Milk Street.
Principal Office, 251 Broadway, N. ¥.

Polis

QU

the pres-

Prescott, of Jackson,

G. W. MaYHEW,

commencing Friday, Feb. 6.
+B. F. PARKER, Clerk.
EpGECOMB Q. M.—Held its September
sion with the first church ‘in Phipsburg.

glad to recognize

of

whom persons interested may correspond.
Next session with Water Village church,

tist element was in full sway; they would not the presence and labors of Revi. H. Js Carr, of
Q. M.
Revs. Channall, of Petrea,
allow presching in their house. But the Lord Athens
Dannals (Methodist), of Piketon, and Masters,
directed us to a dwelling-house, and from’ |‘were
also present.
school:
gospel

We were

Next session with the Owego
Apalachin, Jan. 23—25. *

Beacham of Water Vil:
of Melvin Village, and

DR. J. A. SHERMAN,

P.S. More than $1600.00 above that in the treasury
for Foreign Missions, on the first day of this month,
including the (
ber
receipts, will be
needed for our
next remittance to India, on the twenty-fifth instant.
No money must be borrowed. Where, then, will the
$1,600.00 come from? Friends of the cause, answer
immediately.
[]
ta
Nov. 15, 1879.
Treas,

gon Q. M., who preached a very interesting
and instructive sermon on the Sabbath, which
was attentively listened to ‘by a' crowded
house. The sisters organized a Woman’s
Mission Society. We hope it may prosper and
be the means of doing a great deal of ‘good.

advisable, The Committee consists of N.
Shaw, of Effingham Falls, B. F. Parker of

Itis illustrated with photographic likenesses of

SILAS CURTIS, Zreas,
;

Concord, N. H.

. WOLFBOROUGH Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Effingham Falis church. It was a

this

extremely bad cases before and after eure, and
mailed to those who send 10 cents,
‘

;

1152649

B.

popularity therefrom throughout

13.00

New Durham Q. M., for meet=
ing house, Franklin Falls,
H.,

Clerk.

by Bro. Sibley, M. E., and Bro. Sayles, F.

H. M
27398

et,

Rome church, Oct. 24—26.
We found the
church enjoying a precious revival, carried on

leasant and it is hoped a profitable ' occasion,

tice and

Societies.

Opening

sermon by Rev. N. 8. Dixon.

notice.

Receipts.

P.M
Reportéd in Star, Nov. 5
$568.83
Bible school priciple,
117.27
Ys
Interest,
147.66
43
Prin.C. B. Mills, 180.95
W
Int.
i.
476.08
Miss Isnbel Butler, Essex
ass.,
13.00
Santlpore, India, ¢hurch for

M. shall be tran«acted at the June session.
Next session with the Bovina church, com-

Fr

country and the West Indies.
ves gal
The afflicted should read it and inform themselves,
4
;

NOTICE.

November

fil

HIS
BOOK on Huptur
the most reliable
proefs from distinguished professional gentlemen,
clergymen and Juerohaiité, ul his successful prac.

~~ J.SPOONER, Clerk.

But little time was spent in conference, mere
ly orgunizing and appointing unecessary coms=

Beaver
Valley church,
habitants. ‘Opened up the 1st service of F. | the
quite an enjoyable time,
B. nieetings ever held here. The Pedo-bap- | churches represented. We

thence, as the audience increased, to a
house. The unconverted -heard the

Sugar

the churches were represented by letter or
delegates. Harmony prevailed throughout the
session.
Although there was not a large attendance, the HeeHogy were interesting and
profitable,
The constitution of the
Q. M. was
s0 changed, that the Sept., Dec. and
Keb, ses‘sions shall be strictly meetings of worship and
revival effort, unless some very
urgent. busi«
ness is presented, apd the business of the Q.

Quarterly Feetings.

session with the Albia church.

worker-and an influential speaker.

Hillsdale, was

Harrington

the

Tucadags of each week,

Also, sketch of sermon, by each
DAVID BOYD, Sec'y.

Benevelent

joyed Sabbath
morning, at 9 o’clock, many
testifying for Christ. Sunday, at 10, preach-

11th inst. at Martinsburg, brings the very welcome tidings of revival in his congregation.
He says, ‘ We are enjoying revival.
Six profess conversion, and others are amongst the
mourners.
House crowded every night, We
are pushiog the battle to the gate.”
Bro.
Fisher was one of the first year’s converts of
our mission in Martinsburg (12 years ago).
He was a student of Storer Normal school at
Harper's Ferry, and bas “been the successful

to

their name,
Rev. C. 8. Perkins is to be recognized as
pastor of the First F'. 'B, church in Boston,

There are

gave

of

West Virginia.

Nothing now should ‘hinGod

Crowell,

prayer and laying om of hands to the work
the gospel ministry,

der the progress of that church,

and

E.

At the last session of the Washington Q. M.,
Bro. John Barr was publicly set apart by

to

are free.

hundred

Rev.

Pennsylvania.

The church is under great obligation “to their
pastor, Rev. E. H. Prescott, who not only
toiled hard, but gave several

Sunday,

four who have joined us.”

28....We

now

and

Expect soon to receive some others besides the

learn that the church at Franklin Falls, so long
crippled by a debt of $3600, paid the debt the

third day

Station

Rev. J. C. Steele writes: ¢ The Lord is turn-

But brethren

commencing

has

8.

:

ing the hedrts of some towards

Malvern and Rich are to hold a protracted meeting with them,

Grant

Bethany, baptized four and
right hand of fellowship.

The church at Gilmanton Iron Works have
secured the labors of Rev. G, W. Pierce from
North Weare. All are united in him and have
éntered<qeartily into the work of the Lord,
and al
the Lord has commenced to revive his work....The church at Loudon are

have one till the first of Jan.

at

i

On a recent

:

still without a pastor, and do not propose

a large

previ-

house, to pay a tribute of respect to their departing pastor and friend. The evening passed pleasantly and Bro. B. left, feeling ‘that he

who willgo to Gazal..s.The Lower Gilmanton church is still without a pastor, and we
fear are not making a proper effort to secure
ters yet.

On the evening

ous to his departure,

and

he will commence labor as a stated supply,
7. By this change the 2d Belmont church
will be without a pastor. Isn't there a Philip

one.

peo-

Lo
(Hillsdale ’80)

Sta-

tion, and accepted a call from the church at
Blackberry, Ill. He has been pastor of the S.
Harmony church for three years and a half,
and the church and society would have been

left

the Highland

ple.
Rev. J.

of

TAMA Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Toledo church; Sept. 26—28. All but two of

is

doing a good work among

pastor

eration of his people.

calci-

Silvernail

esteemed

Dr. J. A. Sherman, in consequence of the
demand for his personal eq
on be at ry
ton office on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,
and in New York on Su rdays, Mondays and

(Wis.) will hold its next ses-

SPECIAL

*
y
3

A few things to be observed .in sending boxes and
barrels of books, papers, clothing, &c., to aid in our
school and mission South:
.
1, The parties sending, as a rule, are expected to pay
the cost of traneportation, since we have no appropriation for such a purpose.
.
;
2, Send as freigh bY water, or railroad, and not by
express, Some, not knowing the difference, and sendmg by express, make the goods cost somebody all or
more than they—if old books and Rapers--ace worth.
‘8. 1f you arein doubt about the
best methodof sending then), write us here, and we will inform you, most
cheerfully.
* Thankful for past favors, we earnestly solicit future
patronage” in this line,
A.H. MORRELL,

Morn ng

OWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session with the

the Ames church where he formerly resided
six years, says: ¢ It was a luxury to meet the
dear friends again in the flesh, and to preach
to them once more the precious gospel of the

army in the late war, and has thus far baffled.

Bro.

t\,” by Rev. D. Boyd.
member.

He is oA on up all along the line, has
‘church,
the respect of the community and the co-op-

and secepied weil to preach at the Freewill
Baptist church at Fairfield, Mich, This is a
good church and it has a good pastor.—Her-

the

writing of a visit

highly

last

anx-

Lo.

Clerk,

best promoted,’ by Rev. A.W, Reed; *Church

session.

the

COLEMAN,

J. H, HUBBARD, Clerk.

for the sake of this important Christian work,
Rey. S. 8. Nickerson is the lately accepted and

accepted a
to the Osseo church, and entered on his®uties there, We presume he will
pursue his studies with his class,
Rev. Charles B. Mills, A. M., has réceive

Samy

“Rev. W. H. Waldron,

:

the

are

condition....The Highland church have

who

forward

glorious enterprise.

the

The Sabbath-schoolis in a flourishing

‘mined their church walls.

After the address,
a socie- |

ty was organized of thirty-two members,

Rev. L, H. Witham, of this city, is in a very
feeble state of health, confined to his bed, and
but fuint hopes are entertained of his final re‘covery. His disease appears to be a general
prostration, probably superinduced by exposure and overwork while connected with the
the skill of
- well known

side.

assembled, and were much interested in the
earnest words of the sister, whose heart is

membered by some of his numerous friends in

that church.

Moulton,

ed some from attending. yet a goodly number

engaged to supply Dexter F. B. church, and
~wiil preach for that society for the next six
months,
Rev. L. W. Gowen, pastor of the

church,

the occasion,

1, B,

EXETER hy M. MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION will
meet with the church at East Coriath, Dec. 11, at
7 o'clock, P. M. Assignments: Thursday evening, a
sermon by Rev. J.J. Banks, alternate, Rev, W.G.
Wade, Friday A.M, Dec. 12, Essays, * Revivals. how

Star extra was taken into the pulpit, re
and its contents faithfully expounded
an
forcibly applied. Meantime, the congregation
‘looked their approval, and we know that the
brother whose sérmon . followed, submitted
most cheerfully to an abridgement of his time,

ious to secure a pastor....The Commerce
church have newly painted their church out-

develops our spiritual life and makes us more
efficient in every branch of Christian service?
May you each feel that the success of this organization depends upon your effort.—MRs.
!
M. PRINCE, Sec.
Sister Cilley, our returned Missionary, has
visited the churches of the Oswego Q: M., and
areal interest has been awakened in the For¢
eign Mission work. She visited the church at
North Scriba, Tuesday evening, the 4th. The
interest in the election drew many from the
meeting. The bad state of the roads prevent-

dedicatory prayer.

of Bates Theological School, has been

The church

Dear sisters, will you take hold of this matter with a will, knowing that to labor for the
salvation of others meets a want of our nature,

preached the
Christian, of

‘The house is very neat and commodious,

free from debt.

B.

with

of

Ruptur

ning
Clerk.

sion with the New Berlin church, beginning Dec, 5, at
7. P.M. Opening sermon by Rev. B. ¥, McKiuney, An
extra meeting attended by the ministers of the Q, M,
will begin Tuesday evening Precsding.

pul-

the Sabbath, in the presence of the largest

congregation

/

Oak

Mrs. H. Corbin and Mrs. J. H, Greene, Warren; Mrs. Myron Prince and Mrs. M. B.
Moulton, Windham; Miss Dornie Ferbush,
Windham Center,

Newburgh, built by the Free Baptist and Bap-

offered

Mrs. M.

Star

Sabbath in December.

for Rome ; Mrs. H. Baxter, Sheshequin; Mrs,
B. Cogswell and Mrs, -— Newman, Tuscarora;

tist people the past summer, was dedicated
to the worship of God, on the 4th of Nov.

Newburgh,

Sherwood,

On

Adal 7

h Fonireh

M. with he, Rochester ehrel) Sow
P.M., at 1 o'clock;
Dec.
118.

HoNEY CREEK Q. M.

wife
of
was
ex-

of the

the PI ‘mot

3 M. Allen will hy pi
:
W. A. PaiLLirs,

D.P, HATCH, Clerk,
WeSTERN R. I. 9 M. will meet with the Union
church, Dee. 3, at 10,
A. M., and continue two days.
Ministers’ conference the Tuesday preceding at2 r.M.
The last session being the annual examination, the programme was not carried out and was continued
to the
present session,
Ch
8. B. YOUNG,
Clerk.

nouncement
that - sister,
Minard,
Rev.
B. Mioard,
of
Littleton,

persons at different stages

with

w

Conference Saturday morning ut 8.

The conference was made sad by the an-

ent

M.

hen

BAR

CALHOUN & Nowy BrANCH
Q. M. will hol
its
next session with the Girard church, commencing
With
a sermon by Rev. Wm, Taylor, Friday evening, Nov.¥8.'

in

tremely
sick, and her recovery
dou
ful. A resolution of condolence was passed.
The claims of our benevolent enterprises were
duly presented, and a collection of
$8.87 taken
vora-for missions and education. Allusions
ble to the Morning Star were made by differ

the

:

tovate with the Green

chin: Mrs. A. Drake and Mrs. J. B. Wheaton

:

Rev. R. L. Howard, of Bangor,
sermon, and Rev. Mr, Rigby,

May-

Vice Presidents; Mrs. G. W. Mayhew, Treasurer; Mrs, Myron Prince, Secretary; Mrs.
‘Wm. Sherwood and Mrs. L. Lane, collectors
in Apalachia church; Mrs. F. D. Coffin and
Mrs. L. Berdine, collectors in ‘South Apala-

Eastern.
Middle

G. W.

way, than to leave the

com-

Sabbath

|

Tors’ Conference10, Acar.

and

pit.

new

read

the first

McDoNoveH

SUERTE)

was

appreciable help, both in conference

‘Rev. J. Rodgers closes ga three years’ pas-,

hew, President; Mrs. H. Corbin, Mrs. — Cole,

Ministers and Churches.
Maine.
The Union church on the

Mrs.

than to

inl interest was manifest,

before

T

Dee. 5-1.
sermon.

church at Sugar Hill. Business was so quickly and harmoniously
disposed of as to leave
considerable time for meetings of a more purely devotional character. Rev. W. L. Noyes
represented the Wheelock Q. M., and rendered

Michigan.

organized at the last session of the Q. M. at

Penn. Y. Meeting or by an annual gathering

to. keep

up the visibility of the church, and to see the

by uniting in one

a

19-21,

¥
i
with the Hillsboro’ church,

mencing Friday

a minister can not facilitate his efforts in any
new members.”

may

with them,
Next term

appoint-

to

Sept.

yet those in attendance felt that the Lord

bright and Morning Star.' To this end, I
work, talk and pray, and I rejoice to see the
people hungering for good literature; I think
better

A result so desirable

next

character

class, and their faith, more

preaching a few evenings previous. The meetings were well attended, especially on the

to have

gives

our

church,

and although no s:

miles

two or three faint-hearted Free Baptist members that lived here made to rejoice again with
joy unspeakable and full of glory. The present results up to Nov. 7 (and the work is not
done yet) is as follows: A new church of 18
accessions, 6 by baptism, rest by experience,
by letter from the M. E.s and U. B/s, &c.,
and nine standing candidates for baptism still
remain;
ten or twelve arose for prayers the

meeting, expressing an earnest desire

way we ought

(or: two

was thought duty to organize a branch church

more of Christian and denominational
association as churches and a; brotherhood

In some

town

ed revival spread from heart to heart till it

Sabbath. Most all’of the brethren and sisters
took an active part in prayer and conference

agree.

this

from where this place sprang up), so the bless-

results. Pastor Crowell baptized four converts
last Sunday, The church is greatly revived
and encouraged,
and is hopeful of more

you

out

session with the

378

|

its last |

at W. Bethany, since the last Q. M., with good

through-

which

. M.—Held

(low)

gladly, and many have laid hold on eternal
life. Dover church years ago'was established,

out the State of Pennsylvania.
As a fleld in itself important, and as a
connecting link between the North and our
new and rising interests in the South, ours

or meet you at any point upon

VAN BUREN

| New York.
Eo
Rev. H. Whitcher is at liberty to supply
some destitute church ' until spring. Address
at Brockport, N. ¥.
:
Rev, J. C. Steele has been helping the pastor
3

ii

alt —

at

1

SE.

BB CJ

a
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JR

8. oF

BE.

Beta Sheags

ak|

T

SN

0”

tn

Pu

gladly welcome you here in such meeting

VW

1

ae

conversions to take the places of the departis an important field to cultivate. ' I would ed.
:
suggest a three days meeting at some
Our cause in Newstead is still Y rouktion
point affording us an opportunity to con- I have baptized seven since the organization,
fer together, form acquaintance and have | who were added to the church, making the
preaching at least every evening of the number of sixteen. This church expects to
session.
And
now, brethren of State ask admission to the Monroe Quarterly MeetCollege, Harrisburg, Bellevernon, Phila- ing at its next session. At the request of the
delphia and other points, what is your re- Port Alleghany church, Penn., I held a two
sponse to this proposal? We will most days meeting on the 8th and 9th ‘with them,

hiv

AR

at once.

Weak
or any

local pain or ache should use Benson’s Cap
ine Poreus Plaster and be relieved at once
vee 25 Cents. Sold by all Druggists.

departments.

- 94

Here are the New Rates.—I'rom one to four copies, $2 each.: From five
to nine copies, in a package to one address, $1.50 each. From ten to ninetden copies,

in a package to one address, $1.25 each.
address, $1.00 each.

Twenty copies or more in a package to one

These prices include postage, which is prepaid by the publisher.

Subscriptions will be taken for any portion of a year at
papers for a club must be sent 1n a package to one address,
have for reference the names of all the subscribers. Ile,
each club subscription be accompanied with a list of the
the persons who are to use the paper.

yearly rates. While the
the publisher desires to
therefore, requires that
names and addresses of

Superintendents will remember that they can try the paper in their schools for a

portion of a year at the yearly rate. Twenty teachers can be supplied for threa
months for five dollars.

Hotices and Appointments.’
fRuarterly Meeting

Notices.

MONROE Q, M. with the church in Shelby, the 1st
Fridayin Dec.
A.Z.MITCHELL, Clerk,
OTSEGO Q. M. with West Davenport church, Dee. 5.
JAMES ROWE, Clerk.
O0sWEGO Q. M., Gilbert’s Mills, Jan. 2-4,
:
A. E. WILSON, Clerk.
WINONA & HOUSTON (Minn. Q.M. willbe held with
the Houston church, Dec. 12-14,
H. A.CORRY, Clerk,
BLUE EARTH V.Q.M. js to Le held whh the church
in Janesville, and net Jonesville as printed.
A.J. Davis.
‘SAUK CO. Q.M. willbe held With the church in Prairie du Sac, commencing on Friday, Dec. 12, at 2, pr, M.

D. STILLWELL, Clerk,

WATERLOO Q. M. (Iowa), with the Geneseo church
commencing the first Friday in Dec., at 2, P. M.
h
!
HIRAM CHAMPLIN,
CEDAR VALLEY (Iowa). Q. M. Jos noned one week
to Dec. 12-14, at Tripoli.
+O. INMAN, Clerk,

Why not begin now?

:

;

Any reader of this advertisement, wno has never been a subscriber to The
Sunday School Times, can receive it on trial every week for three months for
twenty-five cents. Send also for a free specimen of The Scholars’ Quarterly, a fortyfour-page scholars’ lesson help, containing a colored map, beautiful illustrative
pictures, and a great variety of valuable lesson matter. Address,

JOHN D. WATTLES, Publisher, 725 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

REDUCTION IN PRICE!
Keep this for reference.

¢ Bofore
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George Adams had gone from the faith of

Poetry.

his fathers, and become a Swedenborgian. But one position opened to him
now—a pastorate among a few of that

OVER AND OVER AGAIN.

faith, principally German emigrants,

Over and over again,

far

in the Southwest.
J
It was impossible for Frank Shipley to
lose her love because her lover had
changed his faith. She was grieved, and
surprised, and disturbed, too; but that
could not change her constant affection,
nor did she fear it. It was her unselfishness that shipwrecked her, as ithas many

No matter which way I turn

I always find in the book of life
Some lesson I have to learn.
- I must take my turn at the mill;
I must grind out the golden grain;

I must work at my task with a resolute will!
Over and over again.
‘We can not measure the need
Of even the tiniest flower,

another woman. Old

Nor check the flow of the golden sands”

Miss Shipley had

been, if possible,’ more than a mother

That run through a single hour;

But the morning dews must fall,

her brother’s children.

When

And the sun and the summer rain
Must do their part, and perform it all
Over and over again.

rents both died,

a

Over and over again
The brook through the meadow flows,
All over and over again
The ponderous mill-wheel goes;

their pa-

if we

Frances,

at Sagamore,

and

much

the

less

re-

was a woman of one

love,

and

But “ smiling da%” has dawned at last,

Yet Aunt Delia kept in her own
a

human sorrow is faith in God's goodness
and work for other

The parish was scattered and poor.

meeting-house could afford such music.
To-day, after a brisk walk, in the face
of the northeast gale, she seemed still to

not at her

dreary

Sunday,

ing and marching chords, grand

ter wind, tossed and whirling like wandering spirits, restless and homeless;
and that remorseful breeze that tossed

them cried in the sport like a spirit in|
prison. There is a tone in this wailing,
desperate echo that ‘vibrates through
every sensitive soul with a thrill of memory or of dread. Soulless though the utterance be, explicable by strict acoustic
principles, no woman who is or has been
unhappy can listen to it tranquilly. Itis
all but umendurable when it recalls fatal
it seemed to this

woman that one wail quavering up into
her chamber would drive her to distraction. But, fortunately for her
own
peace, she was a woman of sense and
+ principle
; so she mentally shook herself

as

dis-

majes-

, like a Sound from the concentered and

portentous suffering of all humanity, it
seemed
OH
lesson from heaven itself. “Why should her individual selfish

grief try to assert itself, when the ‘whole
creation groaned and travailed about

living

‘food for reflection or action.
She was thirty years old; perfectly
well ; abundantly rich; an orphan, it is
true, but orphaned from her childhood.
She had a pleasant home at Sagamore,
and a dear old aunt to keep it and care
for her. Surely, if she numbered over

her goods of this world, there was room

her

head

bent

for-

ward toward the keys, and a worldless
prayer soared upward that she might

from the pulpit, her first thought was of
what she could do to make that a real

the church, to get warmed at the furnace,
before walking. home.

faith had

sustained her through

suffering.

Yet she might have been

her

bitter

to solitude
and tears all the rest of the

‘day. Eight yearsago,

As

she

stood at

the register, she could not help hearing

in the glory of the noon-time gossip of two old women,

who had brought their dinner and gone

youth and loveliness, she had been engaged to a young
man of about her own

down into the basement to ‘eat it, for the

age; a handsome, frank, cheery,

sake of having a place to warm their

and in-

n of
fellow, a Jclergyma
telligent young
Wa bo
pal

the

’

;

we

ha'n’t

fort.” * The old voice softened and

bled with tender words,

trem-

and the listener

overhear

this

friendly confidence,

yet

wholly glad that she had overheard it.
Far away, very

far

away from

Saga-

more, if not from her thoughts, another
conversation was disturbing thé warm

silence of the little Swedenborgian chapel
in Helder that very Sunday noon.

and montonous

splendid

thunders died away,

given if that crying wind had brought

she was

and

but

children lay in one coffin and one grave,
to-day—the pastor's wife and children.
Sudden disease, new to the physician of

on its wings enough sadness to send her

for

Christian,

money;

For the fair, sweet wife and the two fairy

for-

an earnest, practical

he'd send her the

of a

world’s agony?
As the last

tea

at the furnace fire, the basement being
furnished
and lighted and usedas a chapel.

4

giv

BEBE

hs

:

"They were farmers’ wives, from dis| tant: hill-furms.

both

by sight,

Frances knew ' them
and an‘ amused smile,

that ut last grew tender with pity, lit her
J

him truer insight into himself and wider
views of life. ' Before the great burden of

Mr, Schlegel said no

more.

He

went

back with George to the parsonage

aud

They bad no Thanksgiving in Missouri. If there had been,

ebrated it this year. He was far away to
the eastward by that time, for he could
live no longer in sightof that triple grave.
But in

Sagamore

the

day

before

the

festival a great box was left at night on
Eli Rice's doorstep, away on the lonely

so coolly. But his work among the poor
not only quieted this petty anger; it gave

human misery his own loss and his own
opinions slipped into the background.
Swedenborgianism seemed a little matter, or any other ism,

beside

the

broad

outlook of the Gospel. Christ stood for
him in place of sects; and when the good
tidings fell from his lips on the ears of
suffering and dying fellow-creatures, and
lit desperate eyes with a spark of hope
and courage, it did not occur to him

mountain-road—a box that was not found
till morning, and then revealed a warm

what creed to publish or what formula of

quilted and fur-edged silk hood, a knitted

the poor in body and spirit; his commis-

strictly secular. If anybody there had
been musically wise, they would have
stared at the organ-loft and wondered if
the organist was crazy, for Mendelssohn's
“Wedding March poured bright waves

The morning services were over. They
they

had

been

by

only

a stranger,

funeral

the village, well-known

and

services.

to ns to-day as

the pestilence that walketh in darkness
and the destruction that wasteth by noonday,had smitten both those delicate, love-

ly, idolized little girls at once, and with
scarce a struggle of resistance .they had
bent to the scythe; and in twenty-four
hours, worn with watching, fearing, parting, the frail, heart-broken mother followed them.
It was a bitter day even in Helder. The

north- wind blew fiercely. The Ozark
Hills were white with a flurry of untinely snow. After the service in the desolate

Shipley to see the delicate color gather

on Anny’s pale cheek, as she sat between
Joe and her father, looking shyly mow
and then at either of them; while Joe's

face fairly shone with smiles as he nodded
at the entering neighbors,

less of the proprieties.

quite

regard-

If any of them

had known that their friendly helper sat
up there behind the row of youths and

maidens in the choir, the minister would
have had little attention that day. But
angels

visit

us

unaware;

and

Frances

man to prescribe.

His message

was

to

ever, but he dared not unveil to her, whose

looks

and

tones were full of the gentlest

pity for his bereavements,

a love that

some wandering thoughts strayed away
to Helder, so far in

the

unknown

West,

and queried of George's well-being and
rejoiced in his happiness. She did not

know that those gentle messengers

found

an empty dwelling and a lonely grave.
The winter in Sagamore passed quietly

by.

There were other good works ready

for Miss Shipley and the cold breath of
the hills had no chill for-her, It was full
springtime before she heard of George's
utter bereavement.
Meantime, he had striven to bury his

grief in

a useless

fashion,

lived in Helder his father

While

had

died,

he
and

the property that descended to this only

son was enough for all his wants.

So he

and try to minister to his stunned soul,

came.

look up at his friend with dumb anguish.
The blow lad been

it seemed to him.

sudden and merciless,

He was an honest man

and he could not nse conventions now.
“Don’t talk to me,

brother,”

he* said,

He returned to’ New

But it never
York,

and

gave himself over to work among the
poor; and this was better.
He had loved Elly much. She was a
delicate, gentle’ creatare; ome of ‘the
clinging sort, whom men like at first, but
perhaps sometime tire of. He loved the

children more.

They were bright, vivid,

and loying. But when all went together,
Lord now. Isuppose things are as they: it seemed to bim that the mother was
were. I think I may see him sometime. dearer than ever, inthe exaggeration of
Now I can’t see anything but Elly and new grief. He had mever forgotten Franthe babies: * O God, my God, why hast ces Shipley. He knew that he would
thou forgotten me? Why art thou far have been a nobler and wiser man if she
at last,

tremulously.

‘I

don’t

see

the

and blossom in

the year of the Lord; and we can, thanks
be to him, forget our misery, and remem-

ber it no more in the fresh courage
and renewed hope that time
us all.”

The words thrilled

shall

through

bring

George

Adams’s heart ; and touched Frances Shipley with a curious, pleasant trouble, from
which she turned away sharply.
But
when the next year's Thanksgiving came,

like an inimortella it sprang from that
grave in the Helder church-yard, the

getfalness might be found.

only

rejoice

She had her own Thanksgiving in the
thought of those two homes to-day, and
Aunt Delia wondered and rejoiced to see
her so happy. Yet even in her peace

traveled now, far and wide, to try if for-

could

desert shall

nance.

the pale oval cheek and a light of pure
joy in the beautiful dark eyes, that might
have transfigured a less lovely counte-

church, close by, to warm his numb body

response, | George Adams

the

church at Sagamore, they remembered
the message; and Frances thought of
what the day had brought to her, an hundred-fold return of her own gifts too thers,
and her whole soul went out in thank-

graveyard was over, the officiating minister drew his suffering brother into the

But no word of God or man drew out

them and the agony of to-day will be the
hallowed memory of another year. Even

Shipley's face was not unfit for an angel's and
these two sat side by side in the
as it looked down on those she had -ministered to, with a tender flush of color on

|

Fiterury,

sentment against her for letting him go

would shock her in its very existence,
mare.”
;
he thought. He did not know women!
“ Yes, it’s dreadful easy to be thankful
There was a passage in the minister's
that you're better off 'n other folks!” bitsermon on Thanksgiving Day that came
| terly snapped
Mrs. Rice.
of sound along the aisles of the poor old | home to him with comfort. Mr. Ryle did
¢* Now, Huldy, don’t ketch fire so sudchurch. But noboly knew this escapade not preach a political or doctrinal sermon:
din!” purred Mrs. Shaw. ‘ You an’ me
of Miss Shipley’s; only everybody felt as He devoted this half-hour to enumerating
haveknowed each other since we was gals ;
if the music was unusually lively and the causes of thankfulness that were coman’ you know, jest as well as you know
pleasant, and some of them seemed to mon to all his congregation and wound
anythin’ in natur’, that I hain't no disposihear an echo to their own thoughts. There up with:
tion to twit folks. I was only strivin’ to
+“ Let us be thankful for change. If we
count up my marcies, as you may say; was certainly no brighter and sweeter face always ran in the same groove, we should
ever seen at any wedding than hers who
for goodness knows I’ve got my own disbe dull and weary. If our joys flowed on
app’intments.
There's Ann down to gazed down during the sermon on Mrs, in an even stream, they would stagnate.
Rice,
looking
pleasant
as
a
girl,
and
alKensington. She's always lotted on commost as pretty, in her new hood and It is the interruption of sorrow and trial
in’ home to Thanksgivin’. But Heber
shawl; and Eli, awkward and comforta- that makes them brighter ; the rocks that
Camp, he’s lost his job, an’ they can’t noble in the beaver overdoat; while in the give the river sparkle and beauty. Or,
way pay the money to get here; and if
next square pew sat Dan Shaw, Joe, and if our sorrows endured forever, of what
they could, the baby hain't got a cloak to
Anny, side by side. Heber had staid at worth would-life be to us or to ours? It
wear. They could fetch her in a shawl;
home, to take care of the baby: and is the good gift of God that we can not
but Anny hasn't got but jest one. Joseph,
Mother, to cook the turkey she had raised mourn always, that death is not an eterhe’s a-comin’, if be has to foot it; but he'll
herself and saved out of the flock for this nal shadow, or loss an unending cloud;
miss Anny dreadful. He lotted on seein’
occasion, But it was enough for Miss the dayspring from on high is behind
her. They're twins, ye know. Father,

her trouble to the solemn

thanksgiving for some poor soul.
After she had “‘ played out” the sparse
morning congregation, she sat so long
thinking that she found herself chilly,
and went down stairs to the lower part of

for cheer ; but she had more,

be
old

had been conducted

in the work.
Some women would have gone home
exalted by such a spiritual visitation and
forgotten all about it; but Frances Shipley
had trained herself differently. She had
no respect for emotion that did not result
in action; and when Mr. Ryle, the minister, read the Thanksgiving Proclamation

and see if the

Thanksgivin’ Day; but I'd oughter
thankful ’t we've got clothes and the

her? When the cry of want, and pain,
and woe rose like the sound of jmany
waters from shore to shore? What was

chorus

Scripture.

‘pretty bad off: I thought we hadn’t got a. Station and a crisp twenty-dollar bill.
great deal to our house to really keep | The voluntary, Thanksgiving Day, was

could, half ashamed of staying so long to

by that mighty roll of power and

:

had married him, and he felt a ceytain re-

sacque, and a heavy shawl, with Mrs. sion from Him who held out tender
Rice's name ‘pinned to them; a thick, hands to all the world and gathered toovercoat and far cap for her husband; gether Jew and Gentile into one fold,
and a set of strong new harness for Old with one Shepherd. .
Gray; besides sundry bundles of tea,
When the year was ended that had beoff, and take it real resigned, as you may white sugar, coffee and biscuits in the gun in his utter bereavement, he went
say.”
corners, and two pairs of warm socks to back to Sagamore, to see Frances Ship** Why, how you do talk!” responded "wear over shoes.
ley. There was no definite purpose in
easy Mrs, Shaw, with a shade of surprise”
It is not in New England people to be his going, except that he was tired and
and disapproval in her voice. * You've demonstrative; but, as Huldah Rice lonely and craved the sight of an old
got food an’ fire an’ clothin’ to be thank- stored away these good gifts, every now friend. But when he saw her his heart
ful for,
hain’t ye?
And there's some
and then a tear rolled furtively down her leaped up; and he knew that, for all that
that want for them things.”
withered cheeks. She turned round to had overlain it, the old love was not
“I dono as we have.
Well,yes,I don't her husband, who sat gazing at the coat
dead, but sleeping. It struck him like a
suppose we shall starve. There's the with a face of astonishment, whistling
blow to see her so fair and fresh, the rich
pork-barrel, and the shoulders, and we've
softly to himself, and gave him a smile
got six hens. The hams he had to sell to that seemed to send her back to her youth color flying to her cheek as a girl's blushes come, and the dark coils of hair withthe store, and I don’t calc’late to eat them again.
out one silver thread still. She personihens, ef I can help it. It's a dredful good
‘ Eli,” said she, * we'll have to keep fied the old poem :
year for apples, and the corn done well; Thanksgivin’ now, whether or no!”
“A smooth and steadfast mind,
but there ain't skerce half a yield of pota“I'll be durned ef we don't!” was the
Gentle thoughts, and calm desires.”
toes. I guess we shall worry through, energetic and characteristic response. ,
These had, indeed, embalmed her beauty
what with cabbages and beans; and
In Kensington, but a few days before, and given it a heavenly serenity and enthere's old apple trees enough to keep the Anny Camp's husband had brought her in durance. He staid in Sagamore through
stove a-goin’. The young orchard come a letter from the post-office, as she sat Thanksgiving, in a strange sort of rapture.
into full bearin’ this year, so he cut the pale and sad by the stove in one of their Could it be that only one year ago he had
old one down. He's been a-choppin’ of two rooms, singing the fretful baby te been a stricken and desperate wan, fly’em up quite a spell back. But come to sleep. * Hush!" she said, as Heber open- ing from a sorrow that seemed altogether
clothin’—well.
We can stay to home, I ed the door. So he tossed the letter into hopeless? And further still, could. it be
‘spose. I.do lot on comin! to meefin’ the cradle and went away. She was that for the sake of a different creed, a
winter-times dreadfal, for it's ‘all the weak, poor little woman, and hungry to human statement of eternal and unoutin’ I do’have, up there on the mount- see Ler mother’s kind face and ht father's changeable truths, he had given up a
ain. And he ha'n’t got a coat to his back, merry eyes, to hear Joe's cheerful voice, lifetime with this woman, who suited
not for winter-time
; so he can't go. And to taste the honest, homely food, and feel every fiber in his nature? Yet, for all the
1 guess we'll-hev to- sell -Old Gray. He the pure mountain-air fan her hot ftore- bitterness with which he reproached himwon't be no use, and the hay'll sell good.
bead. But she had given it all up, hope- self; the folly, the weakness, the inconMabbe we can get a colt come spring, ef lessly. ' No wonder she cried like a sum- sistency that shamed him, he ‘could not
we're alive.”
mer shower, when out of that blank letter deny the potent fact thathe loved Frances.
“Well now; I declare fort, you be dropped two return tickets to Sagamore Shipley better and more deeply than

again, only to be silenced and held down

of or do something pleasant, to leave her
dead in the grave,

was before. My land! I used to fret a
sight cause we didn't never have no
children. But I'm real glad of it now.
They wouldn't be comfortable, if we had
em. Him and me can stan’ it, I expect;
but I dono as I could see young ones bad

| above stairs stole away as silently as she

help some forlorn soul, and forget herself

“would not afford her more wholesome

never

tant thunder, filled the air, andthe delical; sad undervoice crept up again and

think

for such weakness, and resolved to

what

folks—

hear that crying wind in the spirit, and got it to send, and Kensington’s too fur
as she began the prelude her hands in- for the old mare to fetch such a load. I'm
voluntarily wandered into Beethoven's dredful sorry for the children; but I
‘ Spirit Waltz,” whicn she had herself dono, Huldy, as I can say I'm sorry we've
adapted to the organ. As its awfal roll- got em. They've been a sight o’ com-

early in November, dark, gusty, and
cold. The leaves flew wildly on the bit-

wrong or final loss, and

She

musical education pure taste, and strangers wondered how ‘the little country

Frances Shipley stood before her mirror, tying on her little velvet bonnet; but

looking out of the window,

like

had given the organ, and then she gave
the playing ; for she added to a thorough

SHIPLEY’'S THANKSGIVING
DAYS.

a

were

believing

the branches of a tree. She was the
richest woman in Sagamore, and yet the
=
kindest; and one of her charities was
taking the organist’s place in the ‘church.

Famaly Carele.

was

They

and acting ; but grew side by side,

God is his own interpreter,
And he has made it plain.”

It

people.

not separate motives with ‘her;

On earth I was a sufferer,
In heaven I am a conqueror;

face.

drawer

silhouette;

found out that the only help for a purely

“ God moves in 8 mysterious way;”
But now, the poet seemed to say,
¢¢ No mysteries remain,

own

high-nosed, curly-haired

which she never had looked on calmly
yet. And she was sixty-six.
In all these years Frances Shipley had

Oh, for that holy life, I said,
‘Which Enoch, Noah, Cowper led!
Oh, for that ** pure light” to shed
Its brightness on ¢ the road.” -

MISS

nothing

in her positionor circamstances tempted:

And all his sorrows now are past;
No tempter now, no midnight blast,

¢ Oh for a closer”—even so,
For we who journey here below
Have lived too far from God.

to Indianny,
times,

her to substitute the calmness of affection

To spoil the poet’s sleep.

dead, and mine is out
dreadful poor, these

for this extinguished flame. She lived
on alone—often sad, always to a certain
extent lonely; and Aunt Delia supposed
that she had ceased to love George
Adams because he was not orthodox.

“ When darkness long has veiled my mind,”
And from these words I feel inclined,
In sympathy, to weep;

by Thanksgivin’, these days. There ain't
an everlastin’ lot to be thankful for to our
house now, I tell ye! His folks is all

AMA AS

os

the pastor at Helder would not have cel-

I don't set no great

other, she gave up all her future to ‘them
—broke her engagement with the lover
of her youth, and devoted her life to
Frank and Harry. The boy lived only
a few years. Since then Miss Delia's life

move her to Missouri. Either change
would
have been a death-blow to the old
Is never so hard to repeat.
| lady. ler neice had long ago learned
Though sorrowful tears must fall,
And the heart to its depths be riven
from other people the story of her aunt's
‘With storm and tempest, we need them all
self-sacrifice; and nothing,
not even
To render us meet for heaven.
George Adams's love, could have tempted
EN
EE
her away from the dear woman who had
A VISIT TO COWPER'S GRAVE.
given all her existence for her girl's care
[William Cowper, the author of so many
and comfort. But she hopedto effect a
of our best sacred hymns, died at Dereham,
compromise.
She tried to persuade
England, in 1800. The unknown writer of -the
She had
hymn below weaves into his (or her) verse George to stay at Sagamore.
money enough for them both, and time,
strands from several of Mr. Cowper’s familiar
hymns. It was written after a .visit to the she thought, would reconcile him to the
poet’s grave.]
place. He might even found a chapel
I went alone. Twas summer time;
there. But George had an element of
And, standing there before the shrine
| fanaticism in his nature, He believed,
Of that illustrious bard,
too, Frances would yield rather than part
I read his own familiar name,
,with him. - And ‘she ‘thought he would
And thought of his extensive fame,
yield rather than lose her. So neither
And felt devotiens sgered flame,
gave way. The separation came and
‘Which we do well to guard.
had proved final. George arried, in
“ Far from the world, O Lord, I'flee.”
two years, a beautiful young girl out of
How sweet those words appeared to me,
his eongregation ; and Frances had heard
Like voices in a dream!
i
but a week ago this very dreary Sunday
“ The calm retreat, the silent shade,”
Describe the spot where he was laid
‘that there-were two lovely children in the
And where surviving friendships paid
Swedenborgian parsonage at Helder.
Their tribute of esteem.
:
She could not so console
herself.
“ There is a fountain.” As I stood
There are women and women.
Frances

And that I heard the ‘* nobler song”
Of Jesus’
power to save.”

ed back Mrs. Rice.

time.

quaver-

poor

And the lesson we once have learned

|

“I dono as I keer ef there is,”

we're

aunt alone

I thought I saw the crimson * flood,”
And some ‘“ beneath the waves”.
I thought the stream still rolled along,
And that I saw the ransomed” throng,

there was drifts by Thanksgivin’
But mabbe there won't be.”

A

from the noise of my groanings? ” burst
in bitter reproach from his lips, as the
passion of grief and loss escaped control
and took to itself the familiar words of

comin’ down, that he shouldn't wonder if left him there.

there is of 'em; and

week

most constant love and gratitude rewarded her. When George Adams avowed
his new faith and plans to Frank, she
saw at once that she could not leave her

The path that has once been trod
Is never so rough for the feet;

tace, as their conversation went
on.
“¢¢It's a'most a snappin’ cold day to-day.
Ain't it, Mis’ Shaw ?”’ queried Eli Rice's
tall, thin wife,
« Well, tis,” was the deliberate answer. ‘‘Seems as though there was snow
in th’ air to-day. He said, when we was

of each

within

had been absorbed by

Once doing will not suffice,
Though doing be not in vain;
And a blessing, failing us once or twice,
May come if we try again.

to

=

~~
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THE

fulness. If ever it occurred to her at
what price this happiness was won, that

thought only softened with tender pity
and memory the keen rapture that filled
her heart, so long solitary.

George had returned after this second
absence—an absence due to the proprie~
ties—and humbly tried his fate again;
and Frances was too honest for her lips to
contradict the story her beautiful face
told so plainly.
If an idea crossed her
mind that George had been inconstant to

Elly,

ii died

at

once in the recollection

that he had been her own long, long before that dead girl ever saw him.
But he
remembered that past only as a dream between two days—a sad and fair vision that

had passed forever.

Here was the wife

his youth had promised, the home he had

known

from

childhood, the fulfillment

of a hope that had grown with him
into manhood, only to be suddenly
set
aside

for

a

time,

and

now

satisfied.

Never in all his life had his heart given

thanks more fully and cordially than today.
!
And Frances, as she looked about her

——t
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Magellan,
or the first V.
. World. ? By George M. Towle Round
he
Vasco da Gama,” © Pizarro, ete. {Bovton:

Lee & Shepard. 16mo. pp, 281. ($1.00).

This is the third volume in the * Heroes
of
History” series, which these publishers are
bringing out. It will be remembered that Vas.
co da Gama found the way to India, eastward,

around the Cape of Good Hope, and made him-

self a fame that was equal to that of Columbus,
Magellan, the subject of the present Darrative,
pursued an opposite course twenty years later,

and reached the same almost unknown conti.

nent, having passed through the straits at the
southern poiutof the American continent, which
he named the strait of the Kleven Thousand

Virgins, because he entered it Oct. 21, an annj.versary of the day in which 8t. Ursula and her

eleven thousand attendants were massacred at

Cologne.

The straits have, however, always

borne the name of Magellan, or, as it is in Port.

uguese, | Magalhaens.®

For

Magellan

was

g

Portuguese by birth, in whose nayy he served.

with distinction, but he withdrew

to Spain

that

His

when he was about forty-five years old, and fi.
nally persuaded Cardinal Ximenes to equip
him for a voyage of discovery in the direction
we

have

already

mentioned.

fleet

consisted of five ships, one of which made the

first voyage around the world, although Magellan bimself did not live to accomplish that
great feat. It
ocean its name,

was he who gave the Pacific
and whose achievements as yu.

navigator and explorer were of great benefit
to the age in which he lived. It is said that
the natives of several of the islands which he
visited were converted to Christianity by his
efforts. But his methods of proselyting were
summary. He used armed men instead of the
sword of the

Spirit, andit was

in an

attempt

thus to convert the inhabitants of the island
of Muctan that he himself was killed. The

expedition was now reduced to a single ship,

and only eighteen out of the two hundred and

thirty-six men with which it set out, but the
voyage was continued in charge of Juan Sebas-

tian ‘Cuno, and reached Spain again in three
years from the time of its departure,
=

The narrative is here told in an entertaining

style, the romance which hung about the life of
the great navigator adding much to its interest.

It is a fortunate thing for young people

such books are marie for them.

:

that

Young Joe and Other Boys is the title of a
volume of short stories by J. T. Trowbridge, in
which the doings of live boys, full of fun, mischief and adventure, are pleasantly described.
There is hardly a writer who enters more fully
into the spiri
of boys
t of this class than Mr:
Trowbridge does, and he is therefore able to.
make his sketches the more life-like. Avoid.
ing the sensational and unnatural,he at the

same time wins the attention of his readers,
and is able to both please and profit them.
teaches wholesome lessons, and leaves no

He

.

the worse for reading what he writes. [Boston
$1.25.

Lee & Shepard. 12mo. pp, 302.
In

Roderick

Boston)

Ashcourt

(Lee

&

Shepard,

Rev. Daniel Wise, D. D., shows

how

a brother und sister, deprived by misfortune of
wealth anda happy home,go to work bravely to

retrieve their losses, and in the end lint themselves to ereditable positions. The story furnishes a good exawple for such people as lack

energy and enterprise, showing

that by

them

developing and exervising these qualities they
may possess many of the desirable things of
this life. It also -teaches good moral lessons.
It is one one of the “* Winwood Cliff” series.

The bound volumes of Scribner's Monthly
and of St. Nicholas—the 18th. of the former
and the 6th of the Iatter~bring together an
amount. of excellence ‘in book-muking that
ought to satisfy the most fastidious.

The artis-

tic qualities of each, whether one looks at the
letter-press, or the finished iHustrations, or the

elegant

paper on

which

they are

spread, are

unusually meritorious, and certainly no publi-

cations of their kind in this or any other country offera larger or more valuable variety to
their readers. We say this believing it to be

true.

The

prospectus for the coming year

shows that the publishers mean to keep each
publication up to the excellent standard to
which it has been brought-sparing neither Ju-

bor nor expense to make for the young people
on the one hand and older readers on the other,
the best that they are capable of giving thei.

[New York: Scribner & Co.

]

Among the books that will delight the- chil.

dren is Child Lore, published by D, Lothrop &
Co., Boston.

It comprises such

sics as “ Aladdin,”
“Blue

Beard,”

juvenile

clas-

Juck and the Bean Stalk,” -

“ Little Red Riding.

Hood,”

-

“Puss in Boots,” besides numerous rhymes

and jingles any line of which sets the children's
eyes to sparkling, Mrs. Clara Doty Bates has
versified many of these wonderful stories, and
they are nearly all illustrated with spirited and
amusing pictures by such artists as L. B.
Humphrey, Jessie Curtis, Mary Lathbury, .
“ Boz,” and others. There are eight. full-page
chromo-lithographs, whose bright colors give
au attractive appearance to the open book, A
couple of pages of notes—historical .and traditional—explain the origin and purpose, so far
as known, of the principal portions of the vol.

ume, thus adding to its practical warth. It is
a book that will be in demand for the holidays.
[4to., full gilt. $3.00.
The

November

number

of the Princeton

Review—that marvel of value

at

small cost—

presents a table of contents that is profusely
furnished with famous names. President Porter, of Yale, writes of ‘‘ Professor Huxley's
Exposition of Hume’s Philosophy,” Professor
Goldwin Smith considers * University Questions

in

kins

examines

origin

Englund,”

Ex-President

of the Cosmos,

of Chicago,

Hop-

-

Robert P. Porter, Esq.,

takes a ‘* Comparative

American Progress,” Dr. Lymon

cusses

Mark

Prof. Tyndall’s theory of the

** The a priori Novum

.

View of

Atwater dis-

Organum

of

Christianity,” Prof. Sumner, of Yale, writes
of
Bimetafism,’ Principal. Dawson notices

‘ Points of Contact between Science and Revelation,” and President MeCosh deals
¢ Herbert Spenser’s ‘ Data of Kthics’.”
a valuable number, and will require

studied as. well as read.
Princeton Review.
The

National Temperance

[New

with
It is
to be

York:
;

-

The

Society’s
(New

York) Almanac for 1880 eontains, in addition
to the astronomical

caloulations and tbe calen- -

dar, a brief review

of progress

and

for

the

year,

.

notes of encouragement for temperance _

workers, statistics of drunkenness, sales and
cost of liquor, cost of rum and education, beer

and the brewers, English statistics, etc; a
table showing the list of all phe. tem )erance

on familiar faces and smiling eyes, knew
that she had come home with wong,
bringing her sheaves with her. Whatever she had done to make the daya real
and actual festival for others had re-

useful handbook for tem

her joyful soul she kept the best and |

60 first-class: engrayings embracing all of Mr. .
Edward Carswell’s shad W pictures, tagether :
with numerous ether emblematical illustra-

turned

to her an

hundred-fold,

dearest of all her Thanksgivin
though
it was no longer Miss er

The

Independent,

and

in

Days,
Fern

periodicals in the country, and much informa-

tion concerning the various temperance Sipen
izutions and agencies in the country.

‘It

ce workers,

;

is a

' The same Society publishes a EL hook for
children und youth
entitled,
7emperande Sketches and Stories. ' It has
80 pages, with

tions. ‘ The stories are all from the peh of Mr.

Catswell,
tion.

and

are full of truths and iustruc~
id

Liars

8

-

|

bh

I
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THINGS TO REMEMBER.

No books are so legible as the lives of
men ; no characters so plain as their moral
conduct.

A year of pleasure passes like a floating
breeze, but a moment of misfortune
an age of pain. |

seems

A weak nfind is like a microscope, which
magnifies trifling things, but can not re-

ceive grea ones,~— Chesterfield.

It is our duty to be happy,because happi-

ness lies in contentment
vine will concerning

with all the di-

acter; you must hammer

sets,

The Christian is not one who'looks up
from earth to heaven, but one who looks
down from heaven to earth.—Lady Pow.

For

some

time,

it

seems,

these

death, making heavy the ear of the
tive soul, opens the lips of praise
behalf. It isa pity that the thirsty
goes through life unrefreshed by the
tion which is needlessly poured out
the grave.

sensiin its
heart
libaupon

The condition of arriving at truth
severe habits of investigation, but
cence of life and humbleness of
‘Truth is felt, not reasoned out,
there are any truths which are only

is not
innoheart.
and if
appre-

ciable by the acute understanding,

we may

be sure at once that these do not constitute the soul's life, nor error in these the
soul's death.

The habit

of thoughtfulness,

observation, of the
time, feeling,
and

of exact

wise employment
affection,
wi

of
r

vile taste for men united in one

of existence.

yal

s

PCS.
>

EDITORS AND CONTRIBUTORS;
The son of the late Macvey Napier,
Esq., has just published a selection
from
the correspondence of his father, embrac-

ing a number of letters’ received by

Mr.

Napier while he was editor of the Edinburgh Review.
Among his correspondents during
iod were some of the

most distinguished men of the time ; Macaulay, Brougham, Lytton, Jeffery,
Iyle, Dickens, Thackeray, John

Car-

Mill and

others. They wrote long letters proposing articles, deprecating corrections, and
expressing opinions aboutthe work of others. The publication of these letters
forms quite an addition to the curious literature of the times, Not only does it
place
in an amusing light seme of -the-

and

contributions, - but; interesting

are, we can not,

in the

lithographed sermons

they

The Portefeuille for Foreign Affairs was

placed full confidence in him, amd no
doubt he seryed his interests well, though

He realized

immense SAS from ihe PUICIOUE emigrants who then eagerly pe
him
to obtain leave for their return to France.
Foreign Jowsrs also bribed him largel
to enter into their views, when a genera
1 peace seemed probable; and sent him
enriched

iamonds, rubies, and emeralds.

close of his public

career,

the stars, geand crosses,

with

At the

he possessed

and

cordons

of

every order that European sovereigns
could confer on him,
He lived in princely style. Madame
Grant received the corps diplomatique at
a charming suburban villa at Auteuil,
1 and the beau monde flocked to the jeles
reat literary men of those times, but, as champelres he gave there in its gardens
/illiam Minto says, it gives the world a and
nds. .The First Consul somelimpse of"some of an editor's troubles. times looked with a jealous eye on this 1ie agree with that writer, that an editor val court, and on one occasion inquired
in his lifetime gets but scant justice. He of his foreign minister, with some severiis lucky if he J Stotses a self-approvin
¥ the rig of a fortune so immense.
conscience.
Very rarely does a voice o
e replied, very astutely, that ‘he had
approval reach him from
the outside. speculated largely in the purchase of
Good-natured friends who write to con- rentes the day before the 18th Brumaire,
gratulate him on his last number invari- and on the 20th disposed of them.”
ably append some irritating ** but” which The flattery so slily conveyed in this exturns the praise into bitterness.
When
lanation did nol
fail, as he expected, in
people are displeased with anything ina its intended effect. In May, 1802, the peace
riodical or newspaper, they lay the of Amiens was signed, and at the same
lame upon the editor; when anything time the Concordat was
proclaimed. As
strikes them as particularl
, they had been stipulated, the ban
of the church
wonder who wrote it. * This,” as Mr. was then withdrawn from the recalcitrant
Minto aptly observes, * is as it should Bishop of Autun, and he was also releasbe, but the poor editor — to whom, it ed from his ecclesiastical vows. Bona
maybe, some touch of ‘the gooduess is parte, looking forward to an im
due, and who has been compelled to court, desired to reform the morals as
retain passages inignsely objectionable to well
as manners of society, and as he
his own taste, out o
ard for the urged his officers to marry, so he urged
feelings or the services of ‘a valuable marri
on
Talleyrand,
and
once

memberof his staff<is apt to’ think thi
hard measure is dealt out te, him. - An

voged of him to think of it for a week:

A few days only had elapsed when the
Count de Narbonne announced, in the salon of Madame de Stael, that he had jus
direct him, without the majesty of the witnessed the marriage of M.. de Talley:
law to hedge him. around with . respect, rand.
Great was the .constermation.
and * with the paralyzing disadvantage '« Talléyrand . married!”
‘And. to
that many ‘of the * offénders who appear whom? ” ‘Madame Grant!” What a
in his court are his own personal friends blow to Madame de Stael—and disapand indispensable associates.”
pointment to Bonaparte, too. The for
This isthe éxcuse offered for making mer would have relented towards ume
public these private letters, a perusal of femme d'esprit; the latter had looked to
which gives the world an opportunity of welcome. to his new imperial court ume
seeing the difficulties. with which Mr. iries
dame,
But to Madame

editor, in fact, has all the worry of a
police magistrate, without the statutes to

Napier had to struggle, as the head of a
famous organization, and the dignity,
firmness, and tact. with which:

he main-

tained his position and did his duty. Like

all publications,it was of paramount imrrance that

tents

of the

KEdin-

urgh Review sh
“he safe.
Yor instance, Charles Dickens wrote asking

Grant, become Madame

de Talleyrand,

the fight of appearing there was conceded only on condition that, she: appeared

but once.

She

was

presented

Cloud. Josephine smiled
on ber, but | Bonaparte,

at St.

graciously upaddressing. her

with knitted brow, said, ‘* Madame,

now

you are the wife of a distinguished

man,

whether it would ** meet the purposes of
the Rewiew 10 come out strongly against
any system of education based exclusively
on the principles ‘of the Established

I trustyou will bear id mind the dutigs
that
position imposes upon you.” Pré-

Church,” and proposing to

replied, * Sire, I'shall endeavor in’ all
things
to imitate. her Majesty, tie JEmress.” Josephine blushed ; Bonaparte

such a thing’

as thé charch

show

** why

catechism

is

wholly: inapplicable to the state of ignorance that now prevails; and why no
systeni bu ohe; so general in
great religious principles as to include
creed,
can meet
the wants and understandings

of the dangerous classes

of society,”

As

the article never appeared, it is probable
the proposal was not considered safe.

Another letter of Dickens’

proposes

an

article on the abolition of capital punish-

ment, This the Review agreed to take,
but at the last moment the novelist wrote

he was living in such a ‘‘ maze

of dis-

tractions” that he could not write the
ticle in time for the next number.

ar-

But Thackeray was worse than Dickens.
In his first contribution his views were at
variance with the principles of the Re-

view, and his essay

was cut down. He

wrote to'the editor, in acknowledging

the

receipt of his check for (the article: —
“From your liberal payment, I can’t but

pared

beforehand

by

such emer

rowned ; the

her

, Madame

lady

lord

for

amy

de’ Talleyrand

cartsied

low,

and

withdrew.
After the fatal Russian campaign
(* the beginning of the end”), Bonaparte,
in 1813, contrary to the advice of Talleyrand and Cambaceres, again prepared

for war, and named

Marie-Louise

gent of the empire.

Before

for the army, he

a conference

has

setting

re-

out
with

his former minister, brings many charges
against him, and becomes so violent that
he strikes him on the cheek. It is more
than the loss of a battle to” him. Talleyrand turns pale, commands his temper,
but

mentally

vows

revenge,

and

the

downfall of Bonaparte is the result of his
former minister's intrigues,

almost

as

much as of his own rashness and pepsistence’ in carrying ‘on the wari Temple
Bar.

®

conclude that you reward me not only for
PLAGIARISM.
.
pred
laboring, but for being mutilatedin your
service: - I assure ol suffered cruelly
The Chicago papers ‘are taking the Rev.
by the amputation which you were obliged Dr. Lorimer, of the Baptist Church, to
to inflict upon my poor, dear paper.
I task for making: very bors [quotations
mourn stil i hat Suber can ‘help do- from‘a sermon of the Rev. Joseph Parker,

ing for his children?

(blotted, interlin-

friends, on the funeral occasion, were

‘for several lively of T.ondon, without giving him credit for
jokes and promising facetis, which were it. The
quotations are quite extensive
orn and might have lived but for your snl quiteifiteval. £0
i
LCOS
scissors, © used | by ruthless’ néeessity.”
Dr. Lorimer’s explanation is, that he
How cheering this letter will be to many has'a: very retentive memory, that he
a * funny man" who has to
n ours the ‘keeps a comimon-place book in which he
loss of more than one joke ruthlessly de- | writes down sitiking thoughts and, senstroyed in the general ‘‘ boiling down” tences ; and that in consequence he reProves guing on in évery great mnewspa- produced, unconsciously, with great exper office!” ''
&
:
id
actitude;} She language
of Dr. Parker.
‘When an article was retutned to G. H. We think the explanation is a rational
Lewis (1842), then a youthful aspirant, one.
No'rhan, in his senses, at the preswith instruction to rewrite, he replied — ent time, would print knowingly, a ser“Iv is not unpleasant to my feelings to mon of some other person as his own.

a son and daughter, the care of whom for several
years devolved Jargely upon the fond

grandmother. ‘The rémaining eleven were all
present at the funeral, which was the second
time in the history of the family that they had
all been together. The youngest son, ‘A. I.

vices, held

tate the

the

MRs. ELIZABETH

improvements,

good, perhaps, but good
with—can

their loss, but by
sehool; where she

oe
{
29,

luxuntil
were

aged

the church, and Sabbathwas“ # constant “attendant
J. M. BAILEY.

Mrs. ELSIE 8S. SAWYER, of North Woodstock, N. H.; died July 9, aged 25 years.
Sister Sawyer was converted about
three years
ago, and joined the church, together with her
husband.
She was faithfulto her vow with
her 8aviour and the church.
It was her delight
to be doing something for the cause of

Christ:

When her health

ever found

in

her

admitted

place

in the

she

choir.

church and community mourn her death.

wus

The

Our

loss is her gain,
She has gone to sing the
songs of the redeemed.
L. H. WINSLOW.

had

CORA B., daughter of George and Martha
Hilton, died of consumption, in South Parsonsfield, Me., Oct. 20, aged 18 years and 10
months,
In early childhood she commenced
to pray, but the last two years of her life have
been devotedte the love and sérvice of God,
and very
faithfully did she follow her Saviour
in all
his commands.
The simplicity : and

very

enough to -mrite

purity

of her character,

and her Loni

and

faithful devotion to duty, made her short life a
success and #, benediction, and its memory
must ever remain fresh and fragrant in the
hearts of those who knew her. Five. long

-

Everybody knows what ¢¢ foolscap™ paper is; but few probably know how it came
to bear this singular cognomen.
When
Charles I. found his reverues short, he
granted certain privileges, with a view to

weary months she was

confined to

the sick-

room, her strength slowly wasting, but she
found support and ‘comfort in the religion
which she sought in health.
As she approached the grave, her young heart recoiled from its
recruit them,
amounting
to monopolies,
dark shades for a little time, when in answer
and among these was the manufacture of to earnest prayer the gloom was dispelled, and
paper, the exclusive right of which was
she gained a complete victory, calmly making
sold tg certain parties, who grew rich .and arrangements for her departure, und when the
hour came it found ber ready for * the soul’s
enriched the Government also, at the expassed
pense of those who were obliged ‘to use bright home;” from light to light she
To her aged father her death
is a
paper. At this time all English paper | trustingly.
severe
affliction, and the ; mother, bereft of an
bore in water marks the royal arms. The
only child, is left lonely indeed. Kind hands

Parliament under Cromwell made jests “at
this law in every conceivable manner; and,
uuder indignities to the memory of King
Charles,it was ordered that the royal arms
be removed

from the paper and

brightened

the ‘‘fools-

a

FUN.

claimed a crusty old bachelor,
young lady.
ging

some

‘¢ And

man

delusion

or

is

madam,”

was a‘ member of Company
Cavalry.
He was in six
the battle of the wilderness,
ceived a wound from which

covered.

other,”

ex-

hug-

was

soldier.

He

D. in the First Vt,
severe battles. In
May, 1864, he rehe never fully re-

At the grand review of the

poFk

the

army at

M. C. HENDERSON.

Mrs. ELLEN C., wite of Walter N.

quick retort.

Cotton,

you do, because when you go without a
collar you have to wash your ‘neck, you
know."
;
An old colored man'and his son stopped
in front of an umbrella store; the son

of Tuftonboro’, N. H., died after a brief but
painful sickness, June 9, aged 70 years and
2 months.
She professed tuith in Christ at an
early age, was baptized with, her husband. by
Rev.
Wm. Buzzell, and united with the second
F. B. church of Wolfboro’.
Subsequently she
joined the first F. B. church of Tuftonboro’.
Ever after her conversion she lived daily
a
Christian life.” The house is sad and lonely.

saw some umbrellas with covers on them,
and questioned his father:
¢ What's de

They know that

wife

She was a loving

and, faithful

Smaller boy:
brother

““ Oh; I sav, Jack,

won't

go

‘without

a

my big

collar,

like

the

see

thy

mither

and

ever patient

me

his ear trampet.

without : recourse

« Mamma,what

to

Billy watches the move-

mentsof this instrument
with great interest, (and

for some time
then exclaims:

does uncle try all the

A

can’t make it go?”

dig

nd Wy

length a kind of a resting place in his dis-

course, when pausing to take ‘breath; and
asking the question, ‘‘ And what shall I
|
earnestly responded, ‘‘ say ‘amen!’ ”
. 'A perplexed German, who had made 'a

and found himself

unableto dispose of the

surplus fullness

which appeared ‘when trying it on: the
young candidate, ‘declared, vociferously,
It.is no fault
that ‘ De coatis goot,
of de coat. De poy is too slim!”

She

ing dead yet speaketh,

Fre

ny divisions, that one day when he was
advancing among the teens, he reached at

garment for a youth,

kind.

was

noted

for

Prepare to meet her on the other shore, Few
ave such wives or mothers to lose, She be-

It is related of a certain clergyman who
was noted for his long sermons with ma.

say more?” a'voice from the congregation

neighbor,
ill health

to bear, but may they follow hér example, and

time

to play the horn with his'ear for’ when, he

and

det

Od

ANSON BIGELOW died at his residence in
Genesg Ealls, N. X., Sept. 11, at the advanced
ageof 88 years. ‘When four years old his pas
rents brought him into this State, where he
lived to the date of his death.
In 1820 he ém-

braced Christianity, and united with the Bap
tist church at Castile. - Afterwards he united
with the F, B, church at Pike,

dress,

to

Colebrook.

He

where

he

re-

JMyrtie

Ai

, hrinted alternate

JOAN WHITTEMORE

died in Lisbon,

greatly

been

Me.,

missed.

a faithful

hus-

The

Mrs. HANNAH, wife of Oliver Titcomb, of
Acton, Me., died Oct. 80, aged 72 years.
For
eight months the deceased was a great sufferer
from cancer in the face, but her suffering was
borne with marvelous patience to thé end, and
she passed away with 'a childlike trust in
Christ, More than forty years she stood us
member of the Free Baptist church of Milton

during

that

period

was

Full board of teachers.

Expenses low.

18, 1879.

Winter

term

form, begine Jan. A

further

of our

extra

charges.

he

Pres-

Extra

of the

in

the

general

Competent assistants.

mation

culture

for

mained an earnest and zealous member until
the day of his death, Bro, Bigelow was ever
found
bearing his share of the burdens of the

benevolent

little work,

Pastors,

Deacons,

M.,

Principal,

‘with

account

aud

Clerks,
of

.

William Burr,

Ridge

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec,, and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A.

an

every

of

eur

Christian

Treasurers,

the

$3,00, including postage.
Biographies or
David Marks, - - - $1.00,

A.B, PRINCIPAL,

SEMINARY—Northwood

views

denomination.

. J. Butler, con-

societies,

Geo. T. Day,
NORTHWOOD

author’s

Ba

nice paper, for the records

For further infor.

address,
E.F.GARVIN,

the

Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Membeévrs, and about 200 pages of very

influences

throughout the community are wholesome.

and\

author,—

i8 a valuable

SCHOOL.

care will be taken

young.

theology,

youd be benefited by reading it. 26 cts; postage
cts.
Minister's Manual.
just issued, designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all church mémbers. If con
8
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestion:.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and sell a¢sanghd; stating
in fifteen
pages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents;
1
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables

REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
WATER:
BURY CRNTER, VT.
Courses of study are English, Scientific, and
Classical. Three terms per year of twelve weeks
each.
Board, and rooms
for self-boarding, at
reasonably low rates. Pupils taking the courses
above the English, have the privileges of the lower
without

75

literary institutions. obitaaries of dec:
min.
isters, &c., &o.
Price, 10 ceuts a copy; 96 a
dozer, $7 a hundred. Postage. 1 cent per copy.
The Church Member's Book

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Main e.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

course,

Conference

form at the close

hound volumes embrace

Butler's Commenta

Principal.
the

General

tains two volumes, one
Gospels, and the
other on Acts,
and Corinthians.
It is an
excallens help“for Sabbath schools and family
200 ; postage, 12 cents,
.
The
Register
:
:
~contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly
and Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers

Fall ‘Term

address

of the

postage, 9 cents.

of doctrinal

For samlopue adWn.

in‘ormation

considerable

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

Term Begins Keb.2, 1820. Summer Term begins
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Catalogue to
:
M

—For

nutes

by the same

THEOLOGICAL

with

are those generally accepted

begins Nov.

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

It describes

The Treatise
contains a bref statement of ‘the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our
general
usages in church-building. Ii 18 published
by authorwy of the General Conference. 20 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Butler's Theolo
discusses briefly, butc) rly, all the questions

of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 25,
1879. Winter Term begins Nov.
17, 7579.
Spring

COLLEGE

edge, $1.00.

$

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION .—New Ham
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. . Regular
courses
of study for both sexes. Connecled with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Tolegra hy a Shocialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
Expenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

ATES

gilt

published in pamphlet

cents;

Fall term

COLLEGE.—The

will commence August 26,
dress the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

Postage 6 cents

All

every session, and the

Fitteeld, Men Aug, 3, 1879,

RDgEviiLE

only
a few copies lett,

The,

Maine. College. F reparaioty, Normal, Classical, Scientific’ courses of study for both sexes.
begins Aug.

Worship

detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage, 10 cents.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rice and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

ANE

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

of

from 1780 to 1830.

a

MARE CENTRAL

Book

30

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first halt century of our existence

Educational,

as

cents

:

postage, 10 cents.

worthy pillarof the church. The attendance
at her funeral was large, and the deep feeling
expressed by all bore tacit testimony of her
worth.
The departed lived to see her children
embrace Christianity and identify themselves
with the same church of which she was so
long a member,
!
B. A. S.
;

ow

Choratin
i
\ few copies left, cents 20,

C. BEAN.

Mills, N. H.,and

-

tunes selected especially tor prayer meetmgs,
cents; postage, 2 cents.

band. = His aged widow, children and man
other relatives mourn, but are comforted wit
Christian hope. ‘ Blessed are the dead that

die in the Lord,”

-

of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are
printed monthly,at the rate of
100 copiesto one a;
88 for $6.00. If the order
is for less than four months at a time, the, charge
i he a5 the rate of $700 por Bundred. Payance.
Discontinued
when time
expires. Sample copies sent free.
si
he, satmody,
8 the
denominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, 81.10; Morocco Gilt,
1.5; Turkey Gilt, 2.00,
Postage 9 cents each.
mall, Morocco, 88 cts;
postage 4 cents.
The Sacred Melody
;
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and several

highly esteemed for his integrity and upright.
ness, In civil and social life as also a member of the church, he will be

-

Lesson Papers

Oct. 24, aged 81 years and 8 months.
About
orty years he had been a worthy member of
the 2d F'. Baptist church in Lisbon. He was

Fifty-four yearshe had

each,

Sample copies sent free,

early

Daniel

Jackson,

+

a complete

bourd of assistants, Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Prineipal, or E. S. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

a book of 113

church.

ol

=~ .50

»

.70

»

-

pages,

Price

post, 10 cents.

a5.

- = -

John Stevens, - - Christian Baptism

50

0,

05”

95.»

»

Price

04

25 cts.;

7

postage?

cents.

Sabbath

School

estionn Books

are tor aaults and
LESSONS for Every
SToRrY of Jesus.
WONDERFUL Works

VW

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest. and best in the State,
Terms moderate. Send for Datlogne
:
.
J. 8. GARDNER,
hig) ig
Whitestown, Oneida
Ne Y.

children.
sunday, ,I8, postage ,02
48,
02
“
of Jesus, 15,
02

Lectures

:

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three, care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exgelleyt book for all who would *‘ search the Seriptures ” Twenty-two lectures, on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
cts.
i
Tracts
Wikio
‘
were not stereotyped till within the last few

address

cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.

IKE

SEMINARY ,—Pike,

York.

Wyoming

This schoel was never

Seminary

and English Course.

Co., New

better

condi-

For full catalogue.

the Prinefpal.

YNDON

in

years, and we can

IRVING B. SMITH.

| LITERARY

Baowy, A. M., Principal, with

competent

:

Winter term begins December, 2,

ical

as.

Blanks

The

ILLSDALE

are

sold

by

the

dozen,

the books.
orders to

Dover. N. H,
:

i» FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Malison 8t., Chicago,Ill.

Mi D. LorHroP

&

Co.

82Franklin St.,Bosfon,

Mass.

moder-

™'% Dinchoinational Biography.
Besides the ** History of fthe Freewill

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busischools or the best celleges.
A. B., Principal.
For further

or

ELIHU

COLLEGE.—Michigafn.

Collegi-

AYES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

named books

“PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

principal,

above

I. D. STEWART,
For sale also by

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor-

the

doc-

;

Or on receiv:
Send your

English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

address

our

at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,

+ USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H,
Rooms for self-boarding and boapd in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,

articulars,

of

Marriage
Certificates,
10 ets. doz.
Q- M. Cor, Messen,
? Certificates, 6 * = ¢
Church Members’
Certificates, .;
6 *
¢
Engravings
}
Of Dr. G. T. Day,
{
25 ots.
wiv J. L. Phillips,’ **
25 and 35 cts.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal.
;
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.
No Seitnate, R. T.
¥

ness, scientific
J. W. HUTCHINS,

contains'a histor.

brief notice’

Printing Establishment is a briet historical
statement, &c. Published by order of the Gen
eral Conterence, and for gratuitous distcibution.

Lyndonville, Vt.’

Expenses are

which

and a

7

ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

1879.

I. W. BANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

ough'a manner as possible.
ate. Send for a Catalogue.

statement,

only the following:

trinal basis.church polity and institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of17 ar-

8.

Spring term
beging March 9, 1830.
Fall term begins August 24, 1880.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
es’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
:

‘furnish

On Denomination,

INSTITUTE.—J.

Baptists” itself,

no. book

contains

more

information in regard to ‘the early days

a tender

with cheerfulness and patience. But her sorrows are turned into joys. The grief of her
husband is deep, but he bears his sorrow with
great fortitude, trusting ina higher power, ex:
pecting to meet her again, Her children think
at times that their trouble is almost too much

old uncle, who is so deaf that he can not
word

is, gome.

gentleness of spirit, purity
of life, and faithfulness to duty. No words of ours can do justice to the meekness and gentleness of her life,
which was’ ‘full ‘of good ‘works and loving
words. Her life was not without trials and
sorrows, but she had learned to bear them all

stannin’ coorting at the door in that fashion?” .
Little'Billy has been taken to see his
hear a single

wife,

often prevented her from attending.
But her
Christian character shone in her’ fumily.
She
had fine mental gilts, and gredt energy of
character. She was modest and unassuming,

father’ re-

sponse.
:
.
i
One day, whilst’ a young. countryman
was conversing with his sweetheart near
the door of his residence, his father appeared on the threshold, and shouted to
him, ¢ Why dis: thoo not fetch her in, lad!

Did thoo ivvor

mother

and devoted mother, and a kind
She loved the house of God, but

covers on’em dar um’rellas for 7” “Why,
chile, ’em’s put ober de um’rellas to keep
‘em dry when it rains,” was

and

and

2.20
inh

Terms:
e copy, each, +
- 35 cents.
Packages of ten ” ‘more to one ad-

united with a church in Stewartstown and remained a worthy member till he came to
Sugar Hill in 1864, when he joined the Sugar
Hill church, He was highly respected in the
community as a citizen and Christian,

sistants.

17,

‘the close of the war he was with his company,
and, in Aug. following, received an honorable
discharge.
Near the close of life, he sought
and found the Saviour preeious.
His end was
peaceful and triumphant. ' A widowed mother, a brother and sisters, with a large circle of
friends mourn his death, but not as those
¢¢ who have no hope.”

to a witty

always

F. C. B.

aged 81 years. Lewis was a young man highly esteemed by all whe knew him: | At the age
of 15 years, he entered.the service of his coun-

try, and proved himself a brave

delusion,

and

Lewis HYDE, of Sutton, Vt., died Oct.

At a spelling ‘match one man spelled
‘¢ pasnip,” and got beet.
Angelina’ (scientific) : ¢ Do: you smell
the iodine from the sea, Edwin ? Isn't it
refreshing?”
Old
salt = (overhearing) :
‘ What you smell a’'nt the, sea, miss; it's
the-town draivs, as flows out just ere,”
is

evergreen

ing them to higher Christian aims,

>

¢ Woman

with

flowers, and
tenderly we
committed her
sleeping dust to its keeping, with the prayer
that ber pure life might act as a_ holy charm
upon her associates, keeping: them’ from evil,
inspiring them with noble thoughts, and urg-

cap and bells” substituted. These, in their
turn,
were
also removed:
when
the
Rump Parliament was prorogued : but paper
of the size of the Parliament journal still
bears the name of ‘‘ foolscap.”

ONLY

her graye

Little Star

are Babbath-school i

Wil June 17, 1880. For Catalorue address K. Bachel.
WOM | ger, A, M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell,
"

J., wife of Mr. Samuel

her departure.

turned

be made and sold, at a profit,for

FOOLSOAP PAPER.

last

and faithful helper.
Besides the above friends,
she leaves two sisters and a brother to mourn

threecants per gross !—New York Graphic.
-

the

Christian life. She will be missed not only by

is

pens—not

be’

The

F.

her husband and aged mother, who deeply feel

become regular he gave for some years as
much as thirty-six shillings a gross to his
workmen. Now, thanks to machinery .and
modern

may

Banks, died at Steep Falls, Me., Oct.

made

trade

U.

B8 years. She was baptized and united with
the West Buxton church’ some twenty-six
years ago. Sbe always felt a great interest. in
the cause of God, and maintained a consistent

produced in considerable quantities, as
regular articles of manufacture,
Mr.
James Perry was the first manufacturer,
but the process wus tedious and costly.
The metal was steel rolled out of wire, and
for this Mr. Perry paid as much as
Seven
shillings a pound.
To the first person he
employed he gave five shillings for making
when

as

said of the deceased, ( she hath
.
a

time to time, as far back

even

Mrs.

days of the grief-stricken father. After a long
life of constant toil, we feel it. may
‘well be

the seventeenth century.
Toward
the
close of the last century, Mr. Harrison, an
ingenious
Birmingham
mechanic, made
steel pens for Dr. Priestly.
One of them
is nothing more than a tube turned out of
a flat strip of metal, with the sides and
points filed away in the shape of a pen.
The first actual supply of such pens, it. is
believed (the authority for the ‘statement

each pen; and

of their lamented

daughter,

ing to make as pleasant

lieve, in Holland as early as the middle of

and filed, were made as curiosities or
uries for presents, but it was
not
about 1824 that such
instruments

example

R! 1., and a widowed

There

as 1809, steel pens, hand-fashioned

worthy

Stetson, late pastor of. the, Plymouth, Vt.,
church, who, while preaching
nearly every
Sabbath, is stopping at the old homestead, try-

were steel,or rather iron,pens made,we be-

From

so

by the

It is indeed a miguificant fact, that in early life,
under the prayerful guidanceof pious parents,
this large family of children all came to a sav- |
ing knowledge of Christ. Two of them are
now in the
gospel ministry; a4 son who is pass
tor of the Greenwich St. church in Providence,

The early history of the steel pen is curiously obscure, ‘The’ most diligent search
fails to discover ‘the
first maker or the

forgotten.

had

conducted

friend in the careful training of their children.

STEEL
i

name.

wife,

Rev. A. J. Dutton, of Corinth, who gave a
very impressive exhortation to parents to imi-

Ob
+0

whose

in the church of which she

long been a member, were

Their views would hardly suit the latitude of Chicago, judging by the outbreak
of virtuous editorial indignation against
Dr. Lorimer for his unconscious mental
absorption of Dr. Parker.—
The Appeal.

workinan

his

by traveling day and night arrived just in time
to participate in the last sad rites. The ser-

Apologists for this state of things are
numerous in the Church of England.

is no more than local tradition), was

what-

ever it cost of self-denial. She was the devoted mother of fifteen children. Three died in
infancy, and one in'early womanhood leaving

Dexter, of Whitewater, Wis., with

where no regular
Superintendency of

Sept. 8, aged 82 years.
Bro.
Young was born
in Canterbury, but when he was 13 vears old

his parents moved

especial

about her,of which she never wearied,

Copies of lithographed sermons are
often furnished on application, for a penny postage stamp.
{
:

by a Sheffield

lived

ly Ereiilying to the bereaved family. Her life
was made blessed und her memory fragrant by
her sineere devotion to God and her kindly
ministrations to the needy and saffering ones

“To CLERGYMEN.—The advertiser has for disal a valuable series of about six hundred
igh-class original sermons, quite modern, beaully written in a large, clear hand. Address R.
a, 2 Farringdon street, London,

implement.

she

2.50

Payment always in advance, discontinued when
LIne Cx hires, and no commisiion allowed on mon-

wilderness, which for nearly a half century
has been their home.
The. greater
part of
that time they haye been honored members of
the West Topsham Free Baptist church. She
was
& kind neighbor, faithful wife and exemlary mother,and was widely known and highs
y usteemed in the vicinity where they eo lon
resided. The many. marks of kindness an
the beautiful floral offerings of her numerous

whether *¢ attitudi-

earliest date of this

Had

ns

_ Moses Youna died on Sugar Hill, ‘Lisbon,

completed sixty years of married life. They
purchased the place when it was an unbroken

=

EARLY HISTORY OF THE
:
PEN

2 months.

=

weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully il
ed
Both papers are of the same size, but the
ap
is for an older class of readers than the

after

11

Terms per year «

$$:
advance
ie...
.s
Postage is paid by the publisher,

unday-school, and other positions of responsibility and trust, he has held .acceptably. He
leaves a widow and son in the home now bereft; and nine children who are settled in various towns of Maine, Mass., and R. I,
J. W. Proury,

wife of Par-

pneumonia, Aug.

z .

is
a large
religious
er ol
ages,
in i
fifty-third volume.
IC is ables rrvimds and Bits
ssive.
All communications, should be adssed to Dover, N. H.
Fis

tist church then fo
ing in LaGrange.
His
fervency and zeal of him to hold -religious
meetings in many ‘places
pastor was appointed.

375

is

Freewill Baptist Publications.

later he and his wife joined the Freewill Bap-

until the 13th of April next, they would have

contains advertisements of such productions. We give a specimen taken from a
High Church” paper :

again confided to Talleyrand, and the Cansulate,on the whole, ‘was the period of
his greatest influence. Bonaparte then

gnuff-boxes

aged 79 years and

narian, latitudinarian or platitudinarian,”

TALLEYRAND AND BONAPARTE.

and

a brief illness of typhoid

manuscripts), is as common among the
clergy of the Established Church, as the
sale of alum among bakers to whiten
bread. There is no disguise abont it.
Nearly every issue of every Church-of-

give even a summary of this part of the
| correspondence. . 4

ponraita

af-

consistent

ed, erased, so as to resemble genuine

England newspaper,

KING DEXTER,

ker Dexter, of West Topehitn; Vt., died

The sale of manuseript sermons, and of

present article,

without forgetting his own,

libraries

therefore,

mon he was about to give them,

en-

as

was,

in

' Prouty was converted about the vear 1885, and

VERSES are inadmissible.

MgS, BETSEY

ac-|.

He forgotto add in his instructions that
the young clergyman should tell his congregation before preaching, whose ser-

tertaining of these letters are the criti
cisms of these writers on each others’

altered co itions, as we may wil oa.
continue. with us hereafter.. Possibly, the

wider and ampler a man's experience may
be in this world, the richer and more varied may be the fraitage in another state

Not the least amusing

He

were

with himself in one case at least.

undertaking to exchange these favors.”
The great breach came between these
two writers when Brougham insisted that
Napier countermand an article on the
French Revolution which Macaulay had
partly written, “and which Brougham
finally wrote, It was with much difficulty, and only by the display of great tact,
on the editor's part, that Macaulay was
again induced to take up his pen for the

eview.

treasures

”

in Jesus, Jan, 3, 1879. The subject of tbh
memoir was born in Castine, Me,, in 1807,
was married, at the age of 21, to Sabrina Oli:
ver, of Orono, whose decease in 1850 weighted
the hearts of her children with sorrow. Bro.

at the rateof FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words,

-

ASA PROUTY, of LaGrange, Me., fell Asleep

occurred before the present age of pre-

forded.

literary

”

sons whe do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy

cessible, as the ' theological

worthies were
given to what is called
‘now-a-days pufling each other. in their
erscourt.
articles in the Review. But Brougham
uAffections, like spring flowers, break carried this to such an extent that
through the frozen ground at last, and the lay, upon one occasion, flatly refused to
Brougham's speech a text for an
heart, which seeks but for another heart make
article, adding
:—
We have had quite
to make it happy, will never seek in vain.
and fluttering
each
Very often due appreciation of character enough of puffing
other in the Edinburgh Review, Tt is in
is not felt, or at least not expressed, until

i

, a

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF
and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

when such sermonic

two

"

Prayer, which was, verbatom et literatim,
the sermon of Jeremy Taylor.

turnatural newspaper activity.
Besides, Sydney Smith
held that no
young clergyman shovld dare present his
own crude productions to a congregation,

changing.
of Mr. NaBrougham
could
not

hd

@bituaries,

©

The London papers, printed the two
sermons in parallel columns. But this

Carlyle makes a bargain beforehand that

and forge your- { there shail be no cutting or
self one.— Froude.
One of the most difficult tasks
A holy life has a voice. It speaks when
pieg’s life was how to keep
the tongue is silent; and is either a con- without losing Macaulay.
He
stant attraction or a continual reproof.
afford to lose either.

go

—

_ The famous Rev. Sydney Smith dared
todo it in the very hight of his fame.
He preached and published a sermon on

ornamental sentences in the article.” Mr.

a char-

og

Detestion is as sure as the sun rises aud

omitted were the most pointed and

us.— Bethune.

You can not dream yourself into

submitto alterations, and I am at all
times anxious to alter, and to receive
criticism, however severe. | .
Bulwer Lytton is not less complaisant ;
but though he thanks the editor with every appearance of cordiality for ‘‘smoothing his articles into shape,” and hopes
that he will never hesitate to cut out what
he does not like, he declares himself unable to understand some general hints as
to his faults of style.
Macaulay writes: —¢ I hope you will
not scruple to exercise your prerogatives :
ou will not find me a refractory
subject.”
ut after the knife was pins | applied
he complains in this way :—* The pas-

TR
or
i
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of the F. Baptists than the * Memoirs

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
epartments.
Elective

the Life of Dayid Marks.”

of

An agent of

studies. Admits both sexés.
“Best of religious influences,
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
Tuition, incidental

the Book Concern under

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol-

the : Morning

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

identified with the “Anti-slavery character

arship for Commerciai couise, unlimited time, $30.
For Catalogue address,
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gether with his almost

Rilo

Grande.

Gallia

Co., Ohio.

.

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
J
{
, Rev. TF. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants, College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including foom rent, from $2 to $2.50 per
week.

Rooms

and. Toom
minis

‘

from $2

rent free
$

to

$4 per

to thosc

term.

preparing

Tuition

for the
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. Summer term begins
May 6; Fall term
t.23
Winter term Nov, oe
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{
Sep At,
For further information address the Principal,
EST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advanta.

published,

trials

principles, to-

constant Jjourney-

ings from Maine to Ohio, and a record ot

vig. : Classical and Seientific-

Board, (including room rent) ''$2,15 per week,
For further information appl
to A. A. MouLs
A.M.,

once

because of his temperance

GRANDE COLLEGE.-—Rio Grande, Gallia
0., Ohio. The college
year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each, Fall term begins Aug, 26,
The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

TON,

Star was

of the denomination, undergoing

Hillsdale, Mich,

RY

courses,

whose auspices

church direct, and its benevolent societies."
gos
or particular
information, send for a cireu:
He was found ready to respond to: the endowto
Rev.’ W COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.
ment fund of our Seminary to the amount of
$5600. He leaves many friends .to mourn his
TILTON COLLEGIATE. INSTITUTE.—Wil
death among which are his widowed wife ‘and
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangesix children.
He died a happy and trivmphant
ments for the coming
year.
death, He left the embrace of friends for the
For particulars address the Secretary, A, O.
bosom of the Master,
«S
MUDGE, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

fhcidents connected therewith

make this
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In spite of a conspiracy of silence on the part

and

the

Bural

combi-

nation of the two into an adjustment of means to
ends or design.
21. Omnipresent design can proceed only from
an omnipresent, personal intelligence.

;

of the organs of extreme vi¢ws as to evolution,
it is known to many, and should be

known

to

troduce new poe
into natural theology,
protoplasm was forced to the front. All current discussion keeps it’ there.
Acting as an
observer of the signs of the times, [ must emphasize President Allman’s assertion that protoplasm can not account for thought. He thinks
it may be the physical basis of life, but is quite
sure that it can not be the psychical basis of
consciousness.
Read his elaborate address on
Protoplasm and life (See Popular Science
Monthly for October, 1879),and you will find

that the British Association

hus

shaken itself

clear of all complicity with the materialistic
ositions in theology, to which Huxley and
Eyndall have endeavored to commit 1t By their
own addresses.
i
]
{
There has been a determined effort in this
country to commit the American Association
for the Advancement of Science to positions essentially materialistic.
Attempts here in that
direction will have the fate of the attempts of
the same sort in England and in Germany.
The world of scholarship is a unit, and to-day

¥

the doctrine, the accredited scientific inculca-

ate.

paper

positively

asserts that the

next imperial budget will contain estimates
for a considerable increase of the German
army.
Three spans of the Wabash railroad bridge
over the Illinois river at Meridocea, Ill., were
blown into the river Tuesday night, of last
week.

the army, under Quesada.

the advancement of science as representative
of culture, and as standing in such a position
that they who can not come upon it deserve
no serious answer,—pardon me, if, now in my
soliloquy, I endeavor to reinstate in your con-

The British steamer Joseph Pease and the
steamer Telford, londed with wheat and corn,
sailed Oct. 1 and 4 respectively, the first for
France und the second for Antwerp, and as
they have not since been heard from, they are

of the

British

Association for

fidence the argument from design.

The Scotch philosopher Beattie once went
into his garden and drew in the soft earth the

letters C. W.

with
went
little
thing
ed to
* the

He

sowed

these furrows

garden cresses, smoothed the earth and
away.
These were the initials of his
boy, who had never been taught anyconcerning God, although he had learnread. ‘‘ Ten days later,” says Beattie,
child came running to me in amazement,

and said, * My name bas

grown

in

the

gar-

den.”
*“ Well, whatif it bas?” said the philosopher.
*‘ That is nothing,” and turned away.
Bat the child took his father by the hand, Ted
him to the garden plat, and said, * What made
those letters?’ * I see
very well,” the father
~replied, ** that the initials of your name have
grown up here in the garden. . That is an acy
cident;” and he turned away again. The
child followed him, took him ‘by ‘the hand,
brought him back to the spot, and said very
earhestly,‘“ Some one must have planted the
seeds
to make the letters.” * Do you really
believe those letters can not have been produc-

ed by chance?’ said

the

father.

* I believe

somebody
planted them,” said the son, who
probably did not know what chance meant.
* Very well,” said the father, ‘‘ look at your

hands and your feet; consider your

eyes and

all your members.
Are they mot skillfully
arranged? How did your band get its shape?”
The boy replied: *“ Somebody must have made
my hands for me.” ~*‘ ‘Whois that some one”
said the father.
* I do not know,” said the

shows that the Democratic action in the extra
session has thoroughly aroused the old spirit of
the Republican party.— Harger's Weekty.
The Spanish Cortes will suspend 10 days dur+
ing the marriage festivities of the king, and receptions are arranged at all the stations on the
route of the future queen to the capital.
At
Irun there will be a great military display by

supposed to have been lost.

Both

were

in

New

wick is presented by @nited States Consul Warner at St. John.
The emigration to the United
States is larger than at any time within the last
15 years, most of the emigrants being a superior class of men.
Coal and metal mining has

been

unsuccessful, and any

miners

are

re-

turning to farming.
In ship-building and agricultare there is some activity.
A severe gale, accompanied by rain and hail,
swept over portions of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, Friday, demolishing many
buildings and uprooting trees and fences in
t numbers.
Several persons are reported
Injured, and the destruction of property is believed to be very large.
A panic occurred in 8 New York tenement.
house, Thursday, during the progress of a fire,
and five of the inmates lost their lives in trying to.escape from the burning building.

It is reported

in Washington that Colonel

John Hay has been offered the position of firstassistant Secretary of State, in place of Mr.
Frederick Seward.
Princess Louise will return to Canada in the
month of January, next.

child. “ Do you feel certain that somebody
Mr. Spurgeon recently preached his fifteen
planted those seeds, and sure that some one
hundredth sermon.
made your hands?” “ Yes,” said the boy, with
Berkshire has a woman town clerk.
great earnestness. And then the father communicated to the child the name of the great
Colonel T. W. Higginson will be a member
Being by whom all things are made, and the
of the next Massachusetts legislature.
boy never forgot the lesson, nor the circumstances which led to it.
- It is refreshing to read of some burglars who
Now 1 bring the materialist, or any one who
were baffled the other day, A gang of masked
doubts,
the validity of the argument from dethieves-broke into-the residence of the cashier
sign to prove the existence of a God possessing
intelligence, to this garden plat. I say, ‘* Will
of the National bank at Germantown, O., Monday night, week, and forced him to accompany
you explain for me, the letters: C. -W. B.#
them to the bank and open the doors.
The materialist replies: “ I will do so, and
They
entered a store adjoining the bank, obtained
can do so very easily, for the letters are exthe key to tue vault and opened the outer door
plained by the powers in the seeds.”
* Let
of the safe, but they were unable to get into the
us hear your explanation in detail,” I reply.
money drawer, which contained $75,000 in
* Very well,” the materialist goes on to say:
‘“ there is a garden cress making the head of bonds and money, it being burglar proof and
secured by a time lock. ' The eh then carthe letter C. Is not that garden cress aceountried off the cashier's two watches, some jewelry
ed for by the seed from which it grows?”
and several dollars in money, and no trace of
* Yes,” I reply. “ Here is a cress making the
them has been obtained.
:
neck of the C. Is not that accounted for: by
the seed from which it sprang?’
¢ Yes,” I - Commercial travelers
do not receive a hearty
say. And so he goes on dough the fifty garwelcome in Montgomery, Ala. They are now
den cresses that make up the
letter. He ac:
taxed $3 a day.
counts for each one of the cresses, and then
infers that he has accounted for the letter. I
bard on some of the
rather
is
Hamilton
Gail
stop him and say, that to account for each one
Jounger of her sex. She growls that “ the only
of those garden cresses is not at all to account
ousework
that some girls do is when they beéfor the arrangement of the cresses into the
shape of the

Why

did

they

not arrange

themselves as a W, or a B, or in any form, or
in no form at all? Here is the distinction between the existence of the forces of matter

and the direction of those forces.

1. Lét cause mean all that 18 necessary to exlain an effect.
.
P 2. In a statue of Hercules we shall have, therefore,
to Aristotle’s distinctions between.
causes, first, a material cause in the marble; an
efficient cause in the chisel of the sculptor; a formal cause in the
of the statue; and a final
Sauge in itgentin
to be set up to adorn a
tel

e.

}

3. All these causes may coexist.
Neither in
man’s work nor in Nature does the operation
of efficient causes shut out that of final causes.
4. The fullest proof that the course of Nature is
governed x
ent causes would be no disproof that it is also Fovertied by final causes. To
prove that a statue is made by a chisel is no disthat it was made in orderto represent Hercules, STiobo Set VD 1 & tne.
5. Itis the absurd
claim
many physicists,
who have not studied philosophy, that efficient
and final causes exclude each other; but the bet.
ter educated of physicists make no such claim.
6. Without here
the question whether
the theory of evolution is true or false, it is evident that it concerns only a question of process,
or answers the question
How? and not the queson uy?
7. But the question How, does not exclude the
question Why, and so the
of evolution does
not render final causes either
Impossible or _useCombinations of repeated and multiplex
omena, such that they
converge to one effect
in pe
fone in Nature,
?

4
‘exist

Ohio,

with

and

At a dinner of the

produce

oe book i. and chapter i., and book ii., chapter
1.

.

>

Ji: 7Certain combinations,as

for Example , of the

parts of the eye,
are Jntetligible only on the supposition that
ions of forces have combined 80 as
to produce si
.
12. There 1s here
a strange accord of the past
the fature.
ht 1 it is a
fact of observation that this accord
with the future exists in Nature in cas-

a

or witho

siaslot oa

cause

Lat
¢
gran
a raaiiouss

fhe combination of parte has
has taken: ppiace under

deuey shat from the first has in

hich

ofm

springs

pu ficans,
present.

Leadville says that a

Den-

ville.

.

News.

that on the eighth instant the government
troops attacked the patriots at Barrancas; but
sustained a defeat, losing two hundred and

fifty men in killed and: wounded. Subsequent»
ly a portion of the insurgents crossed into the
eastern province, eaptured the town of Jacaro
and afterward pillaged

it.

planned a vigorous Sabaigh
movements

to

San

The

patriots

have

el, Baja

and

and will extend

Mi

cessfully accom
but
+a landing will be sttempted will de

condition of the’ wind

:

and

tide.’

how soon
md on the

.

:

.

accord exists between

Add six or eight good mealy potatoes,
let it stew
Serve hot.

DuTcH SAUCE. , Take half a pint
butter and put into a stewpan;
of five egzs; stand the stewpan

slowly

of melted

add the yolks
in a saucepan

of hot water over the fire and stir well

with a

woodenspoon; season with salt and a few
grains of cayenne pepper; stir continually until it thickens; you must not let the sauce boil,
as it will curdle; just before the sauce is finish:
ed stir in two teaspoonfuls of lemon juice.

To CURE Hams.

This receipt is fifty years

old, and I think it the best.

of green meat make

To each 20 pounds

a mixture

of one-fourth

of a pound of brown
sugar and a dessertspoonful of ground saltpetre; rub this well
by hand into the meat;
then with coarse salt
cover the bottom of a barrel, say to half an
inch; put in hams, and eover with half an inch
of salt, and so on until the barrel is full; hams
should remain in a coul place four weeks:

when
ome

salted,

wipe and

whole iach

‘dry them,

and ge

pepper, Jenich ig

must

nd yourse
pepper
thoroughly, especially about the hock an bone; let. the hams
lay for two days; then smoke for eight weeks.
PRESERVED APPLES.

Weigh equal

quanti-

ties of good brown sugar and of apples; peel,
coré and mince them

allowing

fo every

small;

three

boil

the

sugar,

pounds

a

pint. of

water; skim it well, and boil it pretty thick;
then add the apples, the grated peel of one or

two lemons, and two or three pieces of white
gin r if you have it.
Boil till the apples
ook clear and yellow.
This preserve will
keep for years,

-o
>>

TEMS,
South Carolina’s rice crop is estimated at 44.

|

000 tierces.
:
eile
The cultivation of almonds and olives 1s to
be introduced into Florida.
Eight thousand two hundred and fifteen miles
of railroad are now open in British India.
Over seven hundred acres of pop-corn were
raised in the vicinity of Loda, Iroquois county,

1lL., on contract.
Fifteen thousand cattle have been driven out

Texas, farmer boasts a

length,

umpkin

having

thirty-one

fully developed pumpkins on it.
Several hundred freedmen and

their

fam-

ilies are about to emigrate from North Carolina
to the State of Indiana.
a

Crockery shipments to Boston from Liver

pool this year to. Oct. 24, amount

crates against 11,520 for the

same;

year.

to

13,401

period

last

‘

The Union stock yards’ of Chicago oceup
850 acres of land, and cost nearly 5,000,000

&

4

~

A

i

of the

The Board of managers

New

¥

unary first, next.

:

:

choice

samples

and marketedin baskets...

of butter are
.

in white

cloth,

| Recent statistics show that there are now

:

.~=Colonel

John. Hay

was on Saturday appointed assistant Secretary

of State in place of Mr. Frederick. Séward,

re-

tiredin obedience to controlling domestic con}

R,

i

Dear

Why throw away so much money trying worthless medicines, when for 35 cents A remedy can be
procured that will cure coughs, colds, sore lungs
i Stoup? Give it a trial. Adamsow’s Balsam
will
do it.
i
<i

Sir~1

Lime.—

a remarkable

and debilitated

tonic, and

will cause

in

saying,

family

sr

y

cases

of

sx!

P. O. stamps

taken.

It contains 12 New Christmas Carols,

DOUBLE THE" USUAL QUANTITY,
At the ol@ price, $4 per 100,

2teowds

by Mail,

4t4Seow

A CHOICE
For

CHRISTMAS SERVICE No. 2.

Agents wanted.

‘ranklin Bros., West Haven, Ct.

BY Dr. J. H, VINCENT,
Sent on receipt of 10 cents; $7.50

GIFT’

persons to become strong and ro-

BIGLOW

PARENT, CHILD, FRIEND.

FOR

a paper

for the

CHRISTMAS

80

popular

or late

years,

as

i

10,882 wells
proc ong oil in the State of PennSyiagia, and they pour out, altogether, abont
,000 barrels of oil daily.
)
es
“True Britannia metel is composed of ninety
parts
tin, eight parts antimony
and two of
copper. . Some manufacturers
deviate a trifle
from this formula by adding'a small portion
of zine or bismuth.

NEW
4600

Bi

1879, double

the

usual

Joan

cal Dictionary
of over 9700 NAMES.

be

vy of material

35

Produce Report.

Rapusied by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers In Wuneers Ghiecse and
eggs, beans, dried apples,
ellar
No 3
id
Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday, November 15.
FLOUR. The market may be considered] full 25
@ 500
¥ bbl lower
for all
kinds, and we can not
look for any improvement until the English ad
vices are more encou
. There is perhaps a
little more ing
at the close and some lots of
Patents ranging
$750 3 $8 ¥ bbl have been
taken

for

export,

but

generally

speakiog

the

the receipts of the week are

19,269

bbls

by

the

Grand Junction Railroad for distribution in neighng markets. We quote Wisconsin and Minnegota spring wheat Patents at $750 @ $8

5

Bakers Minnesota extras

Wisconsin

range

extras at $650

extras at

£525

@ 775

from

$6

§

@ £525; an

@

#57

¥

bbl.

CORN MEAL. The demand 18 moderate and the
sales have been in small lots at $2 70 @ $2 $4 bbl,
RYE FLOUR. The sales huve been in small lots
at $525
@ $5 75 ¥ bbl.

OAT

MEAL.

The market is quiet with

sales

$6 @ $7 ¥ bbl for good and choice,

;

No 1and extra white ut 47%

@ 500;

BOOKS JUST READY FOR LITTLE FOLKS.
ART

All mothers should buy this book, if no other,

Boston:

EPHRAIM

:

Annual

Everywhere known and prized for
Skill and fidelity in manufacture,
Tasteful and excellens improvements,

A

Elegant variety of designs,

A

TEAR,

1 have nearly
300 Agents
on my Goods, and am dai-

Yielding unrivaled tones,

ly Jetting more.
Many
of the m-are making from

Tiustrated Calalogucs sent Free,
J.

Fer businessor
ising and

ure, young
or old.

ti

;

:

Church

your
own ad-

PORK. . TheTheres2 a fae dean id

rPorkbu
forPorkbut

pri

arooartir Salen of
ra’
at $1050
oii:
mess at $1150 @’'$12: Boston at $13 50'@ $14; an
backs at p09 bb.
ald Sai

BEEF.

#12
¥ bbl for

market
Westbrn

$12 @ 13 ¥ bbl for

fr

nD Hams.

8
ston at

LARD.
Soren

mess, and

extra mess,

PR

Ea

There 1128 been

an

quiet market

rices Jas dither weak. Sales of
9c,and Western at 9 8 iXxo vn.

are well sustained, with sales of
7% @ 8c ¥ Ib, and Western steamat 73
oni

6

has ruled steady at $11

Gold,

Ad

fe bp

de

a

ros., Clintonville, Ct.
bos

;

bi

y

Clinton

=

a

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping

Cough, and all Lung dis-

best writers of Sacred
8 W. H.
Doane,
Geo. F. Root, Harry Sanders,
and others have contributed
to this
year’s selections. NOW READY.

Price, 5 cts. $4.00 per 100 copies.
.

PUBLISHED

JOHN
66

W.

BY

CHURCH

Fourth

Street,

& CO0.,

Cincinnati,

And 805 Broadway, New York.
Casewll’s

Melinda

0.

52t20

Pills a Sure

Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.
efstable, being made of
ples of uot
e
diseases of the
For fanifly use they are
and
sure
in
out causing
in the bowels,
travel, labor or
sev ital impor
gn dividual who is

* PROVIDE FOR

68!

100,000 PIECES OF MUSIC
at 2 Cents a Plece.

STOCK OF A BANKRUPT FIRM,
This is absolutely such music as costs
from 30 cents to $1.00 a piece
in the
music stores, Twelve saiiple pieces
(vocal or instrumental), with com
le
, mailed free for

ness in all parts of the
Skin, i I
Suppressions, ete. Send 25 centsby
a box. For sale by all druggs
Co., Boston, Proptietors.
ie

THE DEAF HEAR
Con
ota. by N
aos
the Fonek, to t Ldtni of heari
ent wonderful scientific invention—TH
P ONE. For rematkable ublic tes
and Bumbo

the

feta

eraIta Sept,1 . 28; i Chria tian St
Herald,

ew

all

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

MAKE and SAVE.

- MONEY
BY

y

.

COLLECTION

A ny smart boy can readil ly

iti

OF

MUSIC

3

AND

edi

Bo

‘months over
t will
ve §a

axle

the first two

$200.
pay as

about

3t4beow

$2.50

per year; or, if

mon

paid within

$2.20; ‘and for $2.00 re-

ceived we will send the Star ong year,
or 25 cents received we will send the Star
hree months on trial,
Aa
;

h subscriber will please’ notice the date

The Star is not discontinued when, the time

expires for which it.is paid unless
persons request it; and it is discontinued when it bas
been more than one year in arrears, after due

4

notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES must bé made.in mons
ey-orders or bank-checks if Rossib) 9, or in a
ogistered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please:
ate their STATE, as well as town, and

}

pbs

hi

Mode

of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
sare)
j

Edition WORDS ONLY, in Paper
Covers,
$10
100; 2 cents per copy additional ifgent 3 mail

fre

Biglow
& Main,
| John66 WesT
Church
& Co.
76 EAST NINTH ST.,
4TH ST,
New York.

par.

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:

SANKEY.

msrp

bd

all the

d be without the

copies 10'canta per copy additionsSt sent by
Rh ie

} Sore illus

we ever expected, Tthas
TH SMEGILL,
Hart

_ BERVICES CONDUCTED BY MESSRS.
[

¥

& Co, Taveatoes and Maauacs:

(Gospel Hymns Combined
}

MEY

yentitled
ith

18 USED EXCLUSIVELY AT THE SPECIAL RELIGIOUS
s

KRESS
1

124-page Instruction and

Containing Gospel
Hymns and Sacred
Songs, Gospel Hymns No. 2, and Gospel
Hymns No. 3 in one volume, all duplicates being omitted.
;

a

THR CELEBRATED

SI
i, BSAC

POPULAR SACRED SONGS

MOODY

USING

Card Presses aslow as$s. Rotary
foot and steam
hea to $160, ppd
use. Send 10 cents for

The Largest and Cheapest

ne a uate ae pe

Crystal, Lace, Perfumed & Chromo

Pd iis in Gold and Jet, 10¢..

& Co.'s

1879

[]

of consequence doing in: Game.
and
Ch
will be wanted
» and should be shi ped 10 48 to
the Saturday before the
val, which

CO.,

Dmuimias Seuzemons

&e., for 2 stamps. Kelsey

“C0RCL ETMNS COMBINED,”
:

&

BETTER THAN EVER!

lager sizes

NOW READY:

rdinary
grades sell
Straw Eats de-

sell,
| Nothing
First
class

ESTEY

Brattlebora. Vi.

not

prices,'bit poor stuff is

Publishers.

for

Prints cards labels &c. (Self-inker F218

. HAY AND STRAW. Receipts. of Hay continue
large and prices re udchanged: Sules’ of choice

full

Co.,

Single Copy
5 Cts.
$4 per hundred postpaid
Address,
ASA HULL, 240 FOURTH AVENUE.
NEW YORK CITY.
4t45thendteow

n$3 Printing Press

willing to accept lower rates. Fine Fall creamerles have been advancedto 37 @ 39c ¥ ®, with
sales to the trade at the latter Juice, New York
and Vermont choice straight dairies have moved
off freely at 28 @ 8lc #1, ‘and 82¢ is the general
asking price at the close for nice dairies with fall
ends. ¥air to food lots readily command 25a27c,
and it is hard to buy any good lots of Northern
under 28¢. Dairy
packed
Western has been sell
ing at 26 @ 30c ¥ 1b, and strictlyfresh lots are held
at 31 @ 32 ¥ Bb. Ladle pac
Western
has been
moving off freely at 23 @ 25¢, and some fresh packed is held hi
. A few small lots: of common
ed up at 18c, but we hear of very
ht be
little si
of any kind offe
under 22c,
g
CHEESE.
e market suctains a little firmer
tone, under the influence of the rise in’ Liverpool
but the demand here continues quite moderate
buyers are not disposed to respond to asy advance.
The sales of choice factory have
12 @ 13¢
¥a, and cis stilla full price for lots to the
price.
EG68. There has been a fair demand for fine
fresh stock and Prices are steady. Sales of East.
ern have been at 25¢ ¥ doz, and a few extra lots
command over 23c. Northern and Island have
been selling at 22 @ 23; Western at 20 @ 2c; and
Limed at 17 § 19¢ ¥ dozen,
BEANS.
ere continues fo be a good demand
for Pea
ns, and receipts well sold a. The
sales of Northern have been at $210 @ $2 15 # bu,
but only very choice hand picked bi
the outside price.
Western have
be n selling
at $2
@ $210¥ bu. Choice Mediums move off as fast as
received at$1 80 @ $1 85 ¥ bu, and some very ex.
tra lots he higher.
Yellow Eyes have been in fair
demand at $2 05 @ $2 15 for choice, and $220 @
$2 25 for improved.
POTATOES. | The market has been well supplied
with . Potatoes and prices are without
much
Change, Choice Houlton Rose have been selling
at 58'@ 60c, and for all other kinds 55¢ # bu 1&4 an
outside
price. Swcetsthave been selling at $1 75

@ 2 00 ¥ bbl for Norfolk.

&

S CHRISTMAS 1879

No 2

are

D. Lothrop

BROWN, Lowell, Mass,

Sales of Shorts at $1650 @ $1i; Fine Feed at $17 @

receivers

Slate drawings

Send Stamp and address

$17 50; and Middlings at $18 g $20# ton.
BUTTER. The Butter market was fairly active
up of Wednesday, with steadily advancing prices.
which we quote 1 @ 2 & Ib higher than last week.
This makes a rise of 10c ¥ b since the start four
weeks ago, and is unprecedented in the memory
of theroldest dealer
in the
trade. Weean
not wholly account for such a rapid advance, but
there are some good reasons for it. The exports
since the first of January are about twice gs large
as for the same time last year, and thé consumption both East and West, has considerably increased, while the make was considerably curtailed by
the dry weather during the Autumn months,
There are no large stocks beld in this vicinity, so
far as we cau learn, and the indications are that
hizh prices will rule for the remainder of the
year, at least. Howegqer, operators should move
with caution, as it is generally admitted that the
high
cost will materially lessen the consumption,
aud
a reaction may be nearer than is now Appar.
ent.
During the past two days
there
S
been a light trade. and the market has lost the
buoyant fone noticeable early in the week. Buyers are disposed 10 hold off and it would be. difiicult to force off lots except at concessions, Sales
of fine fresh fall lots have been at 31 @ 30¢c, and
occasional fancy lots of Vermont command 37¢ ¢
Bb. Buyers consider this a very high range, but it
ahd

NURSERY.

25 cents.

peer

white at 46} @ 47¢, with considerable sales ut 47¢,
cash, and 47); ¢ for Decemeer delivery: and No 3
white and No 2 mixed at 43% @ 44¢ # bu.
RYE. The marketis dull and the sales have
been small at 9c @ $1 ¥ bu.
. FRED. The market is dull for all kinds of Feed.

no more than covers cost,

IN THE

and amusing pictures for little folks. Illuminated board covers, 50°cénts.
:
Fun for all the family; « |
BABY'S ORJECT - LESSON BOOK.
ELLA FARMAN. Quarto. Flexible cloth covers,

$2to #10 a day. Send 3-cent stamp for particulars,
No postals answered.
13142
fy.
8. T. BUCK, Milton, Pa.
LY

at

CORN. The market for Corn has been quiet but
prices remain about the same. The sales of old
mixed and yellow have been at 6354 tc ¥ bu;
and new from.60 @ 63c ¥ bu, as to quality. The
feeling at the close is steady at these prices, but
demand for export and consumption moderate.
OATS.

and by 50 College Pres’ta.

i

8t. Lonis winter wheats can not be guste over
$7 @ $750; 1llinois and Indiana at $675 @ #735;

and Ohio and Michiganat $650 @ $676

you.

Dr. B. J. Kendall & Co., Prop
Enosburgh
1s, Vt.
GEO. 0. GOODWIN & CO,
38 Hanover Street, Boston, Mass.

10 a week extra while teaching.
H
76 a month Jor Suit Hide. Pleasant bu
home. No
vo iN
Be,
ouUT FIT ¥
FREE. Address
vy P. W. ZEIGLER
& CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
43eow

5

¥ bbl,

and the latter price is an extreme figure for choice
brands. with a few exceptions. Winter wheat
Patents
from $7 @ $5 50 ¥ bbl, and are dully

bbl.

get it for

CHRISTMAS GAROLS.
Hl

views of buyers are so low, sales can not be made
ona
ry basis. At the same time there is
Jeir ime pressureto gell at present. Included
in

Dear Sir:

I received the two bottles of your
in cure forwardedby express in January
Iam happy
to state that it performed all your advertisement
called for. In three
8 after I commenced
using it, the spavin was entirely removed and a
valuable horse Juured ig usefulness.
‘ery truly yours,
y
JOHN PARKER.
Send for illustrated circular
ving Positive
Proof. Prict $1. ALL Dr
have it, or can

Published by 6. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield; Ma.

MARKETS.

Boston

B. J. Kendall, Enosburgh Falls,

STANDARD.

EBSTER'S is the
onary used in the
Government
Office. Jan. 1879.
very State purchase of Dictionaries for
E
Schools has been of Webster.
ooks in the Public Schools of the United
:
States are mainly based on Webste r.
ale of Webster's is
times as
as the
1S +
of any ph
ds of
or
es.
ve been
HIRTY-TWO THOUSAND COPIES
T
placed in the public schools of the U.8.
E
~contains 3000
nearly three
mes as many as any
other
.
ecommended By State Supt’s of Schools in

without additional charge. We notice the second
number of Dr. Vincent's Christmas Service is also
announced, and that a Christmas Cantata, with
the pleasing title of “Santa Claus,” by W. H.
Doane, is in press. Old and Joung op le will
therefore have a feast of good
things in Biglow &
Main’s Music for Christmas Times.

THE

of over

NEW WORDS and Meanings.
ALSO ADDED, A NEW

A NATIONAL

seen by their advertisement in another column,
this enterprising house still retains the lead of its
competitors by offering in their Christmas Annual
for

EDITION.

Containing a SUPPLEMENT

whole

will

St.

"NEW YORK.

=

Is a sure cure for spavin, splint, curb, calious
sprains, swellings, galls,
ess and all en
ments of the joints or limbs, It will completely remove a bone spavin without blistering
or cans
a sore. It is also as good fOr man 86 for boass ts
is used full strength, at all times of the year, with
perfect safety,
cure whic 1 we are knowing to,
18 a person who suffered 156
with hip-Joint
lameness and was permanenily cured two years
age
with Kendall's Spavin Cure. Remember, we
claim that it will cure a bone spavin and completely remove the bunch without Riswering.
;
Office of U. 8, Marshal, Western Dist. of Michigm,
;
« 15th y: h

WEBSTER'S- UNABRIDGED.

TIMES,

and,

76 East Ninth

©

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE.

Messrs, Biglow & Main seem determined to keep
their pre-eminence as publishers of Muaic for Sunday-schools and Churches. They were the first to
introduce the Christmas Annuals, which have become

Street

CHICAGO.

;

oak, and is emphatically
family.

& MAIN, Publishers.

73 Randolph

Sold by all druggists.

A Paper for Young People.
Every family that desires to provide for its young
people wholesome and instructive reading matter
should send for specimen copies of the Youth's
Companion, It is the brightest and best of papers.
Its columns give more than two hundred stories
yearly by the most noted and gifted authors, besides one thousand articles on topics of interest,
anecdotes, sketches of travel, poems, puzzles, incidents, humorous and pathetic, It comes every

periom,

Every
Sunday
School proposing am Entertain.
ten
at Christmas Time, should examine the
above.
4
i

ANNIVERSARY, or any other day; for

PASTOR, TEACHER,

per 1

by Mail.

all times,

HOLIDAYS, WEDDING, BIRTHDAY,

weak

hs

Domus Amma Nis

re.

An Elegant Hollda
Present. A gilt-bound
Autograph Album, with 48 beautifully engraved
pages, also 47 select quotations, all for 15 cents,

postpaid.

PIANO

~. BIGLOW & MAIN'S

that

wi

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

use on the first appearance of Coughs or Irritation
of the Lungs.
Manufactured only by A. B. WiLChemist, Boston.

pleasure

results, and I have known of several

‘bust. It should be kept in every family for instant
BOR,

take

markable cure effected bY it. I regard it as a valuaable family medicine.
Truly
yours,
y
REV WAL McDONALD.
The Rev. Wm. McDonald is well known through
oe Diitod States ‘as ' a minister of the M. E.
urch.
Ho)

>

York

the cental system on and after Jan~

In England.

teare, ad this pongn the action of ol
mill

25¢. buys » pair of Lyon's Patent Heel Stifieners and make a boot or shoe last twice
as
long.
;
rl

I have used the Vegetine in my

F

if

Produce Exchange will insist on putting into
operation

made in small rolls, wrap

from
be.

MEDICINE.
JAN.
1, 1878,

MR. H. R. STEVENS {—

They
will accommodate about 10,
ttle,
120,
hogs, 5000 sheep and 1000 horses at one
i,
me.

The cultivation of the castor-ofl plant in the
State of Illinoisis very importan , the coun.
ty of St. Clair alone
al
producing 300,000 gallons.
:
A
:

eir-

SAS A

utter.

peeled and quartered, and
till the potatoes are done.

vine sixty feet in
state

counted npon.——The steamer Faraday,having
on board the land end of the new Franeo-American cable, arrived off North Eastham, Mass.,
Saturday morning. The work has been suc-

the

Then

put to the meat celery tops or seed, onions and
epper and salt. Thicken with flour rolled in

A Jackson,

Nuevitas. Inthe Trinidad valley alone it is
yeporied that a thousand yeownen fire. ready to

J
le el

HOUSEHOLD,

price of grain this season.

Reports from the insurrection in Cuba

FAMILY

BE ATTY

iam

it as a Valuable

times giving immediate relief.

Westérn common

ver coach upset and rolled down’ a precipice of Falls County, Texas, on account: of the
on Friday night, killing the Rev. W. Pickett ; drought.
and seriously injuring nine other passen
rs.
The farmers of Northwest have made from
pickers has just completed a church at
ad- $70,000,000 to $100,000,000 by the rise in the

join them, and accessions in other directions are

dle.

more

ly till the bones can be easily removed.

George W. Curtis and others were

A dispatch from

doing

A GOOD STEW FROM COLD MEATS.
Get a
knuckle of veal and put with it a ham-bone
and any bones of roast meat.
Stew slow-

are offered at

and in some counties the people are compelled
to travel miles in vehicles in search of water for family use.
In several churches
at Pittsburg, yesterday, prayers were offered
for the much-needed rain.

I regard

Troches” will

Dr. Wilbor’s Coed Liver 011 and

OA

EE
AE
SEND & GENTS FOR

THE GREAT Biooo PuRiFIER

be

allay irritation, which induces coughing, often-

$750;

THE

ra-

are drying up,

dollars

+06
>

OIfunization under the title of independent Re-

their

duce

fifty

cents.

scratchers ” in New York

Latest

15. ‘Asa cause must include all that is heceast
to
lain
an effect, the conv
nce of causes
Hon tselr be
lained in bn
with the principle that vol
aid evolution under natural
mal
equation.
hu ut the
accord of the
t with the

not. bring

-udgery, of some kind, and -hvi
on less
ng
feed
than
a horse that would bring a thousand.
It makes
no
difference
what the
farmer produces, its value is determined b
what it will bring in the market. Tt is astonishing to methat so plain a proposition as this
should not meet with unhesitating assent from
everybody,
still I know it does mot.
You
must allow me to di=miss this question of the
innate goodness therefore, and to consider only
the aspests as represented
in dollars and

on Friday night, it was voted to continue the

ness, ' The wellsand streams

Vs

would

There are now a larger number of vessels at
for grain

know that an elegant

for Vermontthan
a sixteen hand
one. I
do not propose to : discuss that
question at
all;
I can readily conceive of a pony
that

the port of New York for cargoes for any part
of the world than for a long time, and the
freights

unfash-

Right here I am met with one of your most
obdurate prejudices in the matter of size. One
will insist that a fourteen hand horse is better

ine in that region the past four years, they are
und together to protect the lives and property of honest people.
They warn barn-burners
and murderers to depart.

exceedingly low prices.

the

bay horse, sixteen
hands high,
weighing
eleven or twelve hundred pounds, symmetrical and lofty, and stylish in his earri
, will
bring a good round price. He should be a
proud, high
stepper, but there is no need that
should
be fast. A mile in four or even four
and a half minutes, is all the speed that is required. You simply want the trappiness dnd
style and doeility of your best’ old-fashioned
Morgans, built up to sixteen hands high, and
not a hair less,
and drawn out in length
of body and limbs and neck, till you. have a
perfect symmetry.

about

and

and

SUDDEN CHANGES OF THE WEATHER often
cause Pulmonary, Bronthial and Asthmatie

MUSIC

Vermont Farmers.

ty or depression, you all

have issued a proclamation reciting thatin view

robbery

they keep!

fonableness of the Morgan, the undesirableness
of the runner, and the unprofitableness of the
trotter, you are ready to ask what you shall
breed. Every day of the year, and it makes
no difference whether it isa period of prosperi-

$20,000 that he obtained by systematic forgeries on various parties,
:
The “ regulators ” of northeastern Kentucky
of the reign of assassination,

Wallace to the

Having called your attention to

8. C. Zirck, a young lumber merchant, has

The drought In Virginia for the past three
months is causing great anxiety and uneasilain each phenomenon by referring it to its ante.
cedent; it is necessary
to give a precise reason for
dence i
J
“Final Caus-

J. H.

$10,000 bail at Cincinnati for making fraudulent claims on the government.
Lancaster,

medicines

by

WHAT HORSES TO BREED.

Captain Ambrose, clerk of the United States
district and circuit courts, has been held in

from

dyspepsia

burger,
Those who have this organ in good
working order, would do well to remember
that the time when every
particle of food
has left the stomach, is not the time to
put
more in. An hour’ rest, at least, is needed,
and if you give this before each meal, it will be
a willing servant, and will never think of sugJeating the propriety of a sherry and bitters
efore you sit down to dinner; and remember
a willing servant makes a glad master, and a
good-tempered one to boot.

cruelties practiced in the transportacattle,” says the Boston
Traveller,
the most shocking character,and show
has much of the beast in hjm.”

absconded

excellénee,

ORGAN

meat and medicine would soon induce a healthy

gin to dust around afler a beau.”
“The
tion of
¢ are of
that man

of

pouring
into it keep up the irritation in
robably five cases out of ten, In these cases,
am convinced that two or three hours’ complete rest to the stomach every day from both

Eng-

Bruns-

been

forms

first and foremost produced the

lish built iron steamers of about 1700 tons, with
crews aggregating 47 persons.
A gloomy picture of affairs

have

ing it to get well, the

closing

ea

nl

& Co.'s

overloading the stomach, or by other errors in
diet, they give it no rest, they keep on worry-

or

their petals.
Many people suffer from chron.
ie indigestion, from the mere fact. that having

Christian. Union.
The general result of the autumn elections

preparations

troubles. “Brown’s Bronchial

i

.

Baker

Invalids need no longer dread to take that great
specific for Consumption, Asthma and threatening
Coughs,—Cod-Liver Oil and Lime. As prepared
by
Dr. Wilbor it is robbed of the nauseating taste,
and also embodies a preparation of the Phosphate
of Lime, giving nature the very article required to
aid the healing qualities of the Oil, and to re-create
where disease
has destroyed. This article also

tell the time from the opening

The sooner the whole country is thrown
open fo civilization and the Indians are compelled to adjust themselves to the nineteenth
century the better for them as well as for us,.—

tion, of the most advanced minds is that while
what is called germinal matter may be the
physical basis of life, it is not at all, and so far
as science can perceive, can not ever be placed
by philosophy in the position of the psychical
basis of thought,
choice, and emotion.
So
thoroughly have these positions permeated the
sober, earnest thought of New England, that
last summer, in the Concord School of Philosophy, no opportunity to peep nor mutter was
given to a materialist.
£
Taking the Concord platform and .that of

Virchow and

®

The governor of Michigan has appointed Fernando (!. Beaman to fill out the term of the
late Zach Chandler in the United States Sen-

:

1780, Walter

the standard of purity and
may be had from all grocers.
Ee

)

law which ordains that a period of rest must
in every case be sequel to one of activity,
In
the vegetable as well as in the animal Kingdom, this law holds good. Trees and shrubs go
to sleep in winter, flowers are generally more
tenderin their constitutions, and go to rest
during the night; while others, again, find 1t
necessary to take a map, so to speak, during
certain hours
of the day, and this they do with
such regularity that one can pretty correctly
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Dartmouth medical college.

A Berlin

REST AS A MEDICINE.

often willful,of the great natural and universal

Miscellaneous.

Twenty students

-

SINCE

Chocolate and Cocoa

The benefits of rest in aidingjthe healing process in disease might be exemplified in a hundred different ways.
Indeed, the disease itself is often merely the result of disobedience,

Hetos Summary.

all, that materialism has lately received in
England what ought to be a fatal blow at the
hands of the British Association. Years ago
in this lectureship, when my effort was to in-
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